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Exogenous fluorescence probes have been widely employed in studying complex 
biological dynamics with high temporal and spatial resolution. One of the limiting factors 
is a photoinduced dark state, in which dynamic information is lost. The dark state, 
however, can be useful if it can be utilized for a particular purpose through optical 
modulation. Transferring this concept to more traditional fluorophores requires a detailed 
understanding of the photophysical dynamics. Because photon emission is a random 
process corresponding to underlying photophysical state transitions, a robust, 
probabilistic method is required to uncover the most probable model. This thesis focuses 
on a generalized hidden Markov model (HMM)-based method to build a proper 
photophysical model, and calculate model parameters from simulated and experimental 
data. 
The conventional algorithm in HMMs is modified to analyze Poisson-distributed 
intensity trajectories. Several types of criteria were used to determine the “true” number 
of states and compare to known values of simulated data sets. By modifying the Baum-
Welch algorithm to introduce chi-square probability and localization error, we have 
improved HMM performance both in determining the dimensions of unknown systems 
and in robustness even if the intensity trajectory is very short, or if poor initial conditions 
are used.  
Experimental conditions including non-unity detection efficiency and background 
noise lead to non-Poisson distribution of intensity counts, which cannot be explained by 
Poisson statistics. Photon-by-photon HMM (PbPHMM) was developed to build a 
 xvii
photophysical model from non-Poisson distributed photon time traces, with the goal of 
incorporating the information often discarded by time-binning. Additionally, in 
PbPHMM, the solution of the master equation is not required to extract the rates of 
underlying dynamics, which is often long and complicated. The fitting ability of 
PbPHMM was evaluated by analyzing simulated time traces of fluorescence photons, 
varying experimental and photophysical parameters. The relation between photophysical 
parameters and the trained model parameters were formulated based on probabilistic 
theory. The number of dark states was determined by Bayesian information criteria. 
When multiple time traces are available, the fitting performance of PbPHMM could be 
improved, showing relative error of parameter estimation less than 10%.  
PbPHMM was applied to build a photophysical model building from photon time 
traces from optically-modulated silver nanodots and excited AcGFP. One bright and one 
dark state were predicted from photon trajectories from silver nanodots. The information 
criteria confirmed that two dark states at different time scales existed in a photophysical 








1.1 Motivation: fluorescence imaging 
Optical imaging has been widely applied to study complex and heterogeneous 
biological dynamics [1-7]. Among various optical imaging methods, fluorescence 
imaging has become a popular method because signals from multiple fluorophores at 
different wavelengths can easily be separated. Since human genes, separated by ~1Mb, 
were visualized during hybridization [8], fluorescence imaging has been employed in 
detecting tumors with near-IR copolymer probes [9], studying giant unilamellar vesicles 
from preferentially labeled fluid phase and estimating boundary tension [10], in vivo 
imaging with semiconductor quantum dots [11, 12], intravital microscopy [6, 13-15], and 
superresolution microscopy [16-21]. Diverse kinds of fluorophores with a broad range of 
wavelengths have been developed including organic dyes [22, 23], semiconductor 
quantum dots [24, 25], silver nanodots [26, 27], and fluorescent proteins [28, 29]. 
One of the challenges that limit the amount of information from fluorescence 
imaging is a photoinduced dark state. In the dark state, fluorophores do not emit photons 
and therefore become at least temporarily invisible. Several mechanisms including 
intersystem crossing to triplet states [30, 31] and nonradiative Auger process [32, 33] 
have been proposed to describe dark state dynamics. Even in particle tracking, dark state 
residence prevents continuous tracking of probe trajectories. Such temporary 
disappearances of fluorescent probes may result from exiting out the field of view, 
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blinking, or photobleaching, but without quantitative understanding and characterization 
of these non-emissive states, interpretation of behavior remains clouded. 
The dark state, however, can be useful if it can be adjusted for a particular purpose. 
Recently, the Dickson lab at the Georgia Institute of Technology has demonstrated that 
we can control dark state lifetimes through optical modulation to selectively enhance 
fluorescence signals of interest [34, 35]. In this scheme, a high energy laser excites a 
molecule to generate lower energy fluorescence, while inadvertently building up dark 
state population. This dark state will naturally decay on its own to regenerate the original 
ground state. At high primary excitation intensities, however, the rate of dark state 
generation overpowers the rate of dark state decay, and a large dark state population 
maintains a steady state. Optical modulation results from co-illumination with a very low 
energy secondary laser that depopulates the dark state faster than it would naturally 
decay, thereby enhancing overall fluorescence intensity through ground state 
repopulation. The dark state depopulation rate is proportional to the intensity of a 
secondary laser with lower energy than primary emission, and the optical modulation 
enables to recover fluorescence signals effectively [34]. Since the secondary laser is 
lower in energy than that of the collected fluorescence, no additional background is 
generated. Currently, only a small subset of fluorophores yield significant improvements 
through optical modulation. Thus, transferring this concept to more traditional 
fluorophores requires a detailed understanding of photophysical dynamics. 
Although correlation analysis is commonly used to extract photophysical 
parameters and build models, proper interpretation relies on the assumption of a specific 
underlying photophysical model. Without assumptions of the underlying state 
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connectivity and even the number of accessible states, a robust, statistical method is 
required to uncover the most probable model. In this thesis, I propose a generalized 
hidden Markov model (HMM)-based method to build a proper model of optical 
modulation, and calculate model parameters based on simulated and experimental data. 
1.2 Photophysical processes of fluorescent molecules 
Fluorescence is one of the photophysical processes in which an atom or a molecule 
emits a photon that results from excitation by absorbing a photon retaining spin 
multiplicity [36]. The processes can be visualized by the Jablonski diagram in Figure 1.1. 
A molecule at ground singlet state S0 absorbs a photon and is electronically excited to 
one of the vibrational levels in excited singlet state S1 while the spin multiplicity is 
maintained due to the selection rule for electronic transition. The excess energy in the 
molecule at S1 is redistributed to its environments, and the molecule steps down to the 
lowest vibrational level of S1. From this excited state, two competitive pathways exist to 
return to the ground state S0: a radiative and a nonradiative pathway. The radiative de-
excitation pathway yields fluorescence in which the molecule emits a photon with an 
energy that corresponds to the energy difference between S0 and S1. Due to nonradiative 
vibrational relaxation to the lowest vibrational level of S1 after excitation, the energy of 
emitted photon is lower than that of the absorbed photon. Therefore the emission 
spectrum is red-shifted relative to the absorption spectrum (Stokes shift). The typical time 
scale of excited state lifetime is 10-8~10-10 s, and such short lifetime provides the fast time 



















Another competitive pathway to the ground state is internal conversion. Internal 
conversion is a nonradiative transition between states with same multiplicity and its 
lifetime of transition from S1 to S0 is typically 10
-11~10-6 s [38]. A fluorescence quantum 
yield ΦFL is defined by the ratio of rates of competing radiative and nonradiative 
pathways. ΦFL also can be calculated by the ratio of the number of emitted photons to the 
number of absorbed photons [36]. 
Diverse kinds of fluorophores including organic dyes, quantum dots, fluorescent 
proteins [28, 29], silver nanodots [26, 27], and nitrogen-vacancy centers in nanodiamonds 
[39] have been developed for fluorescence imaging. The ideal fluorophores need to have 
(1) a large extinction coefficient for efficient excitation at a given wavelength, (2) a large 
fluorescence quantum yield, and (3) sufficient photostability. An absorption cross section 
σ (with units of cm2) is the quantum interpretation of the molar extinction coefficient 
ε (with units of M-1 cm-1), which indicates the probability of a photon being absorbed by 
molecules in a given area (cm2) [40]. Another requirement for fluorophores is a large 
fluorescence quantum yield, ΦFL. Typical values of ensemble fluorescence quantum yield 
range from 0.04~0.4 for cyanine dyes [38], 0.13~0.40 for silver nanodots [41-43], 
0.02~0.8 for fluorescent proteins [44], 0.2~0.7 for quantum dots, and near unity for 
xanthene derivatives [37]. Moreover, fluorophores need to be photostable enough for 
sufficient photon collection before it irreversibly converts into non-emissive state via a 
photochemical process called photobleaching. The number of excitation/de-excitation 
cycle of organic dyes prior to photobleaching ranges from 2×103 for coumarins to 105 for 
Cy5 to 3×106 for rhodamine dyes [22, 45] and ~106 for GFP [46]. In most cases, 
photobleaching is induced by the interaction of fluorophores with reactive oxygen species, 
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which are generated from the reaction of fluorophores at triplet states with molecular 
oxygen [22, 37, 47]. Although transition from ground triplet state to excited singlet state 
is forbidden for molecular oxygen, energy transfer between ground state molecular 
oxygen and other species in their triplet states makes it easier to generate excited singlet 
oxygen molecules [22]. The photostability of fluorophores can be enhanced by using 
enzymatic oxygen scavengers and triplet quenchers [48-50] or protective agents tethered 
to fluorophores molecules [37, 51, 52]. 
1.3 Photoinduced dark state 
Although bright states yield strong fluorescence upon excitation, not all decay 
processes proceed within the bright state manifold. Photoinduced dark states are also 
accessible, often in low yield, from the excited level and can result in steady-state dark 
states with significant population. These dark states may limit bulk fluorescence rates. 
Unless large dark state populations are achievable, dark states remain largely 
undetectable as the net absorption often remains too low to be seen with transient 
absorption spectroscopy. Consequently, single molecule experiments are now widely 
utilized to characterize such photoinduced dark states, which have been invoked in 
explaining, for example, intensity fluctuations on the single molecule level [53, 54]. 
Since the first single molecule studies characterizing such discrete intensity fluctuations 
from single pentacene molecules in para-terphenyl crystal at room temperature [30] and a 
single terrylene molecule at cryogenic temperature [55], studies have been performed to 
explain the origins of photoinduced dark states in a wide range of systems [56-61].  
A well-known explanation of dark states is the intersystem crossing to triplet levels. 
The molecule in a triplet state does not fluoresce until relaxation to the ground singlet 
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state and subsequent excitation-relaxation within the singlet manifold. The lifetime of 
these triplet states ranges from microseconds to milliseconds, as exemplified in organic 
dyes such as Rhodamine 6G [56], carbocyanine [58], and DiI molecules [31]. Even with 
the small intersystem crossing quantum yield, significant fractional populations can be 
trapped in triplet dark state, limiting the fluorescence intensity [37]. Based on a two-state 
model with a bright and dark state, the dark state lifetime can be determined by 
fluorescence autocorrelation studies [62-64]. 
Another type of fluorescence fluctuation has been studied since fluorescence 
intermittency has been observed from single colloidal quantum dots [65]. Unlike 
molecular states, quantum dot photoluminescence signals appeared to be similarly 
random telegraph signals, but with widely distributed (~ms to hrs) time scales [32]. The 
proposed mechanism to describe the long-lived dark state is an ionization-recombination 
model [33, 66-68]. When a single ground state quantum dot absorbs a photon, an 
electron-hole pair is generated – Auger ionization. This long-lived ionized state is 
followed by Auger recombination. During this process, the hole is trapped in one of the 
active recombination centers on the quantum dot surface, and the photoexcited electron-
hole pair recombines in a nonradiative way [32, 33]. Then the recombination is followed 
by the relaxation to ground state. The time scale of nonradiative recombination is several 
picoseconds [32]. The energy gap between delocalized electronic levels causes hole 
trapping rates to fluctuate [67]. The lifetime of this kind of dark state has been observed 
to follow inverse power law distribution [66, 69].  
In a bulk experiment, transitions into dark states should be synchronized to measure 
dark state lifetime. However, initiating a dark state transition is an uncontrollable 
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stochastic process that is governed by dark state quantum yield. To circumvent the need 
for synchronization of uncorrelated stochastic processes in bulk experiments, single 
molecule experiment enable measurement of molecular parameters such as dark state 
quantum yield or lifetime. Since its first measurement more than twenty years ago [70, 
71], single molecule spectroscopy has been extensively applied to study complex 
dynamics at the molecular scale. Its applications were reported on measuring of protein 
binding and rupture force using force spectroscopy [72-75], observing conformation 
change in helicase protein and DNA junction using Förster resonance energy transfer 
(FRET) [76, 77], and gating kinetics of a single ion channel [78]. Collecting signals from 
a single molecule allows one to avoid ensemble averaging. This field has been enhanced 
by the development of low noise amplifiers and sensitive and fast detectors, such as 
photomultiplier tubes (PMTs), avalanche photodiodes (APDs), and electronic amplifiers 
[79], which can convert individual photons or electrons into signal pulses.  
Typical signals from a single molecule, however, are weak and short. Due to 
photobleaching, an insufficient number of data points are often collected in fluorescence 
microscopy. In order to increase photostability of fluorophores, cyclooctatetraene was 
used as a triplet state quencher to reduce the lifetime of triplet dark state [49]. 
Additionally, since molecular oxygen causes photobleaching and photooxidation for 
organic dyes, enzymatic oxygen scavengers with β-mercaptoethanol or Trolox were 
introduced to suppress blinking [48, 49].  
1.4 Stochastic modeling 
Since the first efforts to stochastically interpret burst signals of current across 
single ion channels [80], various stochastic methods have been applied to extract 
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parameters and build a model from noisy data. Model parameters can be extracted from 
raw data [11, 31, 43, 56, 63, 81-99] or idealized data [100-109], using fluorescence 
correlation spectroscopy (FCS) [11, 31, 43, 56, 63, 81-95], linear and nonlinear filtering 
[100-104, 109], intensity change point detection [105, 107, 108], and Markov-modulated 
Poisson processes [110-115]. 
1.4.1 Raw data analysis 
FCS is a technique in which underlying processes are characterized from the 
correlation function of fluorescence fluctuations [81]. In 1970s, FCS was applied to 
estimate rate constants of dye-DNA complex formation from the autocorrelation function 
of fluorescence fluctuation [82]. Since the first application successfully revealed kinetic 
information with sufficient precision, FCS has been widely utilized in different areas 
including monitoring enzymatic dynamics [63, 83, 84], determining the number of 
fluorescent particles and size distribution of quantum dots [11], and monitoring dynamics 
of the photophysical and photochemical fluctuations in organic dyes [31, 56, 85, 86], 
GFP [87-89], and silver nanodots [43, 90]. Combined with stimulated emission depletion 
(STED) nanoscopy, FCS was used in observing single lipid molecules diffusing in the 
plasma membrane within diffraction limited area [91].  
Time-correlation function analysis has conventionally been used to extract 
temporal information about the characteristic timescales of a given system. The nth order 
correlation function 
, ,  , 	 of stochastic variables 	, 	, 
 ,	 at time , ,  ,  is defined by: 

, ,  , 	  		 , 	  (1.1) 
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where …   means averaging over time. Within a given photophysical model, a 
second-order correlation function can be used to characterize the temporal fluctuations or 
the relation of signals from two species [31, 63, 82, 87, 92-94]. The correlation function, 

	, of the fluorescence intensity signal from species i at time t, "	, and species j 
with lag time τ, " # 	, is given by:  
 (1.2) 
The second identity is obtained when the random process is stationary. When i = j, 
eq. (1.2) is called an autocorrelation function.  
Fluorescence intensity fluctuations also depend on the fluorophore photophysical 
dynamics for all times shorter than it remains in the focal volume. However, due to the 
difference in time scale, the autocorrelation formula can be divided into two parts: 
diffusion and photophysical processes. The diffusive part of autocorrelation formula does 
not appear for immobilized fluorescent particles. The fluorescence intensity is 
proportional to the number of fluorescent particles or the probability of photon detection 
in case of single molecule experiment. Thus, the autocorrelation function of fluorescence 
intensity can be derived from the master equation for photophysical processes (see 
Appendix A) [116, 117]. The solution of master equation for on-off dynamics is the 
conditional probability of photophysical state at time t + τ given the state at time t [93]. 
With the assumption of stationary process, the intensity autocorrelation function of 
the following reaction is given by eq. (1.3) where τon and τoff are the inverse of escape 
rate kon and koff from on and off state, respectively [31, 95]. Solving this set of coupled 

 	  "	"  # 	 "	 " 	 
"0	" 	 "0	 " 0	  
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rate equations is straightforward for the simple case of a single bright and a single dark 
state: 
 (1.3) 
However, the problem in correlation analysis is that the solution of the master 
equation becomes extremely complicated if more than two photophysical states exist. In 
general, a model must be assumed and the correlation function fitted to this expected 
model to extract photophysical parameters, but the underlying model cannot be 
confirmed through correlation analysis. Thus, analysis is available only if the underlying 
model is known. Photophysical state transitions are not visible, and the only observables 
available are the events of detecting photons emitted upon singlet relaxation. Detected 
photons are related to and dependent upon the populations of bright and dark states. 
Therefore, while useful in cases with simple and known photophysics, autocorrelation 
methods are not generally applicable to fully understanding and characterizing photon 
trajectories. 
Time traces of FRET efficiency have been theoretically studied by deriving 
distributions of the number of photons emitted from donor-acceptor pairs and energy 
transfer efficiency [96-99]. Various sources that cause FRET efficiency fluctuation 
include intersystem crossing to dark states, shot noise, conformation change, and 
translational diffusion [97]. FRET efficiency trajectories were decoded based on two 
conditions: (1) the independent FRET efficiency on the position of a molecule in laser 


















channels. The joint probability distribution of donor and acceptor photons in a given bin 
could be approximately derived, which was converted into the function of FRET 
efficiency [97]. By obtaining energy transfer efficiencies and interconversion rates from 
maximum likelihood estimators, the theory was extended to explain two- and three-
colored photon trajectories and estimate the rates of conformational change [98, 99]. 
1.4.2 Idealized data analysis 
Rather than analyzing raw data, model parameters including transition probabilities 
and conversion rates can be more easily extracted from idealized data segmentations 
combined with threshold techniques or histogram fitting [109]. During these idealizing 
procedures, true trajectories are probabilistically revealed from noisy data. Different 
types of filters have been used to suppress noise, enhance signal-to-noise ratio, and 
expose hidden dynamics. DNA looping-unlooping kinetics were studied by observing the 
motion of tethered particles, revealing the interaction between DNA and wild-type Lac 
repressor [118]. Mechanical noise including stage drift or apparatus fluctuations can be 
removed by using low-pass filter with low cutoff frequency. Shot noise in measuring 
donor-acceptor distances in the yeast transcription factor was minimized by applying 
optimal filter in frequency space [101]. Low-pass filters can also be applied to increase 
signal-to-noise ratio of ion channel current recorded by patch clamp method [119, 120]. It 
should be noted that short-lived transitions are susceptible to omission when filters are 
applied heavily, which results in increased model parameters. To overcome the weakness 
of low-pass filtering, nonlinear forward-backward filtering was developed for reducing 
background noise in analyzing single-channel currents [102]. A nonlinear filter has been 
applied to reduce noise in FRET signals from conformational fluctuations of protein 
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molecules while keeping fast transitions [103, 104], and the filtered signals showed 
clearly-separated states in the histograms of FRET efficiency.  
Maximum-likelihood estimation has been applied to analyze photon emission data 
by determining intensity change points [105]. Expectation-maximization (EM) is utilized 
to identify the change points. In this method two hypotheses are tested within the time 
window: the null hypothesis that states no change point exists, and the alternative 
hypothesis that states at least one change point exists. Following the hypothesis test, 
intensity levels are determined by maximum-likelihood estimation. After the intensity 
levels are optimized, the number of states has been determined by information criteria. 
This method has been applied to various fields [106-108], and has served as a useful tool 
to set a starting point to determine and reconstruct state dynamics. However, in real 
cases, photon time traces have non-Poisson characteristics due to imperfect experimental 
conditions, including non-uniform photon collection efficiency and background noise. 
1.5 Hidden Markov models 
1.5.1 Background 
Molecular states cannot be observed directly; we can measure photon counts, 
intensity, or arrival times. A robust and unbiased method is required to reveal the hidden 
dynamics from experimentally collected photons. A hidden Markov model (HMM) is 
better suited to this task than are many other statistical approaches as the HMM model is 
mathematically simple to use and the HMM likelihood of observed data can be calculated 
in a short running time. 
HMM is a doubly stochastic process in which a sequence of observations is 
determined by underlying hidden states [121-123]. A general HMM process is displayed 
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in Figure 1.2. The term “hidden” means that states are not directly observable. Only the 
sequence of observations O=o1, o2, …, oT-1, oT  that represent hidden state sequence Q=q1, 
q2, …, qT-1, qT can be detected. Let N denote the number of hidden states, then the state at 
time t, qt, is one of the N possible states si, 1≤i≤N. The hidden state sequence follows 
Markov property; that is, a current state qt is only dependent on the previous state qt-1.  
 (1.4) 
Originally developed for speech recognition [121], HMM enables reconstruction of 
the state sequence from observables when the true states are hidden. Iterative state 
reconstructions refine the three parameters –transition matrix A, emission matrix B, 
initiation matrices π– needed to describe time series with well-defined transition 
probabilities linking all states The transition matrix element aij is the probability that one 
state i changes to a different state j in the subsequent step.  
  %&'  (|'*  (+ (1.5) 
The emission matrix B links the observable ot at time t to hidden states si that, in 
fluorescence intensity trajectories, corresponds to the different observed intensity levels.  
	  %,  |'  (	 (1.6) 
The initiation matrix π gives the probability of each state at the first step. The 
objective of HMM analysis is to reconstruct the hidden state sequence using the most 
likely model parameters λ=(A, B, π) that describe the system.  
Simple examples including coin tossing experiment and the urn-and-ball process 
were introduced to describe the HMM [121, 124]. Suppose that we have N urns, and each 
urn contains colored balls with M different fractions of colors. The proportion of color m 
in the i-th urn is pi(m) (i=1,2,…,N. m=1,2,…,M). Assume an experiment that a person can 
( ) ( )11221 |,,,,| −−− = ttttt qqPqqqqqP L
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randomly choose an urn, pick up one ball, and record its color. After the ball is replaced 
in the urn, then the new urn is selected and the experiment is repeated until time T. In this 
example, the observation sequence corresponds to the sequence of recorded color of 
balls, and the hidden state is the sequence of selected urns. With the trained model 
parameters, the urn selection sequence can be inferred from the observed sequence of 
colored balls. 
 
Figure 1.4 A typical HMM time series. A hidden state sequence qt (t=1, 2, …, T-1, T) 
follows Markov property, and observables ot (t=1, 2, …, T-1, T) distribute by emission 




o1 o2 oT-2 oT-1 oT
….q1 q2 qT-2 qT-1 qT
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1.5.2 Algorithms of hidden Markov models 
Three major objectives of the hidden Markov model are (1) to calculate the 
likelihood of observation given model parameters, (2) to adjust model parameters given 
observation to maximize the likelihood, (3) to reconstruct hidden state sequences, and (4) 
to select the most probable model. Several algorithms, including forward-backward 
algorithm [125], Baum-Welch (BW) algorithm [126, 127], and Viterbi algorithm [128, 
129] have been developed to address major questions in HMM.  
1.5.2.1 Calculating likelihood 
The forward-backward algorithm enables calculation of the likelihood of observed 
data requiring fewer calculations. Given observed data O, state sequence Q, and model 
parameter λ, the likelihood P(O|λ) is calculated by: 
 (1.7) 
where πq is the initiation probability of state q, bq (Oj) is the emission probability 
that oj is observed from state q, and aij is the transition probability from state i to state j. If 
T observations are given and N states exist, calculating the likelihood of all possible state 
sequences requires 2TNT multiplications, which would be an astronomical number even 
with a small number of states or observations. With 3 states and 1000 data points, the 
calculation requires 2·1000·31000≈10500 multiplications. However, the forward-backward 
algorithm does not require such huge number of calculations to determine the likelihood. 




 - .'1'1 ,'2 ,'1 '1,1	'1'2'2,2	'1−1'1'1,1	 
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 (1.8) 
Therefore, forward variable αt(j) is the joint probability that the current state is j 
with observed sequence o1, o2, …, ot until time t given model parameter λ. 
3	  %,, ,,  , ,, '  |4	(1.9) 
If we calculate eq. (1.9) over all observed data, multiply by the transition 
probability and sum over N states, the resulting forward variable results in the likelihood 
of the observed data given the model parameters. 
 (1.10) 
Compared to eq. (1.7) requiring 2TNT multiplications, eq. (1.10) requires only NT 
multiplications and NT summations, which makes for a significantly faster calculation. 
1.5.2.2 Parameter estimation 
Model parameters including initiation, transition, and emission matrices need to be 
adjusted to maximize the posterior probability P(λ|O). The posterior probability is the 
probability of certain model parameters λ, provided the observation O is obtained. The 
posterior probability can be expressed using the likelihood P(O|λ) and the prior 
probability of model parameters P(λ) as follows: 
 (1.11) 
Thus, maximization of the posterior probability is equivalent to the maximization 
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The BW algorithm has been developed to maximize the likelihood of HMM 
processes [126, 127]. In the BW algorithm, a new variable, the backward variable, is 
introduced to describe posterior probabilities. A backward variable βt(i) is defined by eq. 
(1.12) and it represents a joint probability of state i at time t and observation sequence 
from time t+1 to T, ot+1,ot+2,…,oT given model parameters. 
 (1.12) 
Combining forward and backward variables, the estimated transition probability 
from state i to state j, , can be calculated by eq. (1.13) given observed data and initial 
transition and emission matrices.  
a  Expected number of transitions from state  to state Expected number of staying at state   
 (1.13) 
In a similar way, the expected emission probability of observing x at state i is 
estimated by: 
 (1.14) 
These estimated transition and emission matrices have been mathematically proven 
to result in larger likelihood [130]. Therefore, the BW algorithm is a kind of expectation-
maximization (EM) algorithm.[121]. Estimated transition and emission probabilities are 
used as initial parameters in the next estimation iteration and the iteration is repeated until 
a convergence criterion is reached. 























































Although quite fast, the traditional BW algorithm simultaneously requires a great 
deal of data for adequate training and is prone to trapping in inherent local maxima rather 
than converging to global maxima of likelihood [131, 132]. Simulated annealing has been 
used to escape from local maxima by cooling temperature functions and reducing energy 
functions which corresponds to likelihood [133]. In iterated local search algorithms, 
initial parameters are optimized until a local minimum is obtained, and the optimized 
parameters are replaced by neighborhoods in parameter space [134]. Those methods, 
however, require long running times.  
Unfortunately, when physical constraints that govern distributions of collected data 
exist, BW algorithms must be modified accordingly, therefore further degrading their 
overall accuracy in finding a global solution to the statistical problem at hand. The 
introduction of physical constraints is one of the main advances of the work presented in 
this thesis. In order to address this issue, I introduced photophysical conditions to 
parameter estimation which constrain transition and emission matrices to be 
photophysically relevant and lead the fitting procedure to escape from local maxima and 
proceed toward global maxima. Using this scheme, the most probable number of states 
and the best photophysical model can be directly elucidated from experimental data. This 
will be discussed in more detail in chapter 3. 
1.5.2.3 Hidden state reconstruction 
The most probable state path can be reconstructed after all model parameters are 
trained to have maximum likelihood. Calculating the probability of every possible state 
sequence requires NT calculations. One useful criteria in finding the optimal state 
sequence is to determine the most probable state individually at every data point [135]. 
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The probability γ t(i) of state i at time t given the observation sequence O and model 
parameters λ is as follows: 
 (1.15) 
However, this criterion has a problem that eq. (1.15) determines the most probable 
state individually at every data point, not as a whole sequence. The compilation of the 
most probable state at individual time point does not always correspond to the most likely 
state sequence. Thus, the optimality of as a whole sequence should be estimated to 
determine the most probable sequence efficiently.  
Dynamic programming for shortest path problem is a promising solution for 
finding the optimal state sequence [136]. Figure 1.3 shows a trellis structure for the 
shortest path problem. At each stage, the cost of transition from state i to state j is 
calculated, and the minimum cost is used to calculate the cost at the next stage. The cost 
of forbidden state transition is considered to be infinite. After all the cost calculations are 
done by reaching the artificial terminal, backtracking of the path with the minimum cost 
at every stage determines the shortest path.  
Utilizing the short path problem for HMM, Viterbi algorithm has been developed to 
find the optimal state sequence [128, 129]. The cost in short path problem corresponds to 
the product of transition and emission probability. The Viterbi algorithm is the solution 
for reconstructing a state sequence which maximizes a posteriori probability P(Q|O,λ). 
P(Q|O,λ) denotes the probability of a state sequence with the given observation sequence 































The first part of the Viterbi algorithm is to determine the most probable state at the 
beginning and ending. If the probability of the most probable path ψt(i) that ends in state i 
at time t, and its probability with observation ot  is δt(j), then the next probable path and 
its probability can be found by multiplying transition and emission matrices as eq. (1.16).  
	  ,	maxM*	N 
	  argmaxM*	N (1.16) 
where argmaxM*	N is the state i that maximizes *	. 
The most probable state path can be found by applying eq. (1.16) recursively from 
the end to the first data point. The Viterbi algorithm can be used to train model 
parameters by renewing transition and emission matrices using reconstructed state 
sequence. While its iteration is faster and computationally inexpensive, the likelihood 




Figure 1.5 Transition graph for short path problem (adapted from [136]). The nodes 
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1.5.2.4 Model selection 
Proper state sequence reconstruction requires determination of the true number of 
states, and thus makes evaluation of the most likely system dimension a key problem. 
However, adding more hidden states to model parameters will monotonically increase the 
likelihood of observed data and result in overfitting [139-142]. To avoid overfitting and 
best estimate the true number of states, several information criteria have been developed, 
including Akaike information (AIC)[143], Hannan-Quinn (HQC)[144], and Bayesian 
information (BIC) criteria [105, 145-147]. These criteria modify maximum likelihood 
estimates with penalizing terms based on the Laplace-Bayesian approximation of the 
likelihood and prior probabilities in the limit of large sample-size [148]. Among those 
criteria, BIC has been broadly used in determining image class of positron emission 
tomography and magnetic resonance images of patient brains [149], determining the 
number of Gaussians for curvature fitting in 2D shape classification [150], and explaining 
the effect of the number of species on the combination of ecosystem function [151]. 
Although direct, model-independent information theoretical approaches [105] may also 
work well especially when a kinetic model is inapplicable, even these model-independent 
methods rely on these same information criteria that may not consistently find the 
simplest and most likely model for short data sets. Furthermore, for kinetic models, 
HMM has enjoyed wide applicability and success [106, 152-154], suggesting that any 
information criteria improving accuracy, especially for short data sets may be of great 
utility. While BIC has been shown to provide a rigorous upper limit on the true number 
of states for an infinitely long sequence,[148] many important experimental data sets are 
far too short to satisfy this requirement. Therefore, in order to improve the performance 
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of modeling for Poissonian emitters, we introduced modifications to the conventional 
information criteria. In this thesis, chi-square probability is used as the information 
criteria for time-binned photon trajectory, and BIC is used in analyzing time-binned and 
photon-by-photon time trajectory. 
1.5.3 Applications of HMM 
Because the most probable state sequence can be extracted from complicated and 
noisy data using trained system parameters, HMM has been utilized in various fields. 
Originally referred as probabilistic functions of Markov chains, the basic theory of HMM 
was developed and introduced to describe hidden dynamics of ecological models and 
stock market behavior in late 1960s [125-127].   
Automatic speech recognition, one of the major applications of HMM, has emerged 
in 1970s [121, 133, 153, 155, 156]. The acoustic signals of speech differ among 
individuals even though they speak the same word; even the same word repeatedly 
spoken by a single person has different signals. Therefore, interpretation of the unknown 
utterance with reference templates becomes inadequate, and consequently stochastic 
modeling is required for converting speech signals into meaningful words or sentences 
[135].  Since 1970s, HMM has been implemented to model decoding errors in which 
input speech waveform is translated to output representation [155]. HMM has been 
widely used in recognizing isolated words [157], word-by-word speech with random 
pause [158-160], and continuous speech with large vocabulary [161-164]. Speech signal 
processing based on HMM has enabled speech enhancement [165], speaker identification 
[165], and classification of environmental noise events such as car pass-bys and aircraft 
fly-overs [166]. 
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One of the advantages of HMM is that the modeling ability is not limited by the 
distribution of observations [123]. Any discrete or continuous probability density 
function in the real world can be modeled including exponential [167], Gaussian [145, 
168, 169], Weibull [170], Gamma and its mixture distributions [167, 169, 171-174]. 
Particularly, exponential family such as gamma and Erlang distributions are useful to 
model duration between events including human response [175], neural spike trains [167], 
and failure time of interconnects in integrated circuits [173]. Gaussian distribution is 
suited to describe additive noise in measurements including initial amount of the DNA 
molecules before PCR [176], nanopore channel current [168], and FRET efficiency [145]. 
 The versatility in modeling various observation distributions has made HMM 
useful in biological signal analysis. HMM has been applied to build the most probable 
model describing the behavior of a single ion channel gating, by analyzing the single ion 
channel current [177-186]. Ion channels are large proteins which controls signal 
transmission and membrane potential across the lipid bilayer of the neuronal membrane 
[100]. Single channel ion currents are the function of underlying gating kinetics of ion 
channel, which can be measured by patch clamp techniques [100]. The ion channel 
current is very small (~femtoamperes) and may easily be buried in Gaussian or 
environmental noise. Stochastic analyses are required to idealize noisy current and extract 
gating state transitions and dwell times [187]. HMM-based methods have been successful 
in detecting idealized single ion channel current, short-lived events that are usually 
missed by low-pass filtering [185, 186], as well as reconstructing complicated signals in 
the presence of highly-expressed multiple ion channels [177, 181, 183]. HMMs have 
been applied to interpret neural spike trains to investigate the stimulus-response 
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relationship [188-193]. In these papers, the hidden states are neuronal responses to the 
stimuli input or different sample behavior modes, and the observations are spike firing 
rates recorded from cortical areas in monkeys or rats. The underlying process was 
assumed to be finite-state, time homogeneous Markov process. Spike trains processing 
using HMMs revealed the correlation between firing rate patterns and responses of 
cortical neurons to different tastes in awake rats [190], and enabled parameter estimations 
of UP-DOWN state dynamics in rats during slow-wave sleep [191].  
Another application of HMMs in biology is biological sequence analysis of genes 
and proteins. Probabilistic modeling of gene sequence is useful in relating proteins and 
predicting those structures or properties [130]. One of the early applications of HMMs to 
sequence analysis was to model the population of G-C clusters in the mitochondrial DNA 
of yeast and humans, and to describe compositional heterogeneity of mammalian 
mitochondrial and bacteriophage DNA [194]. HMM-based modeling has been 
extensively used in aligning and examining similarities among protein sequences [195, 
196], determining change points of DNA copy numbers [197-200], and gene prediction 
[201-204]. 
The major obstacle to single molecule analysis is the low signal-to-noise ratio 
induced by electronic, mechanical, and thermal noises. Due to the ability to extract model 
parameters in the presence of white or colored noise [205-207], HMMs have been used to 
model single molecule results with insufficient signal-to-noise ratio such as particle 
tracking [208, 209], single ionic current measurement [185], dwell time analysis [210], 
FRET analysis [145, 154, 211, 212], and simulation of single molecule fluorescence and 
kinetics [106, 213]. Although incompatible with state sequence reconstructions, non-
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Markovian memory effects due to thermal fluctuation [214] can be quantified through 
correlation analysis [215]. 
The Markov-modulated Poisson process (MMPP), which is compatible with 
continuous HMM, is useful for modeling and analyzing burst signals [110, 111]. The 
MMPP is a double stochastic process in which arrival rates of Poisson process change 
according to the states of continuous Markov processes. The model parameters, including 
infinitesimal generator matrix for Markov processes and Poisson arrival rate matrix, can 
be converted back and forth into transition and emission matrices, which will be 
described later. The MMPP has been applied to model arrival processes in ATM-
networks [112, 113], IP network management [114], and accidental long-range exposure 
to radioactivity [115]. 
Due to its ability to model telegraph and discontinuous signal processes, the MMPP 
has found wide application in analysis of photophysical processes. Photon arrival 
processes were simulated based on quantum jumps between ground singlet, excited 
singlet, and triplet states [216]. On- and off-period durations were estimated with 
maximized likelihood, assuming two-level system dynamics. Dynamics of complex 
formation and dissociation with Cu2+ ions were studied using fluorescence quenching of 
tetramethylrhodamine (TMR) [217]. Fluorescence emission decreases upon binding of 
Cu2+ ions to TMR-bipyridine conjugate, and the binding and dissociation constant of 
Cu2+ ions to bipyridine ligands were estimated from the fluorescence intensity time trace 
at different Cu2+ concentrations. The MMPP has also been employed to extract 
information from one-color photon trajectories [218]. Transition rates between two to 
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four fluorescent states with different intensities were estimated from simulated photons, 
and the number of states was determined by AIC and BIC. 
1.6 Objectives of thesis 
In this study, first I will show how to apply HMM to analyze the intensity 
trajectories from a single Poisson emitter and to modify the fitting algorithm to improve 
model-selection accuracy in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, the development of photon-by-
photon HMM (PbPHMM) will be discussed, including the theoretical aspects of 
PbPHMM. Photon time traces will be generated using HMM-based methods. 
Experimental and photophysical parameters will be adjusted to mimic realistic data, 
considering non-unity photon collection efficiency, nonzero noise level, or varying dark 
state quantum yield and lifetime. Fitting performance of PbPHMM will be evaluated by 
analyzing photon time traces at various conditions. In chapter 4, PbPHMM will be 
applied to analyze the experimental data collected from optically modulated silver 
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2FITTING TIME-BINNED DATA 
2.1 Introduction 
Time resolved analysis of fluorescence intensity trajectories details the 
photophysical behavior of single molecules [1, 2] and conformational changes of 
biomolecules [3, 4]. Since the fluorescence intensity is recorded as the number of photons 
detected within given time window, information on underlying dynamics may be lost if 
the binning time is longer than the time scale of the dynamics. Usually, fluorescence 
intensity is assumed to be Poissonian in most developed analyses. The Poisson 
assumption is valid for intensity traces from photophysical processes, which are faster 
than photon detection. However if the rate of photophysical processes including dark 
state relaxation is comparable to or slower than photon detection, the assumption is not 
sufficient to extract accurate parameters [5]. Fitting quality is even more aggravated by 
real experimental conditions. One must also account for environmental noise in all 
analyses that purport to reveal true photophysical dynamics 
Due to its inherent flexibility, HMM can solve those problems to decode the true 
underlying dynamics. HMMs describe a system of interest with three model parameters - 
the transition, emission, and initiation matrices. The transition matrix is a matrix of which 
element aij is a conditional probability of a Markov chain from state i to state j. The 
emission matrix is a matrix of conditional probabilities that the current value is observed, 
given the current state. The initiation matrix is the probability of each state at the first 
data point. HMMs have turned out to be useful in modeling the temporal structure of a 
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sequence of unobserved states which account for different distributions of observed 
variables. The versatility of a HMM allows the modeling of any probability distribution 
in the real world, with enough data points [6]. 
The key algorithm for training model parameters is the Baum-Welch algorithm [7]. 
However, training iterations have shown that Baum-Welch suffers from iterations too 
often being trapped in local likelihood maxima. At this point, the likelihood of observed 
data is locally maximized and the iteration cannot escape from it to find the global 
maximum. Local maxima problems cause the likelihood not to be fully maximized, 
resulting in the wrong number of hidden states being identified. In this chapter, I will 
describe how to modify the training algorithm in HMMs for Poisson-distributed 
intensities. Data sets of varying length will be generated by pseudo-randomly generated 
transition and emission matrices exhibiting experimentally relevant, Poisson-distributed 
noise. We will fit the data sets by Baum-Welch and modified algorithms, using several 
types of criteria to determine the “true” number of states and compare to known values of 
simulated data sets. Effects of trajectory length and robustness relative to choice of initial 
conditions indicate that chi-square probability and localization error (LE) are crucial to 
proper state reconstructions.  
 
2.2 Methods 
Simulating typical single molecule fluorescence trajectories, 10,000 data sets of 
varying length with pseudo-randomly varying system parameters were generated in 
Matlab software (R2008a, Mathworks). Although emission levels were randomly chosen 
to match appropriately binned experimental data, our lone deviation from truly random 
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choices was that staying in the same state for the subsequent step was defined to be more 
probable than transition to any other individual state. The probability of staying in a 
given state could, however, be much less than 0.5. Obviously, the sum of each transition 
matrix row was constrained to unity, but the sum of each column varied widely due to the 
pseudo-random transition probabilities, yielding a wide range of state populations and 
transition probabilities in the simulated data traces. The emission levels (i.e. simulated 
intensity range) varied from 0 to 150 counts per bin. Emission matrices had levels of 
random mean value (fixed for each trajectory), subject to Poissonian sampling noise as 
determined by the total number of data points and state weight in each trajectory. The 
number of hidden states was varied from two to six, with 2000 unique data sets for each 
number of states. For simulated data having a given number of states, the number of data 
points per trajectory was increased by 200 for every 80 data sets. Thus the largest data 
sets have 5000 data points. In this notation, two states correspond, for example, to one 
bright level and one background, or “off” level. Only one emission level per state was 
allowed. 
Baum-Welch training was performed by the standard programs included in Matlab. 
New algorithms resulted from the modification of the Baum-Welch algorithm using chi-
square-minimized Poissonian fits and chi-square probability-determined relative 
weighting to determine the number of hidden states. The determined “correct” number of 
hidden states was extracted from the quality of the fits as follows: For each given number 
of states, after Baum-Welch training, the trained emission matrix is fitted to a Poisson 
distribution, and its initial weight is determined by the Viterbi algorithm. The emission 
level histogram is reconstructed by summing the properly weighted Poissonian emission 
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levels, each of which is fit to the best Poisson emission level through chi-square 
minimization. Chi-square is calculated between real histogram (simulated or 
experimental data) and the reconstructed one. The Poisson-constrained emission matrix 
and transition matrix are used as the initial system parameters for the next step. The 
iteration is continued until the global chi-square is minimized for a given number of 
states.  
Although each level is fit with chi-square minimization to a Poisson distribution of 
intensities, two different criteria are used to determine the overall goodness of fit between 
the actual data and the reconstructed data – BIC and chi-square probability. BIC is 
calculated by 
O"
  P,QRSTRU,,V − WXY ln6[ (2.1) 
in which  d is the degree-of-freedom of parameters to be trained when S is the 
number of states. The transition, emission, and initiation matrices are trained during BW 
algorithm. The transition matrix is an S×S matrix, and each element is the transition 
probability to be trained. One restriction per each row exists that the sum of each row 
should be one, which makes the degree-of-freedom of the transition matrix S(S-1). The 
emission matrices of S different states are Poisson distributions, which are defined by an 
average intensity per state. The initiation matrix is a column vector of which elements are 
the probability of S different states at the beginning with one restriction. Therefore, the 
total degree-of-freedom d is S(S-1) + S + S-1=S2+S-1. Np is the number of data points. 
Chi-square between observed value Xi and expected value µi is defined by eq. (2). 
χn
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in which n is the number of observables and σi is the standard deviation associated 
with the uncertainty in Xi.[8] Conversely, a chi-square variable, t, is governed by the 















Here, Xi is the probability of observable i in the experimental emission matrix, and 
µi is that in the Poisson-constrained emission matrix. For a given number of states, the 
training is stopped when the value of chi-square between the experimental and 
reconstructed histograms is minimized. Once a minimum for a given number of states is 
obtained, the number of states is changed by one and the global chi-square is again 
minimized. Since the degrees of freedom are related to the number of states, we used the 
integrated area of the chi-square distribution at the calculated chi-square value instead of 
the value itself. In this process, Xi is the number of occurrences of observable i in the real 
histogram, and µi is that in the Poisson-reconstructed histogram. This provides a method 
for comparing goodness-of-fit for different numbers of hidden states.[9] 
Especially for short data sets, the above process often overfits the number of states, 
so a penalizing term giving a statistical measure of level distinguishability was 
incorporated by checking the overlaps of all emission matrix curves by localization error 






=∆  (2.4) 
In optical localization experiments, ∆x is the LE, σ is the standard deviation of 
point-spread function, and N is the number of collected photons. N and σ are replaced by 
the integrated area of the emission matrix of an individual state (its weight, or the number 
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of observations in that state) and the range of data values, respectively. When ∆x is 
smaller than the difference between the mean values of two curves, overlapping curves 
were deleted, and the fitting process is performed again using the remaining curves as the 
initial parameters. Typically the fitting regenerates the overfitted results, with 
overlapping distributions that are indistinguishable by localization error. Therefore we 
terminated the iterations when the overlap appears. The previous best-fit number of states 
is then used as the best global fit. We denote the new algorithms modified by Poisson fit 
as PB when BIC is used to determine the dimension and PC when chi-square probability 
is used. In the case that LE is applied, the algorithms are represented as PBL and PCL, 
respectively. 
 
2.3 Results and discussion 
Although quite fast, the traditional Baum-Welch algorithm simultaneously requires 
a great deal of data for adequate training and is prone to trapping in local maxima and 
overfitting [12, 13]. Figure 2.1A illustrates a typical result of getting trapped in local 
maxima. During the training iteration, the log-likelihood monotonically increases as 
shown in Figure 2.1D (open circles). However, due to the lack of physical constraints and 
robust stopping point of the iterations, the resulting emission matrix curve is noisy and 
has indistinctly defined levels.  
For time correlated single photon counting data, emission intensities should be 
Poisson-distributed. Constraining Baum-Welch to be physically reasonable demonstrates 
the advantage of the Poisson modified Baum-Welch algorithm (Figure 2.1). A simulated 
data set with 3800 data points and 5 hidden states was generated based on an emission 
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matrix consisting of 5 Poisson distributions. Compared to the emission matrix estimated 
by the Baum-Welch algorithm, the shape and peak position of the emission matrix fit by 
the Poisson modified Baum-Welch algorithm was much closer to the original emission 
matrix (shown in black solid lines) that was used in generating the data set. The overall 
emission level histogram of the simulated data set and that of the Baum-Welch and 
Poisson-constrained Baum-Welch reconstructions are nearly identical, but the Poisson 
constraints significantly improve the individual intensity distributions while 
simultaneously providing a clear maximum in the likelihood as a stopping point (Figure 
2.1D). Such Poisson constraints on the emission levels enable more robust and more 
physically meaningful fits with better-defined stopping points. 
Even with intensity levels constrained to be Poisson-distributed, however, the 
maximum likelihood method often overfits the data. For example, Figure 2.2A shows 
three curves with slightly different mean values being fitted to a single emissive level 
near 120. The number of data points in each distribution, however, is quite small, 
suggesting that the three curves may not be significantly different, but instead are 
consistent with a single distribution. Rather than eliminating overlaps visually, LE was 
introduced as a statistic to tie the actual weight of each state to the precision with which 
the distribution center can be determined. Using the standard deviation for the 
appropriate Poisson distribution, Figure 2.2B, for example, shows the advantage of using 
LE. Using this statistic, the curves in Figure 2.2A around the emission value of 120 were 
determined to be consistent with the single curve centered at 120 in Figure 2.2B. An 
approximation for asymmetric distributions, localization error works very well for higher 
intensities (>~20 counts/bin), where the differences between Poisson and Gaussian 
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distributions are relatively small. This method still gives good results for low intensities 
and is readily adapted for other common distributions, if necessary. Together this gives a 
meaningful method to determine the best fit for a given number of states. Comparing 
goodness-of-fit for different numbers of states, however, demands inclusion of additional 
criteria. 
Figure 2.3 shows the histogram of fitting results from 1250 data sets generated 
using Poisson emission matrices with randomly assigned mean values. Both BIC and 
Chi-square probability (Equation 3) were compared as criteria for goodness-of-fit when 
varying the number of hidden states. Both incorporate more penalizing terms as more 
states are included to yield better-defined stopping points than maximum likelihood 
alone. Furthermore, the incorporation of LE significantly reduced the tendency of PB and 
PC to overfit the number of states, especially for short data sets. The number of hidden 
states was consequently estimated by the PBL (Figures 2.3A, C) and the PCL algorithms 
(Figures 2.3B, D), respectively, for a large number of simulated data sets. Initial 
parameters were determined in two ways. First, we used built-in peak finding codes in 
Matlab to identify initial emission levels from the histogram of each data set. 
Alternatively, we set the initial levels by eye from the histogram. The first method is 
automatic and much faster than the second one. However, frequently, the automated 
method did a poor job in predicting emission levels, especially when levels had close 
average values or for low numbers of counts per bin. Therefore, the accuracies of fitting 
results by manual initiation (Figures 2.3C, D) are much higher than that by automatic 
initiation (Figure 2.3A, B). Interestingly, Figures 2.3A and 2.3B demonstrate that in the 
case of automatic initiation, the determined “true” number of states by the PBL algorithm 
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is larger than that from the PCL algorithm. These results are an example of the property 
of BIC, i.e., BIC predicts the maximum number of probable dimensions in the limit of 
infinitely long data sets.[14, 15]  
Not surprisingly, the fitting performance of all algorithms is highly dependent upon 
initial parameters, but the PCL algorithm appears least sensitive to poor initial guesses 
(Figure 2.4). Additionally, the algorithm to automatically generate a new emission matrix 
with one more or one less state did not work as well as did manual input. When we 
manually input a suspected level in every simulation, all Poissonian modified algorithms 
including PB, PBL, PC, and PCL algorithms tended to predict the correct dimension 
more frequently. 
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Figure 2.1 Comparison of traditional and Poisson-modified Baum-Welch algorithms. 
Emission matrices were trained by Baum-Welch (A) and Poisson-modified Baum-Welch 
(B) algorithms. Histogram (C) of a data set which has 3600 data points and 5 hidden 
states ( , top) and reconstructed histograms from Baum-Welch ( , middle) and 
Poisson-modified Baum-Welch ( , bottom) algorithm. Histograms from reconstructed 
data are vertically offset from the simulated intensity histograms for clarity. (D) Log-
likelihood from Baum-Welch ( ) and Poissonian-modified Baum-Welch ( ) 
algorithms of the same data set during the training iteration. 
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Figure 2.2 Modification by Localization Error (LE). Three curves at around 120 
counts/bin in (A) are consolidated into one curve in (B). 
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A significant fraction of incorrect fitting results for all algorithms arises from the 
shorter data sets. The dependence of accuracy on the length of 6-state data sequence is 
shown in Figure 2.4C. A solid black line in this figure means the proportion of data sets 
which were generated using 6-state emission matrices and can be considered truly to have 
6 hidden states (by localization error). The fraction is lower than 50% when the number 
of data points is smaller than 1000.  This result can be explained in two ways. First, if we 
have too few data points, the system or molecule being measured may not access every 
possible state. Second, poorly sampled states have very large localization errors. 
Therefore, two low-occupancy adjacent curves in the emission matrix are likely to 
overlap, and two states are then consistent with a single level. In such cases, the fitting 
result tends to be smaller than the real answer. For these reasons, LE informs the setting 
of proper experimental conditions such as data collection time, bin width, or incident 
laser intensity. The accuracies of the PB and PC algorithms decrease with decreasing 
number of data points. However, the PCL algorithm appears largely unaffected by the Np, 
relative to the PB, PBL, and PC algorithms. As shown in Figures 2.4B~F, the accuracies 
of the PCL algorithm is larger than 60% even if the number of data points is smaller than 
1000. These results illustrate the robustness of the PCL algorithm, suggesting great utility 
for short data sets like those that plague single molecule studies. 
Figure 2.5 shows all fitting results and the percentage of correct answers from five 
different conditions; Baum-Welch algorithm with BIC and the Poisson-modified 
algorithms using BIC and chi-square probability with and without LE. The error bars 
were determined by the standard deviation of 40 sets, each including 50 fitting results. 
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Figure 2.3 Histograms of fitting results calculated by PBL (A, C) and PCL (B, D) 
algorithms. Each data set was simulated to have 2 ( ), 3( ), 4( ), 5( ), or 6(
) hidden states. The number of data points was varied from 200 to 5000. The initial 




Figure 2.4 The effect of Np on inherent number of states and accuracies of the four 
algorithms in analyzing 6-state data sets. 1250 data sets (A-D) and 10000 data sets (E, F) 
were generated based on 6-state emission matrices. Initial parameters were defined by an 
automatic peak finding algorithm (A, B, E, F) or manually (C, D). Solid lines show the 
proportion of 6-state data sets that have no overlap of curves in emission matrices. The 
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Figure 2.5 Accuracy bar plots of 5 kinds of criteria, BIC with Baum-Welch algorithm 
( ), PB ( ), PC ( ), PBL ( ), and PCL ( ) algorithms. 1250 data sets 
were analyzed using automatically (A) and manually (B) defined initial parameters. (C) 
10000 data sets were also computed with automatic initial parameters. Error bars show 
the standard deviation calculated from 40 sets of 50 accuracy results.   
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2.4 Conclusion 
By modifying the Baum-Welch algorithm to introduce chi-square probability and 
localization error, we have improved HMM performance both in determining the 
dimensions of unknown systems and in robustness even if the intensity trajectory is very 
short, or if poor initial conditions are used. In these common experimental situations, the 
newly generated PCL algorithm can outperform even BIC with localization error for 
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3PHOTON-BY-PHOTON HIDDEN MARKOV MODEL 
3.1 Introduction 
Time resolved analysis of fluorescence intensity trajectories can be used to 
understand the photophysical behavior of single molecules [1, 2] and conformational 
changes of biomolecules [3, 4]. Because an intensity is, for the purposes of this thesis, the 
number of photons detected within a given time window, information on underlying 
dynamics may be lost if the binning time is longer than the time scale of the dynamics. It 
is also important to consider the distribution of photons per unit time. This distribution is 
often assumed to be Poissonian. The Poisson assumption is valid for intensity traces 
arising from photophysical processes faster than photon detection. However, if the rate of 
photophysical processes including dark state relaxation is comparable or slower than 
photon detection, the assumption of Poisson statistics is not sufficient to extract accurate 
parameters [5]. Fitting quality is further deteriorated by real experimental conditions, 
such as environmental noise, which also should be accounted for. 
The Hidden Markov Model (HMM) has been used to model the temporal structure 
of a sequence of unobserved states, such as speech representation, ion channel gating, 
protein conformation, and photophysical processes, which account for different 
distributions of observed variables [6-11]. For the case of photophysical transitions 
between discrete states, it is well suited to study the photophysical model of single 
fluorophores under excitation. HMMs describe the dynamics of a system of states and 
transitions by using three parameters: a transition, emission, and initiation matrix. The 
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transition matrix describes the conditional probability between states. The emission 
matrix is a matrix of conditional probabilities that a current value is observed, given a 
current state. The initiation matrix corresponds to the probabilities of each state at the 
first data point. The versatility of a HMM allows for the modeling of any probability 
distribution in the real world, provided sufficient sampling is obtained [12]. 
HMM-based analysis of time-binned trajectories has been used in modeling hidden 
dynamics in FRET data [10, 13-15], counting the number of fluorescent molecules [16], 
idealizing single ion channel current for modeling gating [17-21], and describing 
conformational dynamics of protein using force spectroscopy [22-26]. However, HMM 
analysis of time-binned data has several intrinsic weaknesses. HMM suffers from a loss 
of temporal information when faster than binning time. Additionally, extracting rate 
constants of state transition from transition matrix requires the solution of a master 
equation. The master equation completely describes the time evolution of a system 
modeled by transitions between exactly two of many discrete states, and becomes 
extremely and problematically complex in the case of three or more hidden states [9, 27, 
28]. Many published studies of photophysical fluorescent state transitions are based on 
Poisson statistics. However, experimental detection efficiencies of < 100% lead to 
random photon loss and thus non-Poisson distribution of intensity counts.  
In the HMM method, the rate of underlying process is extracted from trained model 
parameters including transition, emission, and initiation matrices λ=(A, B, π), which are 
defined in Section 1.5.1. The key algorithm for training model parameters is the Baum-
Welch (BW) algorithm, a numerical technique reliant upon multiple iterations [29]. It is 
possible that training by BW algorithm may lead parameters to violate physical 
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constraints of specific applications such as grammatical constraints in linguistic 
applications [30, 31], photon count distributions from a single Poisson emitter [32], and 
detailed balance in transition matrices [24, 33]. Additionally, through repeated iterations, 
training process may become trapped in a local maximum, unable to escape to the global 
maximum. If trapped, likelihood may not be fully maximized and result in the wrong 
number of hidden states. In this chapter, I will describe how I have solved these problems 
by developing a photon-by-photon HMM (PbPHMM), which is a photophysically-
relevant algorithm to analyze simulated photon traces. Additionally, the effect of missed 
state transitions and background noise on model parameters will be examined, and 
correlations between estimated model parameters and photophysical parameters will be 
formulated.  
3.2 Theory 
3.2.1 Photon-by-photon HMM (PbPHMM) 
Although HMM analysis can extract photophysical parameters from fluorescence 
intensity trajectories, time-binning averages out dynamics faster than the bin-time, and 
short bin-times cause slower calculations. Therefore, to keep all information and improve 
computational efficiency I developed PbPHMM. In this algorithm, photon waiting times 
are observation sequence values instead of intensities per constant time bin.  
In the ideal case, every emitted photon is detected and a signal pulse is generated 
only by a photon detection event. A photon is emitted when an electronic relaxation from 
an excited singlet state (S1) to ground photophysical state (S0) takes place in Figure 3.1. 
Relaxation via intersystem crossing to a triplet dark state (Dark1) does not result in 

















However, information about a dark state will be included in the photon waiting time 
which is collected after nonzero transitions to the dark state. Transitions to and from the 
dark state will increase the length of photon waiting time. Although the observation 
sequence for PbPHMM is photon waiting time, the hidden state is not an individual 
photophysical state. A new definition of hidden state is required to categorize various 
lengths of photon waiting time. I’ve defined a new set of states arising from 
photophysical transitions prior to photon detection. To avoid confusion, the word ‘state’ 
or ‘hidden state’ used without the prefix ‘photophysical’ is used to describe a PbPHMM 
state, not a photophysical state.  
State 1 : A photon is detected without transition to any dark state. 
State 2 : detected photon after transition to only the first dark state, Dark1. 
Transitions to any other dark photophysical state are not included. 
State 3 : detected photon after transition to the second dark state, Dark2. Transition 
to Dark1 is allowed. Transition to Dark3 or higher order dark photophysical state is not 
included. 
State n : detected photon after nonzero transition to Darkn-1. Transition to Dark1 ~ 
Darkn-2 is allowed. 
A schematic view of the photophysical processes before a state n photon is detected is 




Figure 3.2 A schematic view of photophysical processes before a state n photon is 
detected. Ground photophysical state residence (G) is followed by any photophysical 
process. The waiting time of state 1 photon only includes the time information about 
singlet relaxation including internal conversion(IC) and fluorescence. By the definition of 
state 2, Dark1 is accessed at least once before a state 2 photon is detected. Singlet 
relaxation and Dark1 are allowed to be accessed multiple times, but other dark states are 
not allowed. In general, the waiting time of state n photon includes the information about 









































PbPHMM model building requires the existence of a relationship between 
photophysical parameters and PbPHMM model parameters. The photon waiting time at 
state 1, ∆t1, is the sum of duration for excitation to singlet state and relaxation to ground 
photophysical state without deviating to any other state. Its average value is 1/kexc+τFL. 
The waiting time for both excitation and fluorescence lifetime follows exponential 
distributions. The probability density function of the sum of two continuous random 
variables is the convolution of those probability density functions [34]. Therefore, the 
probability density function of ∆t1 is the convolution of two exponential distributions. If 
the probability density function (PDF) of two random variables x and y are fx(x) and fy(y), 
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The asterisk (*) in eq. 3.1 represents the convolution of two functions. Substituting 



































In state 2, singlet excitation is followed by triplet relaxation, re-excitation and 
singlet relaxation. Therefore, the photon waiting time at state 2, ∆t2, is the sum of the 
waiting times for excitation, the lifetime of Dark1, excitation, and fluorescence. Its PDF 
is: 
cefluorescenconversioninternalDexcitation2 1
)( ffffzf ∗∗∗=  (3.3) 
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Dark1 can be accessed multiple times before a photon is detected. The population of 
transitions to Dark1 is governed by a geometric distribution with probability ΦDark1. After 
entering and leaving Dark1, the mean number of excitation-decay cycles is 1/ΦFL before a 
photon is detected. Within these transitions, the fraction of internal conversion and Dark1 
from photophysical state transitions before a photon detection are ΦIC/(ΦIC+ΦDark1) and 
[ΦDark1/(ΦIC+ΦDark1), respectively. By the new definition of hidden states, Dark1 is 
accessed at least once, and its mean population within one period of state 2 is 
1+ ΦDark1/ ΦFL. Given equation 3.3, the PDF of photon waiting times at the nth state is: 
cefluorescenconversion internalDDDexcitation 1-n21
)( ffffffzfn ∗∗∗∗∗∗= L  (3.4) 
Transition probabilities are related to the quantum yields of the photophysical 
states. With sufficient collecting time of photons, the population ratio of photophysical 
states is completely determined by the ratio of quantum yields. In photophysical state n, 
Darkn-1 is always accessed at least once, and the transition to Dark1 ~ Darkn-2 is allowed. 
In the photophysical 4-state model, for example, Dark1 may be involved before a photon 
at state 3 is detected, but Dark3 is not allowed. Transition probabilities of each hidden 





































3.2.2 Effect of non-unity detection efficiency 
 Non-unity detection efficiencies lead to uncollected photons. In this case, not 
every fluorescent singlet relaxation is observed. ΦDet is the probability that an emitted 
photon is detected. Therefore, eq. (3.4) and (3.5) are modified to analyze realistic photon 
time traces. 
Photophysical processes a within photon waiting time at state 1 are as follows. As 
mentioned in the previous section, a photon at state 1 is detected without transition to any 
photophysical dark state. Before the photon is detected, additional photons at state 1 are 
missed due to non-unity detection efficiency. Additional singlet relaxations are not 
directly recorded due to nonradiative internal conversion. These processes correspond to 
a series of singlet transitions with photon misses followed by single photon detection. In 
order to describe the population of missed singlet relaxation and the distribution of 
photon waiting time mathematically, the distribution of waiting times is written as a 
geometric distribution. 
The geometric distribution describes the probability that x trials will be needed 
before an event occurs [35]. The number of trials is called a geometric random number 
and is a non-negative integer. If the probability that an event A occurs P(A)=p, the 
probability mass function (PMF) f(x), mean E(x), and variance V(x) of geometric random 
number x are as follows: 















=  (3.6) 
The PMF for discrete random variables corresponds to the probability distribution 
function for continuous random variables. 
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Describing waiting times, it’s more convenient to consider the probability of 
allowed processes. If q is the probability of allowed processes before the event A occurs, 
eq. (3.6) can be changed as follows:  














= , (3.7) 
where q is the sum of the probability of allowed processes. 
The photon waiting time at photon state 1 is the sum of the dwell time in the 
ground photophysical state, the lifetime of internal conversion, and the fluorescence 
decay time for all missed photons and the detected photon. Therefore, ground 
photophysical state residence, internal conversion, and missed photon emission are the 
allowed photophysical processes. Since time between photon detection events is the 
observable, ground photophysical state residency is always followed by singlet transition, 
and the sum of probability of allowed states is given by the following equation: 
p = P(missing emitted photons) + P(internal conversion) 
( ) ICFLDet1 Φ+ΦΦ−=  (3.8) 
Therefore, the PMF of the number of allowed processes, singlet relaxations, before 
state 1 photon is detected and its average are as follows: 
ngletsin1  : The number of singlet transition before photon detection at state 1 









=ngletsinE  (3.9) 
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Dwell time at the ground photophysical state is exponentially distributed, and its 
mean is 1/kexc. kexc is the excitation rate of a molecule when it is illuminated by light with 

























I = , (3.10) 
where σabs is the absorption cross section, Iprim the primary excitation intensity, λprim the 
wavelength of primary excitation, h the Planck constant, c the speed of light, Isat the 
saturation intensity, and τFL the fluorescence lifetime. Consequently, the photon waiting 
time at state 1 is the product of ngletsin1  and (ΦFLτFL+ ΦICτIC)/(ΦFL+ΦIC). 
The probability density function f(x) of geometrically-populated sum of exponential 

















τ   (3.11) 
where p is the probability of event occurring, and τ is the mean exponential random 
number. By replacing p and τ by 1-p in eq (3.12) and 1/kexc respectively, the sum of dwell 

















Convolving the sum of fluorescence lifetime, the resulting probability distribution 
function (PDF) of photon waiting time at state 1 is 








=  (3.13) 
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where t1=1/[kexc(1-ΦDetΦFL-ΣΦDark)] and t2=-τFL (1-ΦDetΦFL-ΣΦDark). 
Observed photon waiting times for state 2 are affected by the detection efficiency 
due to the possibility that all photons during the on-period are not detected. The 












)on|photonno(  (3.14) 
Photophysical processes in state 2 are divided into two stages, which are accessed 
until transition to Dark1 and photophysical states accessed until photon detection after the 
first transition to Dark1. In the first stage, the allowed photophysical processes are 
fluorescence decay without photon detection and internal conversion. In the second stage, 
transition to Dark1 is allowed as well as internal conversion and fluorescence decay. The 
average population of photophysical states at state 2 is: 
Stage 1 
average number of transitions to (  ] 11 2 ^ 2 1_Φa^  ^  Φbc #Φde1 2 Φfgh	  
Stage 2 
average number of transitions to (  ] 11 2 ^ 2 1_Φa^  ^  Φbc #Φde1 2 Φfgh	 # Φfijk  (3.15) 
 
in which Φs represents the quantum yield to generate allowed photophysical state s 
including ΦIC and ΦFL(1- ΦDet) for stage 1, and ΦIC, ΦFL(1- ΦDet), and ΦDark1 for stage 2. 
Sums of the allowed photophysical processes within stage 1 and stage 2 are denoted by p1 
and p2 respectively where p1= ΦIC+ΦFL(1- ΦDet) and p2=ΦIC+ΦFL(1- ΦDet)+ΦDark1. 
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Figure 3.3 The allowed photophysical processes before a state 2 photon is detected when 
ΦDet is non-unity. Dark1 is accessed at least once, so it is convenient to consider the 

















: IC, missed 
fluorescence, 
Dark1
Stage 1 Stage 2
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A schematic view of photophysical processes before a state 2 photon is detected with 
non-unity detection efficiency is shown in Figure 3.3.  
The PDFs of dwell time at each photophysical state are product distributions of 
geometric and exponential distributions as shown in state 1. Consequently the PDF of 
photon waiting times at state 2 is the convolution of photophysical state dwell time PDFs. 
The duration at stage 1 at state 2, τ(stage 1, state 2), is the sum of dwell time of internal 
conversion, missed fluorescence decay, and one period of decay via Dark1 transition. The 
PDF of the duration at the stage 1 at state 2 is not a simple convolution due to the 
nonzero probability of zero internal conversion and missed fluorescence decay.  
( )[ ] ( ) ***12 state1, stage part1 IC,part1ground,1part1 Dark1,part1 ground,1 ffpffpdf +−=ττ   
Dark1groundpart1detection photon  noFL, ** fff   (3.16) 
In the same way, the PDF of the duration of the stage 2 at state 2, τ(stage 1, state 2),  
is: 
( )[ ] ( ) ****12 state2, stage part1 IC,part2 Dark1,part2ground,2FLground2 fffpffpdf +−=ττ   
detectionphoton FL,groundpart1 detection,photon  noFL, ** fff  (3.17) 
Replacing all symbols by photophysical parameters, the photon waiting time PDFs, 
τ (stage 1, state 2) and τ (stage 2, state 2), are: 
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  (3.18) 























































where p1= ΦIC+ΦFL(1- ΦDet), and p2=ΦIC+ΦFL(1- ΦDet)+ΦDark1, and lmnop  T*q/qs/o. 
The PDF of photon waiting times at state 2 is the convolution of eq. (3.18) and eq. (3.19). 
These equations can be applied to derive PDFs of photon waiting times at other states by 
dividing photophysical processes occurring between any two photon arrivals into two 
stages and estimating dwell time distributions of allowed processes. 
Transition probabilities with non-unity detection efficiency are derived from the 
populations of photophysical processes that determine hidden state of detected photons. 
By the definition of hidden states in section 3.2.1, Dark2 is included only within photon 
waiting time at state 3. With sufficient numbers of excitation-deexcitation cycles, 
population ratios of photophysical processes are proportional to their quantum yield. 
Therefore, the population ratio of state 3 is ΦDark2 divided by the mean accessed number 
of times Dark2 is accessed within photon waiting time at state 3. Transition probabilities 
with non-unity detection efficiency are as follows (see Appendix B): 



































3.2.3 Background noise 
The collection of experimental data is subject to many types of undesired 
fluctuations in signal, as well as noise. Electronic instruments often generate noise, such 
as Johnson noise and shot noise [36]. Mechanical vibration from optical setup and 
background signal also contribute noise. Mechanical noise can be reduced by performing 
experiments on a vibration-damping optical table. The routing module for multiple 
detectors picks up inductive and capacitive noise, and radio frequency noise from the 
environment such as laser system, which can be reduced by proper shielding [37]. 
Increased noise level by the number of detectors should be considered since multiple 
APD were used in the setup.  
Most of the noise processes can be assumed to be Poisson distributed. Noise pulse 
arrival can be considered as a renewal process since waiting times of Poisson distributed 
noise pulses are exponentially-distributed random numbers. The superposed process of 
independent Poisson processes is, itself, a Poisson process with the rate of the respective 
sum of individual distribution waiting times [38]. Therefore, noise included in collected 
data can be considered as the combination of Poisson noise from multiple sources. The 
photon waiting times from a single emitter, however, are not exponential random 
numbers, which follow the convolution of multiple exponential distributions. In this case 
the contaminated PDF by Poisson noise is not a single exponential distribution.  
The new PDF can be derived through reliability theory [39]. Suppose F(x) denotes 
the probability that a system operates until time x, and f(x) is the probability density 
function of a time to failure x. The failure rate function ν(x) represents the conditional 
probability per unit time that a system operating at time x fails between x and x+dx.[40-
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43]. The recurrence rate function is the inverse of the forward recurrence time that is the 
average waiting time from x until failure if the system operates until time x [44]. Suppose 
the PDF of waiting time x for failure of renewal process is f(x), then the failure rate 
































When the PDFs of each renewal processes are given, the failure rate function of the 


























ν  (3.22) 
Using eq. (3.21) and (3.22), the PDF of waiting time of a superposed process can 
be derived. For example, if the waiting times of a renewal process are distributed by the 
convolution of two exponential distributions with respective means τ1 and τ2, then the 
resulting PDF of detection contaminated with Poisson noise, fs(x), will be:  
Simulated PDF with Poisson and convolved random numbers was compared with 










































xf  (3.23) 
The PDF of the superposition of signal from convolution of n different exponential 
distributions and Poisson noise with an average count rate λ is shown in Eq. (3.24).  
ta	  uvwx&∑ z{{| }/~+/~∑ uvx/{z{vz{}/~	∏ &z{*z+,{  (3.24) 
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Background noise causes deviation in the transition matrix as well. The deviation is 
due to the definition of the state assignment of detected signal. For example, with 
sufficient noise level, several signal pulses may be collected within the waiting time at 
state 2. Diagonal elements of transition matrix for hidden states represent a probability of 
staying the previous state. This value increases by the amount related the number of 
detected signal pulses. The transition probability staying at state 2 with nonzero 












































D1 1τ  (3.25) 
where d2 is the duration of adjacent state 2 and ∆t2 is the mean photon waiting time 
at state 2. Each row of transition matrix needs to be normalized after its diagonal 
elements are modified by background noise.  
3.2.4 Multiple observations 
Typically the accuracy of estimated parameters by HMM is improved with the 
increased number of data points. When the number of observations is limited, analyzing 
multiple observation sequences can improve fitting performance [45, 46]. When K 
observation sequences, x=(x(1), x(2),…, x(K)) are available, the estimated transition ija  and 












































































































where ck is a weighting factor for each sequence [45, 46]. Various kinds of 
weighting factors were tested including unit weights [13, 47] and average likelihood of 
all models  over all observation sequences [45] or a specific percentile of the sequences 
chosen by their likelihood (called Windsorised method) [47]. Applying HMM to multiple 
observation sequences is specifically useful for data analysis of single molecule 
spectroscopy as typical single molecule experimental data are very short due to 
photobleaching and noise. Increased number of short datasets can improve fitting 
performance by eq. (3.26) and the unit weight was used in this study [13, 47]. 
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Figure 3.4 Derived and simulated PDF of superposed renewal process. PDF of waiting 
time of renewal process was the convolution of two exponential distributions with the 
mean τ1=100 and τ2=200 respectively. Mean waiting time of Poisson distributed noise 
was 1000. Simulated PDF (gray solid) was presented by generating convoluted and 
Poisson distributed random numbers and calculating histogram of superposed waiting 
times. Derived PDF (red dotted) was from eq. (3.23). 































Using simulated fluorescence photon trajectories from HMM-based generation, 
fitting performance of PbPHMM was evaluated under diverse conditions. Three-state 
model and photophysical parameter values are presented in Figure 3.1 and Table 3.1, 
respectively. 
 The algorithm for generating photon time trajectories is shown in Figure 3.3, 
which is based on hidden Markov chain generating algorithm called Gillespie algorithm 
[48, 49]. First, a Markov chain of photophysical processes is generated according to the 
transition probabilities between photophysical processes. The allowed photophysical 
processes in 3-state model are the ground photophysical state, nonradiative internal 
conversion, missed fluorescence, fluorescence photon detection, and two dark states 
(Dark1 and Dark2). The 6×6 transition matrix P for the Markov chains of the sequence of 
photophysical processes is: 
%  ^  0 Φbc Φde1 2 Φfgh	 ΦdeΦfgh Φfijk Φfijk1 0 0 0 0 0     1 0 0 0 0 0  (3.27) 
Ground photophysical state, internal conversion, the missing of emitted photon, 
photon detection, Dark1, and Dark2 were assigned to the state 1 to state 6 of the Markov 
chain respectively. Zero probability in p11 means that any excitation and decay occurs 
after ground photophysical state residence. Unity probabilities in p21~ p61 and zero 
probabilities in p22~ p66 indicate that any photophysical process is followed by ground 
photophysical state residence. 
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Table 3.1 Photophysical parameters used in generating photon trajectories. 
 
  







Quantum yield (Dark1) ΦDark1 0.01~0.09
Lifetime (Dark1) τoff1 (s) 2×10-5 ~ 1×10-3
Detection efficiency ΦDet 0.05~1







Fluorescence lifetime τFL (s) 3.5×10-9
Fluorescence quantum yield ΦFL 0.5
Quantum yield (Dark2) ΦDark2 0.001
Lifetime (Dark2) τoff2 (s) 1×10-3
Time step tstep (s) 1×10-7
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After the sequence of photophysical processes is generated, a sequence of 
exponential random numbers is generated according to the average lifetime of each 
photophysical processes. The cumulative sum of exponential random numbers is the time 
stamp of photophysical processes. Since the detected photons are the only available 
observables, the time stamp of photon detection is saved as photon arrival times. 
Exponential random numbers for noise are generated and mixed into photon trajectories. 
Photon arrival times were rounded to 100 ns to mimic typical time traces collected with 
time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) setup using an avalanche photodiode.  
The values of photophysical parameters were adjusted for generating realistic 
photon traces from existing fluorescent probes. The number of excitation/de-excitation 
cycles was fixed at 1×106, which is the typical limit of photostability of various organic 
dyes and fluorescent proteins in single molecule experiments [50-52]. The photon 
detection efficiency was fixed at 5% for all simulations except when the effect of 
detection efficiency on fitting performances was studied. 50 time traces were generated 
with given different values of experimental and photophysical parameters, which include 
dark state quantum yield, dark state lifetime, excitation intensity, and noise level.  
The algorithm of PbPHMM is shown in Figure 3.4. The analysis starts from initial 
photophysical parameters determined by autocorrelation function fitting based on an n-
state model. Photophysically-relevant transition and emission matrices were estimated 
using initial parameters. These matrices were trained by the Baum-Welch algorithm as 
shown eq. (1.12) and (1.13) using initial model parameters. After every iteration of 
training, photophysical parameters were extracted from trained model parameters by 
solving eq. (3.13), (3.18), (3.19), (3.20), (3.24), and (3.25) simultaneously, which are 
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then used in the next iteration. Photophysically-constrained Baum-Welch training was 
repeated until log-likelihood was maximized. BICs were calculated with trained 
transition and emission matrices using eq. (2-1). The degrees of freedom of trained model 
parameters d in eq. (2-1) is S2+2S-3 where S is the number of hidden states. The transition 
matrix is an S×S matrix, and each element is the transition probability to be trained. One 
restriction per each row exists that the sum of each row should be one, which makes the 
degree-of-freedom of the transition matrix S(S-1). The emission matrix of state 1 is the 
convolution of exponential distributions, and their average τIC, τFL, and 1/kexc are all 
known parameters. The emission matrix of state n includes the information of 
Dark1~Darkn-1 of which parameters are the quantum yields ΦDark1~ ΦDark n-1 and lifetimes 
τoff1~ τoff n-1. The contribution of emission matrices to d is, therefore, 2(S-1). The 
initiation matrix is a column vector of which elements are the probability of S different 
states at the beginning with one restriction. Therefore, the total degree-of-freedom d is 
S(S-1) + 2(S-1) + S-1=S2+2S-3. 
The same calculations were repeated after adding or removing another dark state. 
As mentioned in Chapter 2, the number of hidden states was determined at the largest 
BIC.  
Two conditions should be met for statistical relevance during PbPHMM training. 
First, populations of all hidden states must be positive integers. After model parameters 
were trained at a given number of hidden states, the state population was calculated from 
the reconstructed state sequence by the Viterbi algorithm. If one of the hidden states was 
not accessed in the fitting at n states, the n-1 state model is automatically selected. The 
second condition is that all different states should be statistically distinguishable from 
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each other. In place of a localization error test in the time-binned analysis, a Wilcoxon 
rank-sum test was used to check the existence of unnecessary (overfitted) states. The 
rank-sum test is a kind of nonparametric test and efficient for heavily-tailed distributed 
samples [35]. In this study, confidence level was set to 95% to test overlap between 
photons from each state. 
Two evaluation categories of the fitting performance of PbPHMM at different 
conditions are a relative error of estimated photophysical parameters and model selection 
accuracy. Relative errors of estimated parameters were calculated as percentages 









The model selection accuracy was the probability that the resulting number of dark 
states is the same as one in the photophysical model for generating photons.  
To compare parameter estimation of single data and multiple observation sequences, 
the average and standard deviation of relative errors of photophysical parameters 
estimated from 50 individual traces with 30,000 photons were compared to those relative 
errors from photophysical parameters re-estimated over 50 time traces. Relative errors of 
photophysical parameters from multiple observations were calculated from re-estimated 
transition and emission matrices using eq. (3.26) with unit weighting factors. All codes 
for photon generation and PbPHMM analysis were written in Matlab software (R2013b, 
Mathworks), and all calculations were performed on Georgia Tech PACE-managed 




Figure 3.6 A PbPHMM algorithm.  
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3.4 Results and discussion 
3.4.1 Photon generation by HMM-based algorithm 
All photons for testing fitting performance of PbPHMM were generated with an 
HMM-based algorithm. First the sequence of photophysical processes is generated 
according to the quantum yields and lifetimes of those processes. Then, the time stamps 
of photon detection are recorded. The example of generated photon trace and underlying 
photophysical processes are presented in Figure 3.5. The positions of vertical lines in 
Figure 3.5 (a) represent photon arrival times. The stair step plot in Figure 3.5 (b) depicts 
transitions of photophysical processes. Y-values of the plot represent singlet relaxation, 
decay through Dark2, Dark1, and ground photophysical states, and x-values represent 
elapsed time after decay also known as dwell time. The singlet decay looks like a pulse 
because the lifetime of singlet decay is short (3.5 ns) compared to the dwell time at 
ground photophysical state or dark state lifetime (~µs).  
The position of most of photons in Figure 3.5(a) exactly matches those of singlet 
decay in Figure 3.5(b). However photon emitted from singlet decay in dashed circles in 
Figure 3.5(b) were not detected due to non-unity detection efficiency. Moreover a photon 
may not be emitted during singlet decay due to non-unity fluorescence quantum yield. A 
photon with a black arrow in Figure 3.5(a) was detected during dark state relaxation, 
which means it is a background signal. The hidden states of photons were defined as 





Figure 3.7 Detected photons and underlying photophysical processes generated by 
HMM-based algorithm. (a) The horizontal position of vertical lines depicts photon arrival 
time. The numbers above photons show the hidden state of photons. A black arrow points 
a background photon. (b) Dwell time at each photophysical processes. Y-values from top 
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3.4.2 Comparison of PbPHMM to BW algorithm 
PbPHMM analysis for photophysical modeling was compared to traditional BW 
algorithm in robustness and fitting performance. Time trace of 30,000 photons was 
generated with ΦDet=0.05, Iprim=300 W cm
-2, and background count=1000 s-1. Other 
parameters are shown in Table 3.1. Photophysical parameters including dark state 
quantum yield and lifetime were estimated by analyzing the time trace with BW and 
PbPHMM algorithm with 3-state model. Initial parameters were set randomly, and 
training continued until the log-likelihood was maximized. The Log-likelihood of 
photons and relative errors of photophysical parameters are shown in Figure 3.6(a) and (b) 
respectively. The thick dot line in Figure 3.6(a) is the log-likelihood calculated during 
iteration by BW algorithm, and the red solid line is from PbPHMM. The Baum-Welch 
(BW) algorithm did not maximize log-likelihood even after 200 iterations (not displayed 
in Figure 3.6(a)), the estimated log-likelihood became more positive than the value from 
real parameters in dash-dot lines.  
In general larger likelihood means a better fitting. However, the maximization step 
in the BW algorithm is basically a maximum likelihood estimation, which is susceptible 
to overfitting in parameter estimation, especially for short data [53, 54]. The problem of 
overfitting can be reduced by incorporating an appropriate prior distribution of model 
parameters P(λ)[55-58]. Without prior knowledge about model parameters, a uniform 
distribution can be used as the prior probability distribution [59].  
In PbPHMM, however, model parameters are not uniformly distributed due to 
photophysical constraints. Transition and emission matrices are functions of 
photophysical parameters as shown in Section 3.2, and the range of photophysical 
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parameters are limited: the dark state lifetime should be positive numbers, and the sum of 
fluorescence and dark state quantum yields should be a positive number not larger than 
one. With those constraints, log-likelihood from PbPHMM converged faster than the BW 
algorithm to the real value with small relative error (<0.001%). Relative errors of 
photophysical parameters calculated by two algorithms were tracked during iterations in 
Figure 3.6(b).  
The relative errors from PbPHMM converged faster to smaller values (<10%) 
while Baum-Welch algorithm showed larger errors, especially of ΦDark2. The reason for 
large errors is that the BW algorithm may return photophysically-irrelevant transition and 
emission matrices after each iteration due to uniform prior distributions. These matrices 
induce large errors in estimating photophysical parameters even if they cause better 
likelihood. Figure 3.6(c) shows that the emission matrix from PbPHMM overlaps with 
one from real parameters very well, but the BW algorithm emission matrix significantly 
deviates from the real emission matrix.  
PbPHMM estimated the parameters accurately even with random initial conditions 
as displayed in Figure 3.6(d) and (e). Robustness against deviating initial conditions was 
tested by comparing relative errors of photophysical parameters estimated using BW 
algorithm and PbPHMM. For convenience, root mean squared sum of relative errors were 
presented instead of individual error values. PbPHMM resulted in relative errors less than 
5% even if the initial parameters were far from the real values, while the errors from BW 
algorithm scattered over 40 to 60%. The number of hidden states was determined 
correctly at maximized BIC by PbPHMM training as shown in Figure 3.6(f).  
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Figure 3.8 Comparison of PbPHMM and BW algorithm. (a) log-likelihood calculated by 
BW algorithm (black dot), PbPHMM (red solid), and real parameters (black dash-dot). 
(b) Relative error of photophysical parameters from BW algorithm (dotted), PbPHMM 
(solid). Colors are τoff1 (black), τoff2 (red), ΦDark1 (blue), and ΦDark2 (green). (c) Trained 
emission matrices by real parameters (black), BW algorithm (green), and PbPHMM 
(red). Root-mean-squared sum of relative errors of photophysical parameters by (d) BW 
and (e) PbPHMM. Red crosses denote initial parameters that led to violate photophysical 
constraint after BW algorithm, but resulted in relevant parameters by PbPHMM. (f) BIC 
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3.4.3 Fitting performance of PbPHMM 
Fitting performance of PbPHMM including model order selection and parameter 
estimation accuracy was tested using simulated photons and adjusting both experimental 
and photophysical parameters. In order to simulate realistic photon time trace, detection 
efficiency was varied from 0.05 to 1 and background level was from 0 count/s to 5000 
counts/s. Fluorescence quantum yield was 0.5, which is close to the value of 
commercially available dyes. The primary excitation intensity was controlled from 250 to 
1250 W/cm2. The number of excitation/de-excitation cycles of fluorescent probes was 
fixed at 106 except for evaluating the effect of the length of photon time traces. 
Approximately 30,000 photons were generated when ΦDet=0.05, Iprim=500 W/cm
2, and 
noise level=1000/s. 
Fitting results for photon traces generated under various detection efficiencies and 
noise levels are shown in Figure 3.7. From 50 time traces generated at different ΦDet  and 
noise levels, the correct number of hidden states could be determined by maximized BIC 
with PbPHMM as shown in Figure 3.7(a) except when ΦDet=0.05 and the noise level is 
high (3000~5000 /s). In Figure 3.7(b), parameter estimation results of Dark1 state 
demonstrated reduced relative errors at larger detection efficiencies and lower noise 
levels. It should be noted that fitting results of quantum yield and lifetime of Dark2 
showed the opposite tendency. Relative error of ΦDark2 with no noise is larger than that of 
quantum yields with nonzero noise photons. The larger error is attributed to the 
difference in the amount of available photon waiting time information. With zero noise, 
~1000 photons will show transitions into Dark2. According to the definition of hidden 
state of photons in 3.2.1 and 3.4.1, background photons can be categorized into individual 
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hidden states. When the noise level increased from 1000 to 5000/s, the number of 
photons detected after transitions into Dark2 increased from ~2000 to ~6000.  However, 
higher noise diminishes the differences in the mean values of different states, making 
state assignments less accurate. Parameter estimation can be improved if longer 
fluorescence time traces are obtained or multiple datasets are analyzed, and will be 
discussed later. The reason for better parameter estimation at larger ΦDet is clear; more 
information is available to estimate the parameters because the number of photons per 
excitation increased. The population of photons at state 1 and state 2 increased from 
14,000 and 10,000 when ΦDet =0.05 to 480,000 and 20,000 when ΦDet =1.  
Compared to autocorrelation methods in Figure 3.7(c), PbPHMM showed lower 
relative error and smaller deviation except ΦDark2 with no background. Additionally 
PbPHMM could determine the number of dark states perfectly at low noise level 
(<1000/s) and with 50% accuracy when noise level=3000/s. As mentioned before, the 
autocorrelation method for calculating on-and off-time is only available when the 
underlying state connectivity and photophysical model are known. 
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Figure 3.9 Fitting results for PbPHMM of simulated photons with ΦFL =0.5 at various 
detection efficiencies and background levels (/s). Fifty trajectories were generated at each 
detection efficiency and noise level. (a) The accuracies to find the correct number of 
hidden state by BIC are shown in percentage. (b) Relative errors of extracted quantum 
yield of short (ΦDark1) and long dark state (ΦDark1) and lifetime (τoff1, τoff2) were calculated 
by eq. (3.28). (c) Relative errors calculated by autocorrelation. 
 




















































































































































Figure 3.10 Fitting results for PbPHMM of simulated photons at various excitation 
intensities and background levels (/s). Detection efficiency was fixed at 0.05. Fifty 
trajectories were generated at each excitation intensity and noise level. (a) The accuracies 
to find the correct number of hidden state by BIC are shown in percentage. (b) Relative 
errors of extracted quantum yield of short (ΦDark1) and long dark state (ΦDark1) and 
lifetime (τoff1, τoff2) were calculated by eq. (3.28). (c) Relative errors calculated by 
autocorrelation. 






























































































































































Next, the impact of excitation intensity on fitting performance was investigated. 50 
time traces were generated when the excitation intensity was varied from 250 to 1,250 
W/cm2 at different noise level. Other parameters were kept constant including ΦDet =0.05, 
ΦDark1 =0.02, ΦDark2 =0.001, τoff1=20 µs, and τoff2=1 ms. Fitting results of traces at 
different excitation intensity in Figure 3.8(a) shows low model selection accuracy at low 
excitation intensity (250 W/cm2). 
As shown in Figure 3.8(b), photophysical parameters could be extracted more 
accurately at higher detection intensities. High excitation intensity shortens dwell time of 
fluorescent probes at ground photophysical state. Consequently the relative difference 
between photon waiting time at different states increases. Larger differences in photon 
waiting times between the states of photons lead to efficient state discrimination, 
improving fitting performance of PbPHMM. For example, given photophysical 
parameters and ΦDet=0.05 with no background, the ratio of mean photon waiting time at 
state 2 to state 1, ∆t2/∆t1, and the ratio of state 3 to state 2, ∆t3/∆t2, were 3.3 and 5.7 
respectively. Those ratios increased to ∆t2/∆t1=5.2 and ∆t3/∆t2=15.0 at the excitation 
intensity of 1000 W cm-2, which improved parameter estimation and model selection 
accuracy.   
Fitting performance at various dark state quantum yields was studied. As presented 
in Figure 3.9(a), model order selection accuracy was lower than 50%, showing an adverse 
impact of background noise and insufficient population of dark state. The impact was 
mitigated by an increased amount of information about Dark1 state when ΦDark1 >0.05. 
Accuracy larger than 90% was achieved for ΦDark1 > 0.05. ΦDark1 and τoff1 could be more 
accurately estimated at larger ΦDark1 and lower noise level. Quantum yield and lifetime of 
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Dark2 did not show systematic dependency on ΦDark1. Relative error showed the same 
tendency as parameter estimation in varying ΦDet and Iprim in Figure 3.7(b) and Figure 
3.8(b), respectively; Background noise had a positive impact on estimating quantum yield 
and deteriorated lifetime estimation. Average relative errors of the parameters from 
PbPHMM and autocorrelation method are similar to each other, but PbPHMM showed 
less deviation. 
Dark state lifetime showed a distinct impact on fitting performance (Figure 3.10). 
The lifetime of Dark1 state was varied from 20 µs to 2 ms while the lifetime of Dark2 
state was fixed at 2 ms. As shown in Figure 3.10(a), model order selection accuracy 
decreased as lifetimes of two dark states became similar. When τoff1>5×10
-4 s with 
nonzero background, most of fitting results showed that only one dark state existed. In 
this condition, as presented in Figure 3.10(b), photon waiting times at state 2, ∆t2, and 
state 3, ∆t3, became similar, showing the ratio ∆t3/∆t2 was reduced to less than 2. 
PbPHMM could not detect two dark states, and BIC was maximized at two hidden states 
in most of data sets with ∆t3/∆t2 <2. Although the model selection accuracy when 
τoff1=0.5 and 1 ms with noise level = 5000 counts/s noise was 40% and 60% respectively, 
relative errors of photophysical parameters became extremely large as shown in Figure 
3.10(c). Autocorrelation analysis in Figure 3.10(d) also showed horrible parameter 
estimation when ∆t3/∆t2<2. 
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Figure 3.11 Fitting results for PbPHMM of simulated photons at various quantum yields 
of the shorter dark state and background levels (/s). Detection efficiency was fixed at 
0.05. Fifty trajectories were generated at each dark state quantum yield and noise level. 
(a) The accuracies to find the correct number of hidden state by BIC are shown in 
percentage. (b) Relative errors of extracted quantum yield of short (ΦDark1) and long dark 
state (ΦDark1) and lifetime (τoff1, τoff2) were calculated by eq. (3.28). (c) Relative errors 






























































































































































 Fitting results from longer time traces clearly showed impact of noise level on 
fitting performance and removes the opposite tendency in estimating the parameters of 
Dark2. Figure 3.11 shows the fitting performance with the various numbers of photons 
(Np). Np was adjusted by changing the number of excitation/de-excitation cycles from 
1×106 to 4×107 with the fixed ΦDet =0.05 and different noise level. Fluorescent probes 
with high photostability can endure larger number of excitation/de-excitation cycles. It is 
reported that photostability of fluorescent probes can be enhanced by 10 fold by applying 
additives combined with an oxygen-scavenging system [52, 60] or increased 20~75 fold 
by linking protective agents [61-63]. Novel fluorophores including DNA-encapsulated 
silver nanodot and semiconductor quantum dots demonstrated 103~104 fold increased 
photostability [64, 65]. Figure 3.11 shows that the photophysical model of these 
photostable probes can be estimated more accurately than from short fluorescent time 
traces of conventional dyes. In Figure 3.11(a), PbPHMM showed robust model order 
selection accuracy along a range of Np at low noise level (0 and 1000/s). Model selection 
accuracy with noise level=3000/s was larger than 60% when Np <200,000. The accuracy, 
however, decreased below 60% when fluorescent time traces of more than 200,000 
photons were analyzed. Moreover, when noise level increased to 5000/s, the PbPHMM 
method could not predict the correct number of hidden state. The reason of low accuracy 
when noise level=5000/s is the same as previous analysis, that is, the background noise 
induces indiscriminable photon waiting times. PbPHMM predicted two hidden states 
when more than 105 photons were analyzed with noise level=5000/s.  
The low accuracy when noise level=3000/s can be explained in a different way. 
When Np >200,000, PbPHMM predicted 40~50% of data traces generated from 4 hidden 
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states. A hidden photophysical state, which did not exist in photon-generating model, was 
predicted to have a lifetime similar to the inverse of noise level (6×10-4 s) and quantum 
yield close to one of Dark2 (7×10
-4). Additional hidden states increase the likelihood of 
observed data, as mentioned in Section 1.5.2.4. The increased likelihood, caused by 
adding this state, exceeded that of penalizing term in eq. 2.1. Therefore BIC was 
maximized at 4 hidden states.  
Photophysical parameters could be estimated with relative error less than 50% 
when more than 100,000 photons are analyzed. Upper right panels in Figure 3.7(b), 
3.8(b), and 3.9(b) showed a contradictory, larger relative error of ΦDark2 at lower noise 
level. Those relative errors became relevant as Np increased to 10
6; parameter estimation 
improved at lower noise levels, and the relative error reduced to less than 20% when 
longer time traces were analyzed due to sufficient transitions to Dark2. ΦDark2 were 
underestimated even from the analysis of long time traces. The underestimation was due 
to a false-negative in a trained transition probability into state 2, which was caused by 




Figure 3.12 Fitting results for PbPHMM of simulated photons at various lifetimes of the 
shorter dark state and background levels (/s). Detection efficiency was fixed at 0.05. Fifty 
trajectories were generated at each lifetime and noise level. (a) The accuracies to find the 
correct number of hidden state by BIC are shown in percentage. (b) The ratio of ∆t3 to ∆t2 
at different background levels. (c) Relative errors of extracted quantum yield of short 
(ΦDark1) and long dark state (ΦDark1) and lifetime (τoff1, τoff2) were calculated by eq. (3.28). 
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Figure 3.13 Fitting results for PbPHMM of simulated photons at different number of 
photons and background levels (/s). Detection efficiency was fixed at 0.05. Fifty 
trajectories were generated with each number of photons and noise level. The accuracies 
to find the correct number of hidden state by BIC (a) are shown in percentage. (b) 
Relative errors of extracted quantum yield of short (ΦDark1) and long dark state (ΦDark1) 
and lifetime (τoff1, τoff2) were calculated from different length of photon time traces. (c) 




































































































































































































3.4.4 Fitting multiple observation sequences 
Even though PbPHMM showed good model selection accuracy and acceptable 
parameter estimation from short time traces, the relative errors from short traces 
increased when the noise level is not negligible (>1000/s). Specifically, parameter 
estimation of less populated states is severely influenced by background noise. Analysis 
of longer time traces alleviated poor fitting quality. However, collecting sufficient 
number of photons is allowed only if the fluorescent probe has a sufficient photostability, 
and the relative error in parameter estimation is not negligible.  
The alternative way to accurately estimate model parameters with HMM is re-
estimating the parameters from independent multiple observations [66]. Re-estimation 
has been used to obtain more accurate parameters in speech recognition [47], handwriting 
recognition [67], and FRET analysis [10, 13, 14]. Applying these studies, the new 
transition and emission matrices were estimated, averaging the matrices over multiple 
short time traces using equations 1.8, 1.12, and 3.26. 
Figure 3.12 and 3.13 shows relative errors of photophysical parameters calculated 
from the re-estimated transition and emission matrices over the same time traces as in 
3.4.3. Figure 3.12 (a) and (b) show the impact of ΦDet and Iprim respectively. Relative 
errors as a function of ΦDark1 and τoff1 are shown in Figure 3.13(a) and (b). All four panels 
showed parameter estimation better than in fitting individual short or long time traces. 
Even the difference between and τoff1 and τoff2 is small (τoff1 =5×10
-4 and 1×10-3), the 
relative errors were improved than fitting individual traces. Unit weight factor was used 
in averaging forward and backward probabilities over multiple traces in eq. 3.26, as 
reported to achieve the best performances [13, 47]. In conclusion, parameter estimation 
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can be improved if multiple independent trajectories are available, which is especially 
useful when the length of time trace is limited.   
 
Figure 3.14 Relative errors of re-estimated parameters from multiple observation 
sequences. Effect of (a) detection efficiency and (b) excitation intensity. 
  





















































































































Figure 3.15 Relative errors of re-estimated parameters from multiple observation 
sequences. Effect of (a) dark state quantum yield and (b) lifetime. 





































































































































3.4.5 Comparison of HMM to other methods 
In this section, I compare fitting performance of PbPHMM to other stochastic 
methods, such as change point detection (CPD) [68] and Markov-modulated Poisson 
processes (MMPP) [69]. 
CPD method determines the temporal positions of intensity change points by 
comparing hypothesis of change point existence. This method was applied to find 
transitions between states defined in section 3.3.3. Simulated photons with ΦDet=0.05 and 
1 and background level=0~15000 (counts/s) were analyzed to find mean intensity and the 
number of hidden states. One of the disadvantages of CPD method over PbPHMM was 
low model order selection accuracy. When detection efficiency was 0.05 with no 
background, CPD method determined correct number of hidden states. With background 
noise, however, CPD determined fewer hidden states than were present with low 
detection efficiency (ΦDet =0.05) and more hidden states at unity detection efficiency 
(Figure 3.14(a)). Additionally, CPD produces higher relative error in photon waiting 
times than PbPHMM. At ΦDet=0.05 and no background, relative errors of photon waiting 
time by CPD were 1.3, -45, and -87 % for state 1, 2, and 3, respectively. PbPHMM 
resulted in relative errors for photon waiting times -12, -3.5, and -2.8 %, showing less 
overall relative error. Finally, CPD is more computationally demanding, requiring more 
than 24 hours to analyze 300k photons. Figure 3.14(b) shows root-mean-squared sum of 




Figure 3.16 Fitting performance by CPD and PbPHMM. (a) BIC was calculated by CPD 
at 1~5 hidden states. The analyses were done for 300k photons collected with detection 
efficiency 0.05 (first row) and 1 (second row) and background level 0 (first column), 
1000 (second column), and 5000 counts/s (third column). Figures at second row were 
zoomed around 3~5 states to clarify the difference of BIC values. (b) Root mean square 
of relative errors of photon waiting times at each state extracted from CPD and PbPHMM 




































































The fitting algorithm for MMPP was implemented in R package 
HIDDENMARKOV [70]. Short trajectories with ~10k exponential random numbers 
could be analyzed with the package. However, fitting was terminated due to numerical 
error while analyzing longer realistic data (>100k photons) with low detection efficiency. 
3.5 Conclusion 
PBPHMM was developed to build a photophysical model from non-Poisson 
distributed photon time traces, with the goal of incorporating the information often 
discarded by time-binning the fluorescence signal. PbPHMM has unlimited time 
resolution in estimating parameters, since it analyzes photon waiting times, not time-
binned intensity. Additionally, in PbPHMM, the solution of the master equation is not 
required to extract the rates of underlying dynamics, which is often long and complicated.  
The relation between photophysical parameters and model parameters was formulated. 
The formula was also used in constraining transition and emission probabilities to be 
photophysically relevant. By using PbPHMM, fitting iterations could achieve maximum 
likelihood complying photophysical constraints and extract photophysical parameters 
with low relative error. Fitting performance of PbPHMM was investigated by analyzing 
photon time traces generated from various conditions. Model order selection accuracy 
was kept >90%, and photophysical parameters could be estimated with relative error less 
than 50% for realistic conditions (ΦDet = 0.05, noise level <3000/s, and Iprim>500 W/cm
2). 
When multiple time traces are available, the fitting performance of PbPHMM could be 
improved further, showing relative error less than 10%. Fitting performance evaluation at 
various conditions demonstrated that PbPHMM will be an adequate tool for single 
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molecule data analysis. PBPHMM showed better fitting performance than other 
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4FITTING EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
4.1 Introduction 
A promising fluorescent probe should show good photostability, brightness, and 
spectral purity. Silver nanodots were developed to fulfill those characteristics using 
oligonucleotide scaffolds [1-3]. Synthesized silver nanodots showed long photostability 
(~10 min), and their excitation and emission wavelength could be tuned by optimizing 
the DNA sequence.  
Silver nanodots are optically modulatable by longer-wavelength secondary laser, 
in which molecules at dark state are depopulated toward singlet transition manifolds by 
reverse intersystem crossing [4, 5]. Patel et. al. proposed that dark states are generated 
from photoinduced charge transfer from silver nanoclusters to the DNA scaffold [6]. 
Three relaxation pathways of photoexcited silver nanodots were proposed, including 
radiative decay, nonradiative decay, and charge transfer. By transient absorption 
spectroscopy, decay times of radiative and nonradiative decay were measured to have ~2 
ns and ~500 fs, respectively. It was proposed that dark state was generated by charge 
transfer to the encapsulating oligonucleotide. During charge transfer state, silver nanodots 
cannot emit photons; thus it is called the dark state. Decay times of the long-lived dark 
state were extracted from FCS of photon time traces collected from three different 
species of silver nanodots [6]. These decay times were observed to be 10~30 µs. 
Illuminating the secondary laser reversibly increased fluorescence intensity via reverse 
intersystem crossing, which recovers emissive manifolds by reducing the population of 
molecules in the dark state [4, 5]. The ground state recovery rate from the dark state 
increases when the secondary laser illuminates the nanodot, thereby enhancing 
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fluorescence intensity. Background emission from heterogeneous environments does not 
respond at the secondary excitation wavelength. Therefore we can selectively enhance 
emission signal from silver nanodots [7].  
In this chapter, time trace of fluorescence photons from silver nanodot are to be 
analyzed using PbPHMM. Photophysical parameters of silver nanodots will be separately 
estimated according to illumination pattern. 
4.2 Experimental 
4.2.1 Synthesis of silver nanodot 
Silver nanodots were synthesized by reducing silver nitrate (AgNO3, Sigma-
Aldrich, 99.9999%) with sodium borohydride (NaBH4, Sigma-Aldrich, 98%) using 
single-stranded DNA templates. The sequence of the oligonucleotide (Integrated DNA 
Technologies) was 5’-CCCTAACTCCCC-3’, and it was dissolved into deionized water 
(~17.1 MΩ). The molar ratio of AgNO3, NaBH4, and oligonucleotide was kept to 
300:150:50 (/nmol), and they were mixed with 900 µl of deionized water. After being 
refrigerated for 5~6 hours, the Ag-DNA nanodot solution was mixed with saturated PVA 
solution with volumetric ratio of 1:1000. The mixture was spin coated on microscope 
cover glass for 1 min. 
4.2.2 Single molecule measurement 
A schematic of experimental setup for optical modulation is shown in Figure 4.1. 
All measurements were done on an inverted optical microscope (Olympus, IX-71) with 
60x oil objective (Olympus). Focusing was stabilized by automatic focus drift correcting 
system (MCL C-Focus). Silver nanodots were excited by He-Ne laser at 633 nm (primary 
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excitation) and optically modulated by Tunable Ti-sapphire laser (Coherent) at 800 nm 
(secondary excitation). The secondary Ti-sapphire laser was manually controlled by a 
beam shutter (Thorlabs, SH05). Excitation light was blocked by a combination of optical 
filters and dichroic mirrors. Photons, passed through the side port of the microscope, 
were guided to two avalanche photodiodes (APD, Perkin Elmer, SPCM-AQR-15-FC) by 
optical fibers. 
Signal from one APD was artificially delayed by 1.5 µs with a digital delay 
generator (Stanford Research Systems, DG645) for better time resolution while the signal 
from the other APD was not changed. Using a routing module (Becker & Hickl GmbH, 
HRT-41), signals from two different APDs were combined into a single time trace, which 
was collected by time-correlated single photon counting modules (Becker & Hickl 
GmbH, SPC-630). Photon streams from immobilized AcGFP molecules were collected 
with one APD.  
EMCCD (Andor Technology) camera was used to monitor the optical alignment of 
primary and secondary laser spot and find fluorescent silver nanodots. Using a scanning 
stage and sub-nanometer controller (MCL, Nano-Drive), sample was positioned on an 
observation point where photons were collected with maximum efficiency. Focusing was 
stabilized by automatic focus drift correcting system (MCL, C-Focus).
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4.3 Results and Discussion 
4.3.1 AgDNA 
Synthesized silver nanodot with DNA-scaffold excited at 633 nm showed 
fluorescent emission at 700nm with high photostability, showing photobleaching 
quantum yield around 5×10-7. (Figure 4.2(a)). In average, 5×105 photons were collcted 
from single individual silver nanodot molecule before photobleaching. Considering the 
detection efficiency (0.03) and fluorescence quantum yield (0.35), the number of detected 
photons were converted to photobleaching quantum yield around 5×10-7. A 50 nM Silver 
nanodot sample, immobilized in saturated PVA solution, was excited by defocused light 
at 633nm to find a fluorescent spot as shown in Figure 4.2(b). After finding a bright spot, 
it was positioned to the point for maximum photon collection using a piezoelectric 
nanopositioning stage.   
Photon time traces of optically modulated silver nanodots were collected using 
the TCSPC setup in Figure 4.1. An example of the time traces is presented in Figure 
4.2(b).  Black and grey lines denote time traces collected by different channels. Primary 
and secondary excitation intensity was 1.9kW/cm2 and 3.5kW/cm2, respectively. The 
secondary laser at 805 nm was controlled manually with a beam shutter as shown in the 
illumination pattern at the bottom of Figure 4.2(c).  
Illuminating the secondary laser increased fluorescence intensity via reverse 
intersystem crossing, which recovers emissive manifolds by reducing the population of 
molecules in dark state [4, 5]. Escape rate from the dark state increases when the 
secondary laser is on, enhancing fluorescence intensity. Autocorrelations with single- and 
dual-laser illumination are shown in Figure 4.2(d). Autocorrelation with dual laser 
illumination (dashed line) showed smaller contrast than autocorrelation with single laser 
illumination (dotted line), showing the contrast, τoff /τon, decreased by the secondary laser  
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Figure 4.2 Fluorescence signals from typical optically-modulated, single silver nanodots. 
(a) Excitation and emission spectra of silver nanodots. (b) The defocused image of 
excited silver nanodot molecules. (c) Time trace of fluorescence intensity measured by 
two separated channels. Illumination pattern of secondary excitation laser is shown below 
the time trace. (d) Autocorrelation of whole data and photons collected under one (circle 
1 in (c)) and two (circle 2 in (c)) lasers. (e) Cross correlation of two time traces collected 
by two different detectors. 
  
























































































illumination. On- and off-time, which are the inverse of escape rates from bright and dark 
manifolds, respectively, were determined by exponential fitting of the autocorrelation 
curves using eq.  (4.1)  
 
 (4.1) 
While τon did not vary significantly (8.8 µs in circle 1 and 8.4 µs in circle 2), τoff 
decreased by ~75% from 18 µs to 4.6 µs with secondary laser illumination. It was 
confirmed that the time trace was from a single emitter by cross correlation. Delay time 
for signals from the second APD was set to 1.5 µs, and the delay generator has an 
intrinsic trigger delay around 100 ns. An antibunching dip that appeared at 1.6 µs in 
second-order cross correlation verified a single emitter (Figure 4.2(e)). 
On- and off-time, τon and τoff, were extracted from the time trace in Figure 4.2(c) 
using autocorrelation, and PbPHMM (Figure 4.3). The time trace was divided whether 
the secondary laser was irradiated or not, then the individual traces were analyzed 
separately by autocorrelation (Figure 4.3(a)) and PbPHMM (Figure 4.3(b)). Instead of 
estimating τon directly from the time trace, ΦDark is extracted by PbPHMM, then τon is 
calculated using the relation τon =1/kexc/ ΦDark. τoff and τon estimated by autocorrelation 
and PbPHMM are similar to each other. In average τoff decreased by ~3 with the 
secondary laser illumination. The ratio of τoff to τon showed more consistency, which 
reversibly changed with illumination conditions.. 
Photophysical model parameters from all collected photon time traces using 
autocorrelation and PbPHMM were compared in Figure 4.4 and Table 4.1. Figure 4.4 
shows BIC values from four photon time traces as a function of assumed number of 
















Figure 4.3 Fitting results of photon time trace from optically-modulated, single silver 
nanodot. (a) τoff (empty square) and τon (solid circle) estimated by autocorrelation (b) τoff 
(empty square) and τon (solid circle) estimated by PbPHMM (c) the ratio of τoff to τon by 
autocorrelation (empty square) and PbPHMM (solid circle). 
  





































































































Table 4.1 Average values and standard deviations of τoff, τon, ΦDark, and τoff / τon 
calculated from 45 photon time traces collected from optically modulated silver nanodots 


















Single-laser Dual-laser Single-laser Dual -laser
τoff  (µs) 13.6 (±3.6) 8.33(±2.9) 14.9 (±3.8) 5.32 (±2.00)










τoff /τon 1.52(±0.45) 1.07 (±0.97) 1.36 (±0.81) 0.361 (±306)
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maximized at two hidden states, which means one dark and one bright state exist in a 
photophysical model of fluorescent silver nanodots regardless of illumination conditions. 
Some of photon time traces could not be analyzed by PbPHMM because transition and 
emission matrices assuming more than two hidden states were not photophysically 
relevant.   
4.4 Conclusion 
PbPHMM was applied to the photophysical model building from single molecule 
photon time traces from optically-modulated silver nanodots. BIC was used to determine 
the most probable number of hidden states. One bright and one dark state were predicted 
from photon trajectories from silver nanodots whether the secondary laser is on or off. 
PbPHMM and autocorrelation returned similar on- and off-time. The secondary laser 
illumination shortened τoff three times, and the contrast τoff /τon reversibly was modulated 
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5CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE OUTLOOK 
 
Optically-controllable fluorescence emission led to more sensitive biological 
imaging with enhanced resolution. To extend and improve imaging quality, it is crucial to 
understand which photophysical and photochemical processes occur. The objective of 
this thesis is to develop a methodology in order to build a photophysical model from 
photon time traces, to explain the connectivity of underlying states, and to estimate 
photophysical parameters of the underlying model. 
A HMM is a double-stochastic model which can reveal hidden dynamics in a 
robust and unbiased way. First, Poisson-distributed time binned photon trajectories were 
analyzed using HMM. The BW algorithm was modified by introducing Poisson 
modification and an additional penalizing term, localization error. Photophysically-
irrelevant training of the emission matrix was removed by restraining the emission matrix 
to be Poissonian. Over-fitting problems were solved by localization error, thereby 
determining the simplest model which efficiently describes the time-binned fluorescence 
trajectories. The improved model selection accuracy was maintained even if the intensity 
trajectory is very short. 
In this thesis, PbPHMM has been developed to build a photophysical model from 
photon time traces, overcoming following problems in time binned analysis. One 
limitation in time-binned analysis is that underlying dynamics may be lost if the binning 
time is longer than the time scale of the dynamics. Additionally, it may be extremely 
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complicated to extract the connectivity and transition rates between hidden states due to 
the lack of closed-form solution of master equation for complex model with more than 
one dark state. Analysis of photon detection rate assuming Poisson processes can be a 
good solution to solve these problems. Realistic photon time traces, however, often 
exhibit non-Poisson behavior due to non-unity detection efficiency and background noise. 
The solution of the master equation is not required because every photon waiting time is 
analyzed instead of the probability of photon detection within a given bin time.  
The model building process starts with the initial values of the number of dark 
states, their quantum yield, and lifetime. The most probable number of dark states is 
determined when the information criteria are maximized. In photophysical model 
building, every photon is assigned to newly-defined states, which are different from 
photophysical states. As shown in Figure 3.2, a state n photon is detected after transitions 
to Darkn-1. Photon time traces were generated on various conditions, based on the 3-state 
model. PbPHMM demonstrated reliable fitting performances in determining the number 
of dark states, estimating photophysical parameters including dark state quantum yield, 
and lifetime. 
PbPHMM was applied to the photophysical model building from single molecule 
photon time traces, collected from optically-modulated silver nanodots. The information 
criteria were maximized at two states; whether the secondary laser is on or off, showing 
that the secondary laser illumination did not change the number of underlying 
photophysical states. The lifetime of dark state was shortened by secondary laser 
illumination. Since the underlying model is determined by PbPHMM, autocorrelation 
function analysis can be used to calculate on- and off-time. The on- and off-time can be 
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calculated by exponential fitting of autocorrelation function only if the underlying model 
is known.  
There are several areas that can be improved in PbPHMM. In evaluating parameter 
estimation, the lowest root-mean-square value of relative error on typical experimental 
conditions was ~25%. The best estimation was achieved by averaging transition and 
emission matrices over 50 simulated data traces. However, the method could not be 
applied to analyze experimental data because experimental conditions during multiple 
data collection were not consistent. Random orientation of dipole moment within silver 
nanodot molecules can to be considered as a method to calculate excitation rate of single 
molecules more precisely. Photophysical parameters will be estimated more accurately if 
experimental conditions including excitation intensity and detection efficiency are 
calibrated. A few things in fitting codes remain to be further improved. Theoretically 
PbPHMM has unlimited time resolution. However the emission matrix is written as a 
sparse array, and rounded photon waiting times are saved into discrete elements in the 
array instead of dealing with raw photon waiting time. 
In this study, the most probable model is determined among models with different 
number of dark states. With a given model, it was assumed that a photon is detected only 
after excitation followed by radiative decay. The other possible process of photon 
emission involves excitation, dark state transition, recovery into singlet manifolds via 
reverse intersystem crossing, and radiative decay. Photon waiting time containing these 
processes was not considered in selecting a photophysical model in this thesis. Another 
possibility is branched dark state decay, in which the molecule is relaxed to ground 
photophysical state via consecutive dark state relaxations. PbPHMM will determine the 
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most probable model by comparing information criteria, and will allow the estimation of 
photophysical parameters from transition and emission matrices, which can be derived 
from corresponding models in the same way presented in this thesis. Fluorescence 
intermittency of semiconductor quantum dots is reported to follow power-law distribution. 
The underlying model of fluorescence of quantum dots can be extracted if the power-law 
distribution is introduced to derive the emission matrix. 
Combined with other techniques such as FCS, PbPHMM will open new 
perspectives for explaining molecular processes in dynamic samples, by offering the 








Third-order joint probability of stochastic variables x1, x2, x3 at time t1, t2, t3, when 
t1< t2< t3 is; 
 P, ; , ; , 	  P, |, ; , 	P, ; , 	  P, |, ; , 	P, |, 	P, 	                                           (A.1) 
If the stochastic process has Markov property, current state only depends on 
previous state. 
P, ; , ; , 	  P, |, 	P, |, 	P, 	 (A.2) 
Integrate over x2 then modified to 
P,  | , 	  P,  | , 	P,  | , 	 V (A.3) 
Eq. (A.3) is called the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation. 
The short-time behavior of the transition probability from x'' at time t to x at time t 
+ τ can be written as series expansion with respect to the time interval t as follows 
P,  #  | , 	  n1 2  "|	 V"pδ 2 x"	 #  |"	 # 8	      
  (A.4) 
where "|	 V" is the transition rate per unit time from x to x'' at time t. The first 
term in the series expansion is the probability that no transition occurs during time 
interval t. The second term is the probability that the transition from x to x'' occurs. The 
third term O(τ 2) goes to zero when τ 2 → 0. 
From (A.3) and (A.4) together [1]; 
P,  #  | , 	  P,  #  | ", 	P",  | , 	 V"  
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 1 2 |	 V δ 2 	P",  | , 	 V"
#  |"	P",  | , 	 V" # 8	P",  | , 	 V" 
 (A.5) 
nP,  #  | , 	 2 P,  | , 	p/
   |"	P",  | , 	 V" 2 |	P,  | , 	 V 
 (A.6) 
Taking limit t→0, then 
 P,  | , 	    |"	P",  | , 	 V" 2 |	P,  | , 	 V   
  (A.7) 
Multiplying by P, 	, integrating over x', and replacing x" by x', then we get  
 P, 	    |	P, 	 V 2 |	P, 	 V (A.8) 
Eq. (A.8) is called the master equation. Assuming a time homogeneous process in 
discrete space, Eq. (A.8) can be written as follows; 
 P, 	  ∑ n|	P, 	 2 |	P, 	pqq  (A.9) 
Convert Eq. (A.8) into matrix form 
 P, Δ | , 0	  P, Δ | , 0	 (A.10) 
The master equation for two-state model can be derived using Eq. (A.10) and 
(A.11). 
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  ]2S SS 2S_                   (A.11) 
With initial condition P(on,0)=1, 
P,,  |,, 0	  SS # S # SS # S e*} 	z 
Fluorescence intensity is proportional to the probability of bright state. Therefore, 
autocorrelation function of fluorescence intensity is proportional to the joint probability 
of bright state after delay time τ given bright state at time zero as follows; 
G	  A # Be*z/¤ , 1¥  1 # 1 , AB   
,where     and   . 
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8DERIVING TRANSITION MATRIX 
 
Deriving Eq. (3.20) starts from counting the number of transitions into the allowed 
photophysical processes. For example, photophysical processes before a photon at state 2 
is detected are divided into two stages as shown in Eq. (3.15) and Figure 3.3. 
As shown in Figure 3.3, Dark1 is accessed once after stage 1, and may be accessed 
multiple times before a state 2 photon is detected. The sum of accessed number of Dark1 
before state 2 photon is detected, N(Dark1, state 2), is as follows: 
6Dark, state 2	  1 # ¨©ª«¬*[  1 # ¨©ª«¬¨­®¨©¯°}¨©ª«¬ (B.1) 
In the same way, the accessed number of Dark2 before state 3 photon is detected, 
N(Dark2, state 3), can be written as follows: 
6Dark, state 3	  1 # ¨©ª«¬¨­®¨©¯° (B.2) 
After a fluorescence photon is detected, the molecule always resides in ground 
photophysical state, and then will repeat excitation/de-excitation cycles until the next 
photon is detected. Therefore, photon detections are divided by ground photophysical 
state residence, and the state of current photon is independent upon the state of previous 
photon when noise level is zero. In this case, the independent state probability can be 
considered a stationary state probability, which is the same as the population ratio of each 
state [1]. The population ratio of photons at each state is derived counting the accessed 
number of dark state before a photon is detected. 
If a sufficient number of photon is detected, the ratio of accessed number of each 
photophysical processes will be the same as the ratio of quantum yields of each processes. 
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Additionally, Dark2 is only accessed during photon waiting times of state 3 photons. 
Therefore, the number of state 3 photons will be as follows: 
Nstate 3	  the accessed number of Dark during collecting a whole time tracethe accessed number of Darkbefore a state 3 photon is detected  
 Nhhiµ ¨­®¨©¯°¨©ª«¬¨­®¨©¯°}¨©ª«¬ (B.3) 
where Ntotal is the number of photophysical state transitions during photon collection. 
In the same way, the number of state 2 photons can be estimate by counting the 
accessed number to Dark1. It should be noted that Dark1 is allowed both during state 2 
and state 3. Therefore, the number of state 2 photons will be as follows: 
Nstate 2	  NhhiµΦfijk 2 the accessed number of Darkduring state 3	the accessed number of Darkbefore a state 2 photon is detected 
 Nhhiµ ¨­®¨©¯°	¨©ª«¬¨­®¨©¯°}¨©ª«¬	¨­®¨©¯°}¨©ª«¬}¨©ª«¬	 (B.4) 
The number of state 1 photons can be estimate by counting missed photons of 
which quantum yield is ΦFL(1- ΦDet). Photon missing in all states should be considered. 
Nstate 1	  ¶°°ª·¨­®*¨©¯°	*h¸g ¹º»gj  º¼¼g½ ¾¸h ½¹j¿ ¼hihg  i½ ¼hihg h¸g ¹º»gj  º¼¼g½ ¾¸h ½¹j¿ ¼hihg    
 Nhhiµ ¨­®¨©¯°	¨­®¨©¯°}¨©ª«¬}¨©ª«¬  (B.5) 
The transition probabilities of state 1~ state 3 are the ratio of population of each 
state as follows: 
Pstate 1|state x	  ΦdeΦfghΦdeΦfgh #Φfijk #Φfijk 
Pstate 2|state x	  ΦdeΦfghΦfijkΦdeΦfgh #Φfijk	ΦdeΦfgh #Φfijk #Φfijk	 
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function [k_exc1,k_exc2,t_ground]= absc(input_param) 
% Calculate excitation rate and dwell time at ground state before 
% excitation 
% k_exc1 : excitation rate only considering singlet transition. limited 
by 
% fluorescent decay or internal conversion 
% 
% k_exc2 : overall excitation rate limited by decay time including 
% fluorescent decay, internal conversion, and dark state transition. 
% 
% t_ground : mean dwell time at ground state prior to excitation. 
% calculated from the number of absorbed photon by a molecule per unit 
% time. 
% input_param : a matrix for input photophysical parameters 
  
% The order of parameters in the input parameter matrix 
% 1. I_prim : Primary excitation intensity (W/cm2) 
% 2. e : absorption coefficient (/(M*cm)) 
% 3. wavelength (nm) 
% 4. F_fl : fluorescence quantum yield 
% 5. F_det : detection efficiency 
% 6. t_fl : "measured" fluorescence lifetimea 
% 7. t_dark1 : shorter dark state lifetime (T1_1 -> S0) 
% 8. Shorter-dark state quantum yield : k_ISC1(intersystem crossing 
rate)/k_rad 
% 9. ratio of k_ReISC (reverse intersystem crossing rate) to k_ISC2 
%    (triplet depopulation rate from T1 to S0) : k_ReISC/k_ISC2  
%    - Action cross section for reverse intersystem crossing due to  
%     secondary laser illumination 
% 10. intensity counts of background  
% 11. tbin : time step 
% 12. collecting time 
% 13. t_mod : modulation time (inverse of modulation frequency) 
% 14. I_secmax : Secondary excitation intensity for modulation in 
W/cm^2. 
% 15. wavelength2 : wavelength of secondary laser (W/cm2) 
% t_on : average on-time, t_off : average off-time 
% state 1 : off-state 





I_sat = 6.6261e-34*2.9979e8/(s_abs*wavelength*10^-9*t_fl); 













k_exc1=1/(t_ground + (Ffl*t_fl+Fic*t_ic)/(Ffl+Fic)); 




% exponential fit autocorrelation curve and return on- and off-time 
% acf=[lag time, autocorrelation coefficient] 
% x_unit = time unit of autocorrelation 
% [t_on, t_off]=acf_fit(acf,x_unit,x,point1,point2) 
% start_v = initial point : [initial toff, initial ton] 
if nargin == 1 
    % acf has both x and y data. x is used in fitting. 
    if size(acf,1)<size(acf,2) 
        acf=acf'; 
    end 
    x=acf(:,1); 
    y=acf(:,2); 
    a=acf(1,2)-acf(end,2); 
    c=acf(end,2); 
elseif nargin == 3 
    x=(point1:point2)*x_unit; 
    y=acf(point1:point2); 
    a=acf(point1)-acf(point2); 
    c=acf(point2); 
elseif nargin == 4 
    point2=length(acf); 
    point1=2; 
    %x=x(point1:point2); 
    y=acf; 
    a=acf(1)-acf(end); 
    c=acf(end); 
elseif nargin == 5 
    point2=length(acf); 
    y=acf(point1:point2); 
    a=acf(point1)-acf(point2); 
    c=acf(point2); 
end 
if size(x,1)<size(x,2) 
    x=x'; 
end 
if nargin==1 
    %     f=fit(x,y-c,'exp1'); 
    % find the closest point to c+a/e 
    b=x(argmin((y-(c+a/exp(1))).^2)); 
    decay1=fittype('a*exp(-x/b)+c','dependent','y'); 
    f=fit(x,y,decay1,'Lower',[0 0 0],'StartPoint',[a b c]); 
else  
    decay1=fittype('a*exp(-x/b)+c','dependent','y'); 
%     f=fit(x,y,decay1,'Lower',[0 0 
0],'StartPoint',[c*start_v(1)/start_v(2),... 
%         1/(1/start_v(1)+1/start_v(2)),c]); 
    f=fit(x,y,decay1,'Lower',[0 0 0],'StartPoint',start_v); 
end 
% a=t_on, b=t_off 
% e1=[num2str(fit_acf.m(2)) '=1/a+1/b']; 
% e2=['a/b=' num2str(fit_acf.m(3)) '/' num2str(fit_acf.m(1))]; 
e1=[num2str(1/f.b) '=1/ton+1/toff']; 








% Returns on- and off-times at two different time scales 
% the fitting formula was derived from master equation for 3-state 
model. 
% t_acf=[toff1,toff2;Fisc1,Fisc2]; 
% fdark = dark state quantum yields of two dark states 
% 3-level system(one bright, two dark),two exponential decays. 
% x_unit = time unit of autocorrelation 
% acf = a*exp(-x/b)+c*exp(-x/d)+e 
% start_t = [toff1,ton1,toff2,ton2] 
% reference 
% autocorrelation - 3state2.nb 
if nargin < 3 
    % acf has both x and y data. x is used in fitting. 
    if size(acf,1)<size(acf,2) 
        acf=acf'; 
    end 
    x=acf(:,1); 
    y=acf(:,2); 
    y0=y(1)-y(end); 
    yend=acf(end); 
elseif nargin < 4 
    x=(point1:point2)*x_unit; 
    y=acf(point1:point2); 
    y0=acf(point1)-acf(point2); 
    yend=acf(point2); 
elseif nargin<5 
    point2=length(acf); 
    point1=2; 
    %x=x(point1:point2); 
    y=acf; 
    y0=acf(1)-acf(end); 
    yend=acf(end); 
elseif nargin<6 
    point2=length(acf); 
    y=acf(point1:point2); 
    y0=acf(point1)-acf(point2); 
    yend=acf(point2); 
end 
if size(x,1)<size(x,2) 
    x=x'; 
end 
% start_t = [toff1,ton1,toff2,ton2] 
% start_v = initial [a,b,c,d,e] for curve fitting 
% 
start_v=[y(end)*start_t(1)/start_t(2),1/(1/start_t(1)+1/start_t(2)),... 












[f,gof] = fit( x, y, dec2, fo); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%% t1 = shorter time constant %%% 




    b1=f.b1; 
    t1=f.t1; 
    b2=f.b2; 
    t2=f.t2; 
else 
    b2=f.b1; 
    t2=f.t1; 
    b1=f.b2; 
    t1=f.t2; 
end 
% a,b1,t1,b2,t2 






















%% calculate quantum yields 
if nargin == 3 
    k_exc=absc(p_param); 





% [f1,gof1] = fit( x, y, dec2, 'StartPoint', start_v2,'Lower',[0 0 0 0 
0]); 
% [f2,gof2] = fit( x, y, dec2, 'StartPoint', start_v2); 
% if gof1.adjrsquare>gof2.adjrsquare 
%     f=f1; 
%     gof=gof1; 
% else 
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%     f=f2; 
%     gof=gof2; 
% end 
% % [f,gof] = fit( x, y, dec2, 'StartPoint', [(y0-yend)/2, 1/1.64e5, 
(y0-yend)/2, 1/590, yend] ); 
% % fit_acf = ezfit(x,y,['y=a*exp(-b*x)+c*exp(-
d*x)+e;a=',num2str(f.a),';b=',... 
% %     num2str(-f.b),';c=',num2str(f.c),';d=',num2str(-f.d)]); 
% % a=t_on1, b=t_off1, c=t_on2, d=t_off2 
% e1=[num2str(1/f.t1) '=1/t_on1+1/t_off1']; 
% e2=[num2str(1/f.t2) '=1/t_on2+1/t_off2']; 
% e3=['t_on1/t_off1=' num2str(f.b) '/' num2str(f.a1)]; 
% e4=['t_on2/t_off2=' num2str(f.b) '/' num2str(f.a2)]; 
% solution_fit=solve(e1,e2,e3,e4,'t_on1','t_off1','t_on2','t_off2'); 








% Returns on- and off-times at two different time scales 
% F is the fraction of molecules in steady-state dark state. 
% autocorrelation function = (1+ F1/(1-F1)*exp(-t/t1))*(1+ F2/(1-
F2)*exp(-t/t2)) 
% 1/tc=1/ton+1/toff, ton/toff=(1-F)/F 
%  
% t_acf=[toff1,toff2;Fisc1,Fisc2]; 
% 3-level system(one bright, two dark),two exponential decays. 
% x_unit = time unit of autocorrelation 
% start_t = [toff1,ton1,toff2,ton2] 
% references 
% 1. Patel, Sandeep A. Photophysics of fluorescent silver nanoclusters. 
2009. 
% dissertation, Georgia Institute of Technology 
% 2. Schwille, P., S. Kummer, A.A. Heikal, W.E. Moerner, and W.W. Webb,  




if nargin < 3 
    % acf has both x and y data. x is used in fitting. 
    if size(acf,1)<size(acf,2) 
        acf=acf'; 
    end 
    x=acf(:,1); 
    y=acf(:,2); 
    y0=y(1)-y(end); 
    yend=acf(end); 
elseif nargin < 4 
    x=(point1:point2)*x_unit; 
    y=acf(point1:point2); 
    y0=acf(point1)-acf(point2); 
    yend=acf(point2); 
elseif nargin<5 
    point2=length(acf); 
    point1=2; 
    %x=x(point1:point2); 
    y=acf; 
    y0=acf(1)-acf(end); 
    yend=acf(end); 
elseif nargin<6 
    point2=length(acf); 
    y=acf(point1:point2); 
    y0=acf(point1)-acf(point2); 
    yend=acf(point2); 
end 
if size(x,1)<size(x,2) 
    x=x'; 
end 
% start_t = [toff1,ton1,toff2,ton2] 
% start_v = initial [a,b,c,d,e] for curve fitting 
% 
start_v=[y(end)*start_t(1)/start_t(2),1/(1/start_t(1)+1/start_t(2)),... 













[f,gof] = fit( x, y, dec2, fo); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%% t1 = shorter time constant %%% 
%%% t2 = longer time constant  %%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% normalize a+b1+b2=1 
% if f.t1<f.t2 
%     b1=f.b1/(f.a+f.b1+f.b2); 
%     t1=f.t1; 
%     b2=f.b2/(f.a+f.b1+f.b2); 
%     t2=f.t2; 
%     a=f.a/(f.a+f.b1+f.b2); 
% else 
%     b2=f.b1/(f.a+f.b1+f.b2); 
%     t2=f.t1; 
%     b1=f.b2/(f.a+f.b1+f.b2); 
%     t1=f.t2; 
%     a=f.a/(f.a+f.b1+f.b2); 
% end 
% a,b1,t1,b2,t2 



















% calculate BIC from likelihood, the number of data points, and number 
of 
% hidden states. The equation is explained in my thesis 
bic_value=logp-(numState^2+2*numState-3)*log(Ndata)/2; 




function ccf = 
crosscorr_photon(seq1,seq2,lag_min,lag_max,lag_unit,lag_step) 
% calculate cross correlation of two different data 
% method = 0 : input is photon arrival time 
% method = 1 : input is time-binned intensity trajectory 
% method = 2 : input is the sparse array including the position of non-
zero 
% photons 
% lag_unit : This value makes photon arrival time to be sparse array, 
If  
% the input is photon arrival time, it is divided by the lag_unit, and  
% treated as the position of photons. 
%chan1=min(raw_data(:,5)); 
%chan2=max(raw_data(:,5)); 





if nargin <6 
    lag_step=1; 
end 
% If round(seq1) is same as seq1, seq1 is photon arrival 
% time, so method index will be 0. If seq1 has any zero, it is a 
% time-binned photon counts, so the method index will be 1. Otherwise 
the 
% seq1 is a sparse array including photon positions, then the method 
% index will be 2. 
  
seq_ori1 = ceil(seq1/lag_unit); 
seq_ori2 = ceil(seq2/lag_unit); 
ccf(1,2)=length(intersect(seq_ori1,seq_ori2)); 
for cc=ceil(lag_min/lag_unit):ceil(lag_max/lag_unit) 
    % shift photons positions by cc-1 
    temp_counts_seq_delay = seq_ori2 + cc*lag_step; 
    %temp_counts_seq_delay = seq_ori + cc-1; 
    shift_to_head = temp_counts_seq_delay(temp_counts_seq_delay > 
seq_ori2(end)); 
    counts_seq_delay = zeros(length(seq_ori2),1); 
    counts_seq_delay(1:length(shift_to_head)) = shift_to_head-
seq_ori2(end); 
    counts_seq_delay(length(shift_to_head)+1:end) = 
temp_counts_seq_delay... 
        (1:end-length(shift_to_head)); 
    %ccf(cc)=sum(temp_seq.*counts_seq)*length(counts_seq)/... 
    %    (sum(counts_seq)^2*(length(counts_seq)-cc)); 
    %ccf(cc)=sum(temp_seq.*counts_seq)/length(counts_seq); 
    ccf(cc-
ceil(lag_min/lag_unit)+1,2)=length(intersect(seq_ori1,counts_seq_delay)
); 









% convert data into dwell time sequence or vice versa 
% method 0 (default) :convert data into dwell time sequence 
% method 1 :convert dwell time sequence into data sequence 
% dwell_seq = [label, dwell time] 
if size(seq,1)<size(seq,2) 
    seq=seq'; 
end 
if nargin  == 1 || method == 0 
    s1=[seq;seq(end)-1]; 
    s2=[seq(1);seq(1:end)]; 
    %change_p2=find([[seq;seq(end)-1]-[seq(1);seq(1:end)]]~=0)-1; 
    change_p2=find(s1-s2~=0)-1; 
    dwell_seq=change_p2-[0;change_p2(1:end-1)]; 
    dwell_seq(:,2)=seq(change_p2); 
else 
    cum_dwell = cumsum(seq(:,1)); 
    L = cum_dwell(end); 
    %     [~,m]=memory; 
    %     if L>m.PhysicalMemory.Available-5e8 
    %         error('You will have a memory problem.') 
    %     else 
    if (nargin<3) || (strcmp(dw_type,'int')==1) 
        dwell_seq = uint8(zeros(L,1)); 
    elseif strcmp(dw_type,'double')==1 
        dwell_seq = zeros(L,1); 
    end 
    dwell_seq(1:cum_dwell(1)) = seq(1,2); 
    for cc=2:length(cum_dwell) 
        dwell_seq(cum_dwell(cc-1)+1:cum_dwell(cc)) = seq(cc,2); 






    input_param,index_pwt) 
%%% This code extracts dark state quantum yield and lifetime from 
trained 
%%% transition and emission matrices or reconstructed state sequence. 
% The code returns toff or Fdark as zero if those are photophysically 
% irrelevant. 
  
% input parameters 
% index_pwt : 0(default,pwt from emission matrix), 1(mean pwt of state 
i) 
% index_pwt=0 (recommended). Viterbi algorithm has intrinsic weakness 
for 
% short photon waiting time. Short photons at state 2 may be 
misassigned as 
% state 1. It should be improved. 
%%%   Soonkyo Jung 05/10/2015 
  
  
%%%% correction history 
% removed lines for using the most populated state in estimating Fdarks 
% use preassigned t_ic 
% Fdark(cps) is estimated by trp(cps+1)/trp(cps) and Fdark(cps-1) 
% toff(cps) is estimatmed by pwt(cps+1) and Fdark(cps) 
% Fic is estimated using the sum of Fdark. 
% correct formula about Ffl and internal conversion 
% error messages about negative lifetime or quantum yield are suppresed 
% and was replaced by warning. 
% extract photophysical parameters(quantum yield, lifetime) from 
% transition and emission matrix 
% correct params about missed dark states 
  
  
index_toff = 0; 
if nargin<7 
    index_toff=0; 
    if nargin<6 
        index_pwt=0; 
    end 
end 

















%% pwt : real photon waiting time of each state 
pwt=zeros(1,numStates); 
for cc=1:numStates 
    if index_pwt==1 
        pwt(cc)=t_bin*mean(pw(state_seq==cc)); 
    else 
        pwt(cc)=t_bin*sum(x.*fit_e(:,cc)); 
    end 
end 
% estimate pwt from the inverse of waiting times subtracted by 
background 
% Those should be positive. 
pwt=1./(1./pwt-back_level); 
% pwt=abs(pwt); 
%% ps1 -> sum of all Fdarks 
  
if Fcol~=1 
    %   Two ways to extract sum of dark state quantum yield 
    %   1. from photon waiting time of ps1 
    % pwt(1)=(t_ground+Fic*t_ic+Ffl*(1-Fdet)*tFL)/(Fdet*Ffl+Fdark)+tFL 
    s=solve([num2str(pwt(1)-t_fl,6),'=(',num2str(t_ground+Ffl*t_fl*(1-
Fdet),6),... 
        '+(1-',num2str(Ffl),'-
Fdark)*',num2str(t_ic),')/(',num2str(Fdet*Ffl),... 
        '+Fdark)+',num2str(t_fl)],'Fdark'); 
    sumFdark_fit1=double(s); 
    % 2. from transiton probabilityes trp(1,1) 
    % Fdark from trp(1,1,no background) 
    e_tr=[num2str(fit_tr(1,1)*(1+back_level*pwt(1))-
back_level*pwt(1),6),'=',... 
        num2str(Fcol,5),'/(',num2str(Fcol,5),'+Fdark)']; 
    s=solve(e_tr); 
    sumFdark_fit2=double(s); 
     
    if (sumFdark_fit1>0)+(sumFdark_fit1<1-Ffl)==2 && 
(sumFdark_fit2>0)+(sumFdark_fit2<1-Ffl)~=2 
        % If Fdark from pwt is correct, and Fdark from transiton matrix 
is 
        % wrong, choose sumFdark_fit1. 
        % sumFdark_fit1 : Fdark from pwt 
        sumFdark_fit=sumFdark_fit1; 
    elseif (sumFdark_fit1>0)+(sumFdark_fit1<1-Ffl)~=2 && 
(sumFdark_fit2>0)+(sumFdark_fit2<1-Ffl)==2 
        % If Fdark from transition matrix is correct, and Fdark from 
pwt is 
        % wrong, choose sumFdark_fit2 
        % sumFdark_fit2 : Fdark from tr 
        sumFdark_fit=sumFdark_fit2; 
    elseif (sumFdark_fit1>0)+(sumFdark_fit1<1-Ffl)==2 && 
(sumFdark_fit2>0)+(sumFdark_fit2<1-Ffl)==2 
        % If both Fdark are correct, choose Fdark from pwt. Mostly this 
one 
        % is better. 
        sumFdark_fit=sumFdark_fit2; 
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    elseif (sumFdark_fit1>0)+(sumFdark_fit1<1-Ffl)~=2 && 
(sumFdark_fit2>0)+(sumFdark_fit2<1-Ffl)~=2 
        % both Fdark are wrong.         
        fit_param=input_param; 
        fit_param(7:8,:)=0; 
        return 
    end 
else 
    sumFdark_fit=1-fit_tr(1,1); 
end 
% Fic : internal conversion quantum yield 
Fic=1-sumFdark_fit-Ffl; 
% % another way 
% s=solve([num2str(Fcol,4),'*(1-Fdark)/(',num2str(Fcol,4),'*(1-
Fdark)+Fdark)=',num2str(fit_tr(1,1),5'),'+',... 





%% trp with no background -> All Fdark 
%%%% transition probabilities with no background 






%%%% by background trp changes as follows 











% if index_pwt==1 
%     pwti=t_bin*mean(pw(state_seq==max_state)); 
% else 









% use ps1 first 
% sumFdark_fit 
if max_state==1; 
    % if numStates<3, it means only one dark state exists. 
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    if numStates>2 
        % eqtrp : equation for Fdarks from trp(i)/trp(i+1). 
i=2,...numStates-1 
        eqtrp=[]; 
        % solve Fdark1 first 
        s=solve([num2str(trp(2)/trp(1)),'=Fdark1/(',num2str(dfs),'-
Fdark1)'],'Fdark1'); 
        Fdark_fit(1)=double(s); 
        if (Fdark_fit(1)>=1) || (Fdark_fit(1)<=0) 
            %             Fdark_fit(1)=0; 
            fit_param=input_param; 
            fit_param(7:8,:)=0; 
            return 
        end 
        for cps=2:numStates-1 
            % simultaneous equations to solve trp for Fdarks 
             
            % sumFdarki2 = sum(Fdark1~Fdark(i-2)) 
            sumFdarki2='(0'; 
            for cc=1:cps-2 
                sumFdarki2=[sumFdarki2,'+Fdark',num2str(cc)]; 
            end 
            sumFdarki2=[sumFdarki2,')']; 
            % sumFdarki1 = sum(Fdark1~Fdark(i-1)) 
            sumFdarki1='(0'; 
            for cc=1:cps-1 
                sumFdarki1=[sumFdarki1,'+Fdark',num2str(cc)]; 
            end 
            sumFdarki1=[sumFdarki1,')']; 
            % sumFdarki = sum(Fdark1~Fdarki) 
            %             if cps>=3 
            sumFdarki='(0'; 
            for cc=1:cps 
                sumFdarki=[sumFdarki,'+Fdark',num2str(cc)]; 
            end 
            sumFdarki=[sumFdarki,')']; 
            % Instead of solving individual transition probabilities, 
use 
            % the ratio of trps of adjacent states. 
            % trp(i)/trp(i+1). i=2,...,numStates-1 
            % trp(i)/trp(i+1)=Fdark(i-1)*(dfs-sum(Fdark(1:i-1))-
Fdark(i)) 
            %  /Fdark(i)/(dfs-sum(Fdark(1:i-2))) 
            % solve Fdark(cps) using trp(cps+1)/trp(cps) and Fdark(cps-
1) 
            
eqcps=[num2str(trp(cps+1)/trp(cps)),'=Fdark',num2str(cps),... 
                '*',num2str(dfs-sum(Fdark_fit(1:cps-
2))),'/',num2str(Fdark_fit(cps-1)),... 
                '/(',num2str(dfs-sum(Fdark_fit(1:cps-1))),'-
Fdark',num2str(cps),')']; 
            s=solve(eqcps,['Fdark',num2str(cps)]); 
            if length(s)==1 
                Fdark_fit(cps)=double(s); 
            else 
                Fdark_temp=double(s); 
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Fdark_fit(cps)=Fdark_temp(((Fdark_temp<1)+(Fdark_temp>0))==2); 
            end 
        end 
    else 
        Fdark_fit=sumFdark_fit; 
        if (Fdark_fit>=1) || (Fdark_fit<=0) 
            Fdark_fit=0; 
        end 
    end 
else 
     
end 
  




% solve toff using mean photon waiting times 
if index_toff==0 
    %% ps(cps) -> toff(cps-1), i=3,4,...numStates 
    % single equations for toff(1~numState-1) 
    %     qy=[1,Fic,Ffl*(1-Fdet),Fdark,Ffl*Fdet]; 
    % lifetime=[t_ground,t_ic,t_fl,toff,t_fl]; 
    % cps=2; 
    % p1=sum(qy(2:cps+1)); 
    % w1=[1-p1;p1]; 
    % t1=[t_ground+toff(cps-1);... 
    %     sum(qy(2:3).*(lifetime(2:3)+t_ground))/p1/(1-
p1)+t_ground+toff(cps-1)]; 
    % p2=sum(qy(2:cps+1))+Fdark(cps-1); 
    % w2=[1-p2;p2]; 
    % 
t2=[t_ground+t_fl;(sum(qy(2:3).*(lifetime(2:3)+t_ground))+toff(cps-
1)*Fdark(cps-1))/p2/(1-p2)+t_ground+t_fl]; 
     
     
    for cps=2:numStates 
        Fsinglet=Fic+Ffl*(1-Fdet); 
        p1=Fsinglet+sum(Fdark_fit(1:cps-2)); 
        w11=['(',num2str(1-p1),')']; 
        w12=['(',num2str(p1),')']; 
        t11=['(',num2str(t_ground),'+toff',num2str(cps-1),')']; 
        t12=['(',num2str(sum([Fic,Ffl*(1-
Fdet)].*([t_ic,t_fl]+t_ground))/p1/(1-p1)+t_ground),... 
            '+toff',num2str(cps-1),')']; 
        p2=Fsinglet+sum(Fdark_fit(1:cps-1)); 
        w21=['(',num2str(1-p2),')']; 
        w22=['(',num2str(p2),')']; 
        t21=['(',num2str(t_ground+t_fl),')']; 
        t22=['(',num2str(sum([Fic,Ffl*(1-
Fdet)].*([t_ic,t_fl]+t_ground))/p2/(1-p2)),'+',... 
            num2str(t_ground+t_fl),'+toff',num2str(cps-1),'*',... 
            num2str(Fdark_fit(cps-1)/p2/(1-p2)),')']; 
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eq_e=[w11,'*',w21,'*(',t11,'+',t21,')+',w12,'*',w21,'*(',t12,'+',t21,')
+',... 
            
w11,'*',w22,'*(',t11,'+',t22,')+',w12,'*',w22,'*(',t12,'+',t22,')==',nu
m2str(pwt(cps))]; 
        toff_var=['toff',num2str(cps-1)]; 
        s=solve(eq_e,toff_var); 
        % if the solution is infinity, zero, or does not exist, return 
zero 
        s_temp=double(s); 
        if isempty(s_temp) 
            % if the solution for toff_cps does not exist, return zero. 
            toff_fit(cps-1)=0; 
        elseif length(s_temp)>1 
            % if the multiple solutions for toff_cps exist, return 
positive 
            % one. 
            toff_fit(cps-1)=s_temp(s_temp>0); 
        elseif (s_temp==0) || (s_temp==inf) || (s_temp<0) 
            % if the solution for toff_cps is zero, infinite, or 
negative, 
            % return zero. 
            toff_fit(cps-1)=0; 
        else 
            % if the solution for toff_cps is a positive number, return 
it. 
            toff_fit(cps-1)=s_temp; 
        end 
    end 
     
elseif index_toff>0 
    % dwell time at ps instead of individual photon waiting times 
    dw=dwell_time_state(cumsum(pw),state_seq); 
    pdwt=zeros(numStates,1); 
    for cps=1:numStates 
        pdwt(cps)=mean(dw(dw(:,2)==cps,1)); 
    end 
    clear dw 
    %% ps(i) -> toff(i-1) 
    for cps=2:numStates 
        eq_pdwt=[num2str(t_bin*pdwt(cps)),'=((2*(',num2str(dss),'-
',num2str(sum(Fdark_fit(1:cps-1)))... 
            ,')+',num2str(Fdark_fit(cps-1)),')*',num2str((t_ground+(1-
dss)*t_fl+sum(Fdark_fit(1:cps-2).*toff_fit(1:cps-2)))),... 
            '+(',num2str(dss),'-',num2str(sum(Fdark_fit(1:cps-
2))),')^2*toff',num2str(cps-1),')/',... 
            num2str(2*ds*sum(Fdark_fit(cps:numStates-
1))+sum(Fdark_fit(cps:numStates-1))*sum(Fdark_fit(cps-1:numStates-
1))+ds^2)]; 
        s=solve(eq_pdwt,['toff',num2str(cps-1)]); 
        %     toff_fit(cps-1)=eval(['double(toff',num2str(cps-1),')']); 
        toff_fit(cps-1)=double(s); 
        if double(s)<0 
            warning('Negative lifetime') 
        end 




%% check p_param again 
% Dark state quantum yields should be less than one. Ffl+Fdarks should 
be 
% positive less than one. toffs should be positive. 
if sum(Fdark_fit)+fit_param(4,1) > 1 
    Fdark_fit(:)=0; 
end 
if sum(toff_fit<0)~=0 
    toff_fit(:)=0; 
end 










% if n==-1 
%     text_sumFdark=num2str(dss-1); 
% elseif n >= 0 
text_sumFdark='(0'; 
for cc=1:n 








% Probability distribution of the convolution of exponential 
distributions 
% superposed with poisson noise. 
% analytical formula. based on superposition of renewal processes 
% decay_t : time constants of convoluted exponential distributions 




    decay_t=decay_t(decay_t>0); 
    decay_t=decay_t(isinf(decay_t)==0); 
    p=exppdf_conv(x,decay_t); 
else 
    for cc=1:L 
         
        %%% change decay time by small amount to avoid NaN error 
        dw=dwell_time(sort(decay_t)); 
        if sum(dw(:,1)~=1)~=0 
            % convolution of Erlang and exponential distribution is not 
done yet. 
            % now change repetitive time constants by very small random 
amount. 
            t_new=dw(dw(:,1)==1,2); 
            lr=find(dw(:,1)~=1); 
            for ct=1:length(lr) 
                t_new=[t_new;dw(lr(ct),2)*(1+(0:dw(lr(ct),1)-1)'*1e-
5)]; 
            end 
            decay_t=t_new; 
        end 
         
        t_temp=decay_t; 
        t_temp(cc)=[]; 
        p=p+exp(-x/decay_t(cc))*decay_t(cc)^(L-
2)*(decay_t(cc)+t_back)^2/... 
            prod(decay_t(cc)-t_temp); 
    end 





% pdf_conv : convolution of exponential distributions. 
% t ; time constants of convoluted exponential distributions 
% all t should be different from each other. 
t=sort(t); 
% make t as a column vector. 
if size(t,1)<size(t,2) 
    t=t'; 
end 
if size(x,1)<size(x,2) 






    % convolution of Erlang and exponential distribution is not done 
yet. 
    % now change repetitive time constants by very small random amount. 
    t_new=dw(dw(:,1)==1,2); 
    lr=find(dw(:,1)~=1); 
    for cc=1:length(lr) 
        t_new=[t_new;dw(lr(cc),2)*(1+(0:dw(lr(cc),1)-1)'*1e-5)]; 
    end 
    t=t_new; 
end 
  
         
if isempty(t)==0 
    % dw=dwell_time(t); 
    % n_conv : number of exponentials for convolution 
    n_conv=length(t); 
    pdf_conv=zeros(length(x),1); 
    pdf_zero=0; 
    if n_conv<2 
        pdf_conv=exppdf(x,t); 
    else 
        for cc=1:n_conv 
            t_temp=t; 
            t_temp(cc)=[]; 
            pdf_conv=pdf_conv+exp(-x/t(cc))*t(cc)^(n_conv-2)/... 
                prod(repmat(t(cc),n_conv-1,1)-t_temp); 
            pdf_zero=pdf_zero+t(cc)^(n_conv-2)/... 
                prod(repmat(t(cc),n_conv-1,1)-t_temp); 
        end 
    end 
    % correct negative probability. Due to unknown reason(maybe small 
number 
    % error), first few probability values are negative. Shift them to 
    % positive. 
    pdf_conv=pdf_conv-pdf_zero; 
    if sum(pdf_conv<0)~=0 
        pdf_conv=pdf_conv-min(pdf_conv); 
    end 
    % remove NaN 
    pdf_conv(isnan(pdf_conv))=0; 
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else 




function ov_index = ov_ranksum(seq, state_seq) 
% check overlap with Wilcoson rank sum test 
% seq : samples 
% state_seq : states of samples 
% ov_index ; label of overlapping states 
% work well for exponential distribution 
% work a little worse for normal distribution (relative efficiency : 
0.955) 
if min(state_seq) == 0 
    error('State Zero exists!!!') 
    %state_seq=state_seq+1; 
end 
L=max(state_seq); 
% L : number of state 
ov_index_temp = zeros(1,L*(L+1)/2); 
cell_seq=cell(L,1); 
for cc=1:L 
    cell_seq{cc}=seq(state_seq==cc); 
end 
count_s1=1; 
cc_temp = 1; 
while count_s1<L 
    for count=count_s1+1:L 
        if isempty(cell_seq{count})==0 
            % if state(count) exist 
            [~,h] = ranksum(cell_seq{count_s1},cell_seq{count}); 
            if h == 0 
                ov_index_temp(cc_temp) = count; 
                cc_temp = cc_temp+1; 
                list_temp = ov_index_temp(ov_index_temp~=0); 
                count_s1 = list_temp(end); 
            else 
                %ov_index_temp(cc_temp) = count; 
                %cc_temp = cc_temp+1; 
                count_s1 = count; 
                break; 
            end 
            % if state(count) is empty 
        else 
        end 
    end 
     
end 





% Estimate transition and emission matrix and photon waiting times from 
% photophysical parameters(p_param). 
% numEmis : the size of emission matrix 
% pwt_back : expected photon waiting time of each state. 
% pops : mean accessed number of each photophysical processes during 
photon 
% waiting time of given ps 
% intensity : expected photon count (/s) 
  
% correction :Ffl and internal conversion were introduced correctly.  

















    numEmis=10; 
end 







    tr_nb(:,cps)=Ffl*Fdet*Fdark(cps-1)/((dfs-sum(Fdark(1:cps-2)))*... 
        (dfs-sum(Fdark(1:cps-1)))); 
end 
% introduce background 
%% photon waiting time of hidden states without noise 
% quantum yield(qy)=[ground, internal conversion, photon missing, dark 
% states, photon detection] 
qy=[1,Fic,Ffl*(1-Fdet),Fdark,Ffl*Fdet]; 
% lifetime = [ground, t_IC, t_Fl, toffs, t_Fl] 










    % pwt(cps)=dwell_time(pre)+dwell_time(post) 
    % dwell_time(pre) = P(zero waiting,pre)*(ground+toff(cps-1))+ 
    %       P(nonzero waiting) * waiting time(one period of dark(cps-
1)) 
    % dwell_time(post) = P(zero waiting,post)*(ground+t_fl)+ 
    %       P(nonzero waiting)*waiting time(including dark(cps-1)) 
     
    p1=sum(qy(2:cps+1)); 
    p2=sum(qy(2:cps+2)); 
    w1=[1-p1;p1]; 
    if dfs~=1 
        t1=[t_ground+toff(cps-
1);sum(qy(2:cps+1).*(lifetime(2:cps+1)+t_ground))... 
            /p1/(1-p1)+t_ground+toff(cps-1)]; 
    else 
        t1=[t_ground+toff(cps-1);0]; 
    end 
    w2=[1-p2;p2]; 
    t2=[t_ground+t_fl;sum(qy(2:cps+2).*(lifetime(2:cps+2)+t_ground))... 
        /p2/(1-p2)+t_ground+t_fl]; 
    pwt(cps)=sum((repmat(w1,2,1).*reshape(repmat(w2',2,1),4,1)).*... 
        (repmat(t1,2,1)+reshape(repmat(t2',2,1),4,1))); 
    pops(cps,1:cps+2)=[sum(qy(2:cps+1)/(1-p1))+1,qy(2:cps+1)/(1-
p1),1]... 
        +[sum(qy(2:cps+2)/(1-p2)),qy(2:cps+2)/(1-p2)]; 
end 
%% modify tr for background noise 
if back_level>0 
    % fit_tr(i,i)+(back_level*fit_tr(i,i)-back_level)*pwt 
    tr=tr_nb; 
    for cps=1:numStates 
        % staying probability is increased by the number of background 
        % photons. 
        tr(cps,cps)=1-(1-tr_nb(cps,cps))/(back_level*pwt(cps)+1); 
        trp_ratio=tr_nb(cps,:); 
        trp_ratio(cps)=0; 
        % escaping probability is 1-tr(cps,cps). After escape from the 
same 
        % state, weight of next state is constant with or without 
        % background noise. 
        trp_ratio=trp_ratio/sum(trp_ratio)*(1-tr(cps,cps)); 
        trp_ratio(cps)=tr(cps,cps); 
        tr(cps,:)=trp_ratio; 
    end 
    tr=norm_m(tr); 
    pwt_back=1./(1./pwt+back_level); 
else 
    pwt_back=pwt; 
    tr=norm_m(tr_nb); 
end 




%%% state 1 
% population of photophysical transitions until photon detection 
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% follows geometric distribution. Geometric random number has nonzero 
% probability at zero, so transition prior to photon detection can be 
% zero. Resulting dwell time is the convolution of waiting time before 
% photon transition, one period of ground state, and singlet decay with 
% a detected photon 
% e(:,1)=dfs*exppdf_conv(x,[t_ground t_fl]/t_bin)+... 
%     (1-dfs)*exppdf_back(x,1/back_level/t_bin,[(1/dfs-1)*t_ground, 
t_fl*Ffl*(1-Fdet)/dfs]/t_bin); 
% p for geopdf(ic)=1/(mean(ic)+1)=1/(Fic/(Fic+Ffl*(1-Fdet)*(1/(1-p)-1) 
% =1/(Fic/(1-p)-1) 
p=Fic+Ffl*(1-Fdet); 
% Following formula is correct. However, due to unknown reason, the 
% emission probabilities are stuck to some specific value. It should be 
% corrected later. Instead of the correct formula, an approximate one 
with 
% exppdf of the sum of mean value is now used. 
% e(:,1)=(1-p)*exppdf_conv(x,[t_ground,t_fl]/t_bin)+... 
%     p*exppdf_conv(x,[(t_ic+t_ground)*Fic/p/(1-p)+... 
%     (t_fl+t_ground)*Ffl*(1-Fdet)/p/(1-p),t_ground,t_fl]/t_bin); 
e(:,1)=exppdf(x,((1-p)*(t_ground+t_fl)+p*((t_ic+t_ground)*Fic/p/(1-
p)+... 
    (t_fl+t_ground)*Ffl*(1-Fdet)/p/(1-p)+t_ground+t_fl))/t_bin); 
e(:,1)=e(:,1)/sum(e(:,1)); 
  
%%% state 2 
% population(ground state) >= 2 (one for photon detection, another for 
dark 
% state transition) 
% now exact convolution will be considered. (not weighted mean) 
% t = [shape, scale] 
% pdf for dwell time at each photophysical state is gamma distribution. 
% weight : population of distribution 
% timec : time constant of distribution 
% 1/p1 and 1/p2 : mean number of transition to escape to darkEnd and 
photon 
% detection respectively. 
% cps : count for photon state = 2 
% singlet 
if dfs~=1 
    % p1: waiting probability before = Fic+Ffl*(1-Fdet) 
    p1=sum(qy(2:3)); 
    % pdf of pre-dwell time is convolution of ground+dark1 and dwell 
time 
    % at Internal conversion,photon missing. 
     
    w1=[1-p1,p1]; 
    
t1=[{[t_ground,toff(1)]},{[sum(qy(2:3).*(lifetime(2:3)+t_ground))/p1/(1
-p1)... 
        ,t_ground,toff(1)]}]; 
    % pdf of pre-dwell time is convolution of ground+dark1 and dwell 
time 
    % at Internal conversion,photon missing. 
    % p2: waiting probability (post) = Fic+Ffl*(1-Fdet)+Fdark1 
    p2=sum(qy(2:4)); 
    w2=[1-p2,p2]; 
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t2=[{[t_ground,t_fl]},{[sum(qy(2:4).*(lifetime(2:4)+t_ground))/p2/(1-
p2),... 
        t_ground,t_fl]}]; 
    [~,weights_new,times_new]=multiexp_conv(x,w1,w2,t1,t2); 
     
    for cc=1:length(weights_new) 
        
e(:,2)=e(:,2)+weights_new(cc)*exppdf_back(x,1/back_level/t_bin,... 
            cell2mat(times_new(cc,:))/t_bin); 
    end 
    e(:,2)=e(:,2)/sum(e(:,2)); 
else 
    %     not done yet 
    weight_singlet=[0;0;1]; 
    timec_singlet=[{0};{0};{t_fl}]; 
end 
  
%%% state k (k>2) 
if numStates>2 
    for cps=3:numStates 
        % p1 : P(waiting) = IC,PM,dark1 
        p1=Fic+Ffl*(1-Fdet)+sum(Fdark(1:cps-2)); 
        w1=[1-p1,p1]; 
        t1=[{[t_ground,toff(cps-1)]},... 
            {[sum(qy(2:cps+1).*(lifetime(2:cps+1)+t_ground))/p1/(1-
p1),t_ground,toff(cps-1)]}]; 
        % p2 : P(waiting) = IC,PM,dark1,dark2,photon detection 
        p2=Fic+Ffl*(1-Fdet)+sum(Fdark(1:cps-1)); 
        w2=[1-p2,p2]; 
        t2=[{[t_ground,t_fl]},... 
            {[sum(qy(2:cps+2).*(lifetime(2:cps+2)+t_ground))/p2/(1-
p2),t_ground,t_fl]}]; 
        [~,weights_new,times_new]=multiexp_conv(x,w1,w2,t1,t2); 
        for cc=1:length(weights_new) 
            
e(:,cps)=e(:,cps)+weights_new(cc)*exppdf_back(x,1/back_level/t_bin,... 
                cell2mat(times_new(cc,:))/t_bin); 
        end 
        %         e(:,cps)=geoexp_conv(x,p_conv,timec_conv); 
        e(:,cps)=e(:,cps)/sum(e(:,cps)); 
    end 
end 
%% intensity : an expected photon count 
trp=tr^1e5; 
trp=trp(1,:); 
intensity = 1/sum(trp'.*pwt_back); 
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function [tr_multi, e_multi, 
fit_time_multi,pi_multi,logp]=fit_multi_sequence(cell_seq,... 
    cell_tr, cell_e, cell_fit_time,cell_pi,input_param,select_weights) 
% Re-estimate transition and emission matrix from  multiple 
observations 
% fit_time_multi : mean photon waiting time / bin_time 
% cell_seq : multiple dataset 
% cell_tr, cell_e, cell_fit_time : trained tr,e, and time from each 
dataset 
% at given NumState 
% cell_tr : trained e from each dataset at given NumState 
% select_weights : input 'likelihood' or 'unit' 
% weights can be either likelihood or unit(1). 










t_bin = input_param(11,1); 
back_level=input_param(10,1); 
I_sat = 6.6261e-34*2.9979e8/(s_abs*wavelength*10^-9*t_fl); 
%Nbins = t_mod/tbin; 





    sum_dim=sum_dim+sum(abs(dim_param-dim_param(c_data))); 
end 









    error('The number of observation does not match to one of inputs.') 
else 
    for cc=1:L_data 
        numState(cc,1)=length(cell_tr{cc}); 
    end 
    if sum(numState)~=0 
        % if any fitting result exist from individual fitting, 
continue. 
        numState=mean(numState(numState~=0)); 
        tr_multi_dom=zeros(L_data,numState,numState); 
        tr_multi_denom=zeros(L_data,numState,numState); 
        logp=zeros(L_data,1); 
        numE=zeros(L_data,1); 
        for c_data=1:L_data 
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            numE(c_data)=max(cell_seq{c_data}); 
        end 
        %     e_multi_dom=zeros(L_data,max(numE),numState); 
        % e_multi_denom=zeros(L_data,max(numE),numState); 
        e_multi_dom=zeros(max(numE),numState); 
        e_multi_denom=zeros(max(numE),numState); 
        fit_time_multi=zeros(mean_st,1); 
        weights=zeros(L_data,1); 
        for c_data=1:L_data 
            if isempty(cell_tr{c_data})==0 && 
length(cell_tr{c_data})==mean_st... 
                    && isempty(cell_seq{c_data})==0 
                % exclude bad fitting and fitting results with 
different number 
                % of state from most results 
                c_data 
                %%% reduce seq larger than the length of emission 
matrix to 
                %%% avoid an error 
                seq=cell_seq{c_data}; 
                e=cell_e{c_data}; 
                seq(seq>length(e))=length(e); 
                %%% make emission prob of nonexisting bin to zero 
                h=histo_HMM(seq);h(1)=[]; 
                e(h==0,:)=0; 
                e=e./repmat(sum(e,1),size(e,1),1); 
                [~,logp(c_data),alpha,beta] = 
hmmdecode_sb(seq,cell_tr{c_data},e,... 
                    
1./(1./sum(cell_fit_time{c_data},2)/t_bin+back_level)/t_bin,... 
                    cell_pi{c_data}); 
                % tr_multi = tr_multi_dom./tr_multi_denom 
                % tr 
                for i=1:numState 
                    for j=1:numState 
                        % dominator of tr_multi = 
                        % 
sum(alpha(t,i)*tr(i,j)*e(pw,j)*beta(t+1,j))/likelihood; 
                        tr_multi_dom(c_data,i,j)=sum(alpha(1:end-
1,i)*cell_tr{c_data}(i,j)... 
                            
.*cell_e{c_data}(seq(2:end),j).*beta(2:end,j)); 
                        % denominator of tr_multi = 
                        % sum(alpha(1:end-1)*beta(1:end-1)) 
                        tr_multi_denom(c_data,i,j)=sum(alpha(1:end-
1,i).*beta(1:end-1,i)); 
                    end 
                end 
                % e : Rabiner's 
                %             for state=1:numState 
                %                 for cp=1:length(cell_seq{c_data})-1 
                %                     
e_multi_dom(c_data,cell_seq{c_data}(cp),state)=... 
                %                         
e_multi_dom(c_data,cell_seq{c_data}(cp),state)+... 
                %                         
alpha(cp,state)*beta(cp,state); 
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                %                 end 
                %                 e_multi_denom(c_data,:,state)=... 
                %                         
sum(alpha(:,state).*beta(:,state)); 
                %             end 
                 
                % use gamma instead of alpha*beta 
                gamma=alpha.*beta; 
                gamma=gamma./repmat(sum(gamma,2),1,numState); 
                 
                if strcmp(select_weights,'likelihood')==1 
                    % select weights : unit, logp 
                    weights(c_data)=logp(c_data); 
                elseif strcmp(select_weights,'unit')==1 
                    weights(c_data)=1; 
                end 
                 
                for state=1:numState 
                    for cp=1:length(cell_seq{c_data}) 
                        e_multi_dom(seq(cp),state)=... 
                            e_multi_dom(seq(cp),state)... 
                            +weights(c_data)*gamma(cp,state); 
                    end 
                    %                 
e_multi_denom(c_data,:,state)=sum(gamma(:,state)); 
                    e_multi_denom(:,state)=e_multi_denom(:,state)+... 
                        weights(c_data)*sum(gamma(:,state)); 
                end 
                 
                % average fit_time 
                fit_time_multi=fit_time_multi+cell_fit_time{c_data}; 
            else 
                % if tr or e does not exist due to bad fitting, skip 
them 
                weights(c_data)=0; 
                tr_multi_dom(c_data,:,:)=0; 
                tr_multi_denom(c_data,:,:)=0; 
                %             e_multi_dom(c_data,:,:)=0; 
                %             e_multi_denom(c_data,:,:)=0; 
            end 
        end 
        % To avoid enormous number, divide weights by maximum one. 
        weights=exp(weights-max(weights)); 
        % average tr 
        p1=0; 
        p2=0; 
        for c_data=1:L_data 
            p1=p1+weights(c_data)*tr_multi_dom(c_data,:,:); 
            p2=p2+weights(c_data)*tr_multi_denom(c_data,:,:); 
        end 
         
        tr_multi=norm_m(reshape(p1./p2,numState,numState)); 
        % average e 
        % p1 : dominator of averaged e 
        % p2 : denominator of averaged e 
        p1=0; 
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        p2=0; 
        for c_data=1:L_data 
            p1=p1+weights(c_data)*e_multi_dom(c_data,:,:); 
            p2=p2+weights(c_data)*e_multi_denom(c_data,:,:); 
        end 
        e_multi=e_multi_dom./e_multi_denom; 
        % average pwt 
        x=(1:length(e_multi))'; 
        fit_time_multi=sum(repmat(x,1,numState).*e_multi)*t_bin; 
        %     fit_time_multi=fit_time_multi/L_data; 
        % average pi 
        pi_multi=zeros(1,numState); 
        for c_data=1:L_data 
            if isempty(cell_pi{c_data})==0 
                pi_multi=pi_multi+cell_pi{c_data}; 
            end 
        end 
        pi_multi=pi_multi/sum(pi_multi); 
    else 
        % if all individual fitting failed, terminate. 
        tr_multi=[]; 
        e_multi=[]; 
        fit_time_multi=[]; 
        pi_multi=[]; 
        logp=-inf; 





% convolution of pdfs of geometric-populated exponential random 
numbers. 
% p : prob of event, t : time constant of Exppdf 
% p and t should be arranged in their order. 
% weight = [zero1+zero2, 
nonzero1+zero2,zero1+nonzero2,nonzero1+nonzero2] 
% pops : population of exponential events. 
% p(1) : probability that the pre-event occurs 
% p(2) : probability that the post-event occurs 
% n_conv : the number of geoexp distribution to be convolved 
if nargin <4 




% l_conv : the length of weight and time constant of resulting pdfs 
l_conv=2^n_conv; 
if n_conv==1 
    pdfs=(1-p)*exppdf_conv(x,[t(1),ground]/p); % nonzero 
    pdfs(1)=p/x(1); 
    weight=[p;1-p]; 
    timec=[{0};{[t(1),ground]/p(1)}]; 
    pops=[{[0,0]};{[1/p(1),0]}]; 
elseif n_conv==2 
    pdfs=p(2)*(1-p(1))*exppdf_conv(x,[t(1),ground]/p(1))+... % nonzero 
t1 
        p(1)*(1-p(2))*exppdf_conv(x,[t(2),ground]/p(2))+... % nonzero 
t2 
        (1-p(2))*(1-
p(1))*exppdf_conv(x,[[t(1),ground]/p(1),[t(2),ground]/p(2)]); % both 
nonzero 
    pdfs(1)=prod(p)/x(1); 
    weight=[p(1)*p(2);p(2)*(1-p(1));p(1)*(1-p(2));(1-p(2))*(1-p(1))]; 
    timec=[{0};{[t(1),ground]/p(1)};{[t(2),ground]/p(2)};... 
        {[[t(1),ground]/p(1),[t(2),ground]/p(2)]}]; 
    pops=[{[0,0]};{[1/p(1),0]};{[0,1/p(2)]};{[1/p(1),1/p(2)]}]; 
else 
    weight=[p(1);1-p(1)]; 
    timec=[{0};{[t(1),ground]/p(1)}]; 
    pops=[1/p(1)-1;0]; 
    for cc=2:n_conv 
        if p(cc)~=1 
            weight=repmat(weight,2,1).*... 
                reshape(repmat([p(cc),1-
p(cc)],size(weight,1),1),size(weight,1)*2,1); 
            timec=[repmat(timec,2,1),... 
                
reshape(repmat([{0},{[t(cc),ground]/p(cc)}],size(timec,1),1),size(timec
,1)*2,1)]; 
            if cc~= (fix(cc/2)*2) 
                % c is odd : pre transitions 
                pops=pops+[1/p(cc)-1;0]; 
            else 
                % c is even : post transitions 
                pops=pops+[0;1/p(cc)-1]; 
            end 
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        else 
            % zero p : no waiting. 
            weight=repmat(weight,2,1).*... 
                
reshape(repmat([0.5,0.5],size(weight,1),1),size(weight,1)*2,1); 
            timec=[repmat(timec,2,1),... 
                
reshape(repmat([{[t(cc),ground]},{[t(cc),ground]}],size(timec,1),1),siz
e(timec,1)*2,1)]; 
            if cc~= (fix(cc/2)*2) 
                % c is odd : pre transitions 
                pops=pops+[1;0]; 
            else 
                % c is even : post transitions 
                pops=pops+[0;1]; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    for cc=1:l_conv 
        if sum(cell2mat(timec(cc,:)))>0 
            pdfs=pdfs+weight(cc)*exppdf_conv(x,cell2mat(timec(cc,:))); 
        end 
    end 
end 
if length(weight)~=l_conv 





% index ; determines whether random numbers include zero or not 
% no index or [0,0] : x=0,1,2,... 
% [1 0] or [0 1] : x1= 0,1,2,... and x2=1,2,3,... 
% [1 1] : x= 2,3,4,... 
if nargin<3 || sum(index)==0 
    x(x<0)=[]; 
    if length(p)==2 
    f=p(1)*p(2)/(p(1)-p(2))*(1-p(2)).^(x+1).*(1-((1-p(1))/(1-
p(2))).^(x+1)); 
    elseif length(p)==3 
        f=p(1)*p(2)*p(3)*((1-p(1)).^(x+1)/(p(1)-p(2))/(p(1)-p(3))... 
            +(1-p(2)).^(x+1)/(p(2)-p(1))/(p(2)-p(3))... 
            +(1-p(3)).^(x+1)/(p(3)-p(1))/(p(3)-p(2))); 
    end 
elseif sum(index)==1 
    x(x<1)=[]; 
    f=p(1)*p(2)/(p(1)-p(2))*((1-p(2)).^x-(1-p(1)).^x); 
elseif sum(index)==2 
    x(x<2)=[]; 








function [histogram, x_hist] = histo_HMM(seq, bin) 
%%% calculate histogram of discrete data 
%%% bin = 1 
%%% length of result = max of seq + 1 
%%% x_hist : x axis of histogram ( 0 <= x_hist <= max(seq) 
numStep1 = size(seq,1); 
numStep2 = size(seq,2); 
if nargin < 2 
    bin = max(max(seq)); 
end 
x_hist = 0:max(max(seq)); 
histogram = zeros(bin+1,1); 
for count1 = 1:numStep1 
    for count2 = 1:numStep2 
%         if seq(count1,count2) == 0 
%             histogram(1) = histogram(1) + 1; 
%         else 
            histogram(seq(count1,count2)+1) = 
histogram(seq(count1,count2)+1) + 1; 
%         end 





function [photon, ps,ps2]= hmmphotons(input_param,sim_mode) 
% Generate photon trajectory from photophysical parameters by 
Gillespie's 
% algorithm 
% photon : photon arrivall time 
% ps : state of photons 
% correction : mean dwell time at ground state and excitation rate 
% fluorescence quantum yield is considered. 
% time scale of internal conversion is ~fs or ~ps. It's ignorable in ns 
or 
% microsecond scale. 
% rate parameter   state 
%    t_on1,t_on2,... : on time 
%    t_off1,t_off2,... : on time 
%    k_off : escape rate from off to on 
  
% state = 1 : ground 
% state = 2 : singlet(internal conversion) 
% state = 3 : singlet(photon missing) 
% state = 4 : singlet(photon detection) 
% state = 5 : dark states 
  
% input parameters should be in following orders. 
% 1. I_prim : Primary excitation intensity (W/cm2) 
% 2. e : absorption coefficient (/(M*cm)) 
% 3. wavelength (nm) 
% 4. Ffl : fluorescence quantum yield 
% 5. Fdet : detection efficiency 
% 6. t_fl : "measured" fluorescence lifetimea 
% 7. dark state lifetime : t_dark1(shorter,T1_1 -> S0), 
t_dark2(longer,T1_2 -> S0) 
% 8. dark state quantum yield : Shorter- : k_ISC1(intersystem crossing 
rate)/k_rad 
% Longer-dark state quantum yield : k_ISC2(intersystem crossing 
rate)/k_rad 
% 9. ratio of k_ReISC (reverse intersystem crossing rate) to k_ISC2 
%    (triplet depopulation rate from T1 to S0) : k_ReISC/k_ISC2  
%    - Action cross section for reverse intersystem crossing due to  
%     secondary laser illumination 
% 10. background noise 
% 11. t_bin : time step 
% 12. collecting time(time mode) or collecting number of photons 
(photon 
% mode) 
% 13. t_ic : lifetime of internal conversion 
% 14. I_secmax : Secondary excitation intensity for modulation in 
W/cm^2. 
% 15. wavelength2 : wavelength of secondary laser (W/cm2) 
% t_on : average on-time, t_off : average off-time 
  
if nargin<2 






    10^-9*input_param(6)); 
%Nbins = t_mod/input_param(13); 
k_exc = input_param(2)*3.82356e-21*input_param(1)*input_param(3)*10^-
9/... 
    (6.6261e-34*2.9979e8*(1+input_param(1)/I_sat)); 
  




% t_ground : mean dwell time at ground state = mean waiting time of 
% absorption of a photon = 1/(mean number of absorbed photons by a 
molecule 
% per unit time) 
t_ground=1/(input_param(1)*input_param(2)*3.82356e-
21*input_param(3)*10^-9/... 
    (6.6261e-34*2.9979e8)); 
  
% t_on does not depend on Fdet. Intensity and average photon waiting 
time 
% depend. 
% k_on1 = k_exc*input_param(8,1); 
% k_on2 = k_exc*input_param(8,2); 
% k_off1 = 1/input_param(7,1)+kReISC(0); 


















% kt == 1 when Iprim=h*c*I_sat/(t_bin*s_abs*wavelength*1e-9*I_sat-hc) 
if input_param(12) == 0 
    back_bin = 0; 
else 
    back_bin = input_param(10)*input_param(11); 
end 
if kt>1 
    warning('Absorption condition is larger than 1.'); 
end 
numStates = size(input_param,2)+4; 
% state=[ground, singlet(internal conversion), singlet(photon missing), 







% lifetime of internal conversion is very short(~fs to ~ps). If it's 
not 
% negligible, correct for future 
lifetime=[t_ground t_ic t_fl t_fl t_off]; 
% allocate arrays for time duration and state for speed 
if strcmp(sim_mode,'time')==1 || nargin<2 
    % weight of states per dwell = p./(1./(1-p))/sum(p./(1./(1-p))); 
    % weight of states per transition = p; 
    % time per dwell=sum(lifetime.*weight_dwell); 
    % expected number of dwell given collecting time = collectiing 
time/time per dwell 
    % L : expected number of state transition * 2 
    pwt=sum([1,tr(1,2:end)]/2.*lifetime); 
    L=round(2*t_col/(1/(1/pwt+input_param(10,1)))); 
    photon=zeros(round(tr(1,4)*L),1); 
    % if L is too large (>1e6), memory occupation causes problem. 
    % L_loop : number of iteration with smaller array. 
    if L>1e6 
        time_duration = zeros(1e6,numStates); 
        for cc=1:numStates 
            time_duration(:,cc) = exprnd(lifetime(cc),1e6,1); 
        end 
        % time_duration : lifetime of each state 
%         states=zeros(1e6,2); 
    else 
        time_duration = zeros(L,numStates); 
        for cc=1:numStates 
            time_duration(:,cc) = exprnd(lifetime(cc),L,1); 
        end 
%         states=zeros(L,2); 
    end 
    L_loop=ceil(L/1e6); 
elseif strcmp(sim_mode,'photon')==1 
    % transition per photon = 1/(kt*(1-Fisc1-Fisc2)*Fdet) 
    % dwell per photon = 1/(kt*(1-Fisc1-Fisc2)*Fdet)*p./(1./(1-
p))/sum(p./(1./(1-p))) 
    % number of photons = input_param(14) 
    
L=round(2*t_col/(sum(tr(1,2:numStates).*lifetime(2:numStates))+1/k_exc)
); 
    % if L is too large (>1e6), memory occupation causes problem. 
    % L_loop : number of iteration with smaller array. 
    if L>1e6 
        time_duration = zeros(1e6,numStates); 
        for cc=1:numStates-1 
            time_duration(:,cc) = exprnd(lifetime(cc),1e6,1); 
        end 
        % lifetime of photon detection is fast compared to other state. 
Is 
        % it possible to fix the lifetime as one???? 
        time_duration(:,numStates)=ones(1e6,1); 
%         states=zeros(1e6,2); 
    else 
        time_duration = zeros(L,numStates); 
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%         for cc=1:5 
%             time_duration(:,cc) = exprnd(lifetime(cc),L,1); 
%         end 
        for cc=1:numStates-1 
            time_duration(:,cc) = exprnd(lifetime(cc),1e6,1); 
        end 
        % lifetime of photon detection is fast compared to other state. 
Is 
        % it possible to fix the lifetime as one????         
%         states=zeros(L,2); 
    end 
    L_loop=ceil(L/1e6); 
    photon=zeros(input_param(12),1); 
else 
    errors('Wrong generation mode!') 
end  
% ps : state of photon 
ps=zeros(size(photon)); 
% if kt >= 1 
%     warning('Absorption condition is larger than 1.'); 
% end 
  
%% begin generation 
  
% back_photon = exprnd(1/background level) 
back_photon=cumsum(exprnd(1/input_param(10),ceil(2*t_col*input_param(10
)),1)); 
%back_photon(:,2)=state at the time backgroudn photon is detected 
back_photon(:,2)=0; 
if L_loop>1 
    % create a random sequence for state changes 
    state_random = rand(1e6,1); 
else 
    % create a random sequence for state changes 
    state_random = rand(L,1); 
end 
% calculate cumulative probabilities 
trc = cumsum(tr,2); 
% normalize these just in case they don't sum to 1. 
trc = trc./repmat(trc(:,end),1,numStates); 
trc(isnan(trc))=0; 
% Assume that we start in state 1. 
currentstate = 1; 









    for count_loop=1:L_loop 
        %if more than 1e6 state transitions are expected 
%         tic 
%         while currenttime<input_param(14)/t_bin && count<=1e6 
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        while count<=1e6 && currenttime < t_col 
            % L_loop : number of iteration when L > 1e6 
            % calculate state transition 
            if currentstate~=1 
                % After any photophysical transition, the molecule 
returns 
                % to ground state. 
                state=1; 
            else 
                stateVal = state_random(count); 
                state=sum(trc(currentstate,:)<=stateVal)+1; 
                %find a state with cdf larger than a random number 
%                 state = 1; 
%                 for innerState = numStates-1:-1:1 
%                     if stateVal > trc(currentstate,innerState) 
%                         state = innerState + 1; 
%                         break; 
%                     end 
%                 end 
            end 
%             states(count)=state; 
            % add lifetime of each state 
            currenttime=currenttime+time_duration(count,state); 
             
            % write states 
            if state>state_photon 
                % if current state is larger tham state_photon, the 
state of 
                % following photon is singlet over ground, dark over 
                % singlet, or another dark over dark state. In this 
case, 
                % update state_photon by state. 
                state_photon=state; 
            end 
            if state==4 
                % photon detection 
                photon(c_photon)=currenttime; 
                ps(c_photon)=state_photon; 
                % update ps of photons detected during on-state : 3 
                %                     photon_state=3; 
                state_photon=4; 
                c_photon=c_photon+1; 
            end 
            %update current state 
            currentstate = state; 
            %increase count of time duration 
            count=count+1; 
        end 
        count=1; 
        % if size of array > 1e6, generate another sequences of random 
numbers 
        if L_loop>1 
            state_random = rand(1e6,1); 
            time_duration = zeros(1e6,numStates); 
            for cc=1:numStates 
                time_duration(:,cc) = exprnd(lifetime(cc),1e6,1); 
            end 
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        end 
%         gen_time=toc 








%remove background photons detected after collecting time 
back_photon=back_photon(back_photon(:,1)<=photon(end),:); 
  
% ps : background photon is labeled as zero 
% photon state of background photons = 0 
ps=[ps_ori;zeros(length(back_photon),1)]; 





% ps2 : label the state of noise photon as zero 
ps2=ps; 





    if lb(end)==size(dw,1) 
        dw(lb(1:end-1),2)=dw(lb(1:end-1)+1,2); 
        dw(lb(end),2)=dw(lb(end)-1,2); 
    else 
        dw(lb,2)=dw(lb+1,2); 
    end 
    ps=dwell_time(dw,1); 
end 
% display('state = 1 : ground'); 
% display('state = 2 : singlet decay(internal conversion)'); 
% display('state = 3 : singlet decay(photon missing)') 
% display('state = 4 : singlet decay(photon detection)') 
% display('state = 5,... : dark states') 
% display(' ') 
% display('ps = 1 : photon detected without any transition into dark 
states') 
% display('ps = 2 : photon detected followed by nonzero transitions 
into only dark1') 
% display('ps = 3 : photon detected followed by nonzero transitions 
into dark2') 
  
%% if ps_sl is needed, uncomment a following block 
% %save the state of background photons 
% c_states=cumsum(states(:,1)); 
% for count=1:length(back_photon) 
%     if sum(c_states>=back_photon(count,1))==0 
%         back_photon(count,2)=states(end,2); 
%     else 
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%         
back_photon(count,2)=states(find(c_states>=back_photon(count,1),1),2); 
%     end 
% end 
%  
% % remove background photon detected at the same time of signal photon 
% [C,ii]=setdiff(back_photon(:,1),photon); 
% back_photon=[C,back_photon(ii,2)]; 
% clear C ii 
%  
% %ps_sl : background photon is labeled as nonzero state 
% ps_sl=[ps_ori;back_photon(:,2)]; 





% clear p_index 
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function macro_seq = macrotime3(raw_data, bin, chan) 
% Returns a time-binned intensity trajectory from photon waiting time 
% macro_seq = [time tags, counts] 
% raw_data contains only photon arrival time (not photon waiting time). 
% bin time is in second 
% chan : the number of channels used 
  
if size(raw_data, 1) < size(raw_data, 2) 
    raw_data = raw_data'; 
end 
if nargin<3 
    chan=1; 
end 
%% test input data (waiting time or arrival time?) 
if sum((raw_data-[0;raw_data(1:end-1)])<0)==0 
    % arrival time 
else 
    % waiting time 
    raw_data=cumsum(raw_data); 
end 
%% initialization 
% convert time into nanosec %% 
size_raw = length(raw_data); 
size_macro = fix(raw_data(end) / bin) + 1; 
%det_class = 1/min(raw_data-[0;raw_data(1:end-1)])*bin; 
%if det_class <= 255 
%    macro_seq = zeros(size_macro, chan,'uint8'); 
%elseif det_class <= 65535 
%    macro_seq = zeros(size_macro, chan,'uint16'); 
%else 
%    macro_seq = zeros(size_macro, chan,'uint32'); 
%end 
%macro_seq = zeros(size_macro, chan,'uint8'); 
if nargin<3 
    chan=1; 
end 
macro_seq = zeros(size_macro, chan+1); 
macro_timetag = raw_data; 
count = 1; 
count_tbin_data = 1; 
  
%% extract microdata from each range 
while count < size_raw 
    chan1 = 0; 
    %chan2 = 0; 
    if macro_timetag(count) < count_tbin_data*bin 
        while macro_timetag(count) < count_tbin_data*bin 
            chan1 = chan1 + 1; 
            count = count + 1; 
            if count >= size_raw 
                break; 
            end 
        end 
        %macro_seq(count_tbin_data,:) = [macro_timetag(count), chan1]; 
        macro_seq(count_tbin_data,2) = chan1; 
%         count = count + 1; 
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        count_tbin_data = count_tbin_data + 1; 
    else 
%         while macro_timetag(count) <= count_tbin_data*bin 
%             chan1 = chan1 + 1; 
%             count = count + 1; 
%             if count >= size_raw 
%                 break; 
%             end 
%         end 
        macro_seq(count_tbin_data,2) = chan1; 
        count_tbin_data = count_tbin_data + 1;   







%%% calculate autocorrelation curve by Jung-cheng's algorithm 
%%% seq : arrival times 
%%% lower_delay : 1e-8(default) 
%%% index_delay = 0 (log delay series) 
%%% index_delay = 1 (linear delay series) 
  
%%% correction 
%%% change loop dimension : old(fix photon, change delay) 
  
%%% reference 
% Wahl, M., I. Gregor, M. Patting, and J. Enderlein,  
% Fast calculation of fluorescence correlation data with asynchronous  




if nargin < 5 
    lower_delay=1e-8; 
    if nargin <4 
        if nargin < 3 
            % default delay : log-scale 
            index_delay = 0; 
        end 
        bin_delay=1e-6; 
    end 
end 
if upper_dec>=-7 
    if index_delay==0 
        %% log-delay 
        delay=repmat((1:0.5:9.5)',upper_dec-
log10(lower_delay)+1,1).*... 
            
reshape(repmat(10.^(log10(lower_delay):upper_dec),18,1),18*(upper_dec-
log10(lower_delay)+1),1); 
        delay(delay>upper_delay)=[]; 
        if delay(end)<upper_delay 
            delay=[delay;upper_delay]; 
        end 
    elseif index_delay==1 
        %% linear delay 
        delay=(0:ceil(upper_delay/bin_delay))'*bin_delay; 
    else 
        error('Index for delay should be either one or zero.') 













    [~,sort_list]=sort([seq+delay(k);seq]); 
    mk2=find(sort_list<=Na)-(0:Na-1)'; 
    acf(k-1,2)=sum((mk2-mk1)/(delay(k)-delay(k-1))/(1-delay(k-
1)/seq(end))); 
    % replace mk1 by mk2 















    final_pi, final_state_weight,final_cell_BIC,final_cell_chi2prob,... 
    
final_cell_logp,final_cell_chi,final_cell_seq_logp,final_cell_seq_chi,.
.. 
    final_raw_e,final_raw_e_fit]= ... 
    PbPHMM_findmodel(pw, s_limit,input_param, 
crit_stop,crit_numst,ori_param) 
% Return a photophysical model and parameters from photon waiting time 
% s_limit : upper limit of the number of dark state 
% input_param : input photophysical parameters and initial quantum 
yields 
% and lifetimes of dark states. 
% crit_stop : criteria for stopping at given number of state. 'chi2' or 
'logp' 
% crit_numst : criteria used in determining the number of state. 'bic' 
or 'chi' 
% default : 'logp' for crit_stop and 'bic' for crit_numst. 
  
% final_fit_param : estimated photophysical parameters 
% final_re_param : relative errors of estimate parameters compared to 
real 
%                   parameters 
% final_state_seq : reconstructed state sequence 
% final_fit_tr : trained transition matrix 
% final_fit_time : expected photon waiting time of each state 
% final_pi : trained initiation matrix 
% final_state_weight : population of states 
% final_cell_BIC : BIC as a function of the number of state 
% final_cell_chi2prob : chi-square probability as a function of the 
number of state 
% final_cell_logp : log-likelihood as a function of the number of state 
% final_cell_chi : chi-square as a function of the number of state 
% final_cell_seq_logp : log-likelihood along training at the most 
probable 
% number of hidden state 
% final_cell_seq_chi : chi-square along training at the most probable 
% number of hidden state 
% final_raw_e : trained emission matrix 
% final_raw_e_fit : emission matrix from trained photophysical 
parameters 
  
% correction history 
% Do fitting again at given number of hidden state using extracted 
% parameters as initial parameters 
% index_toff : 1(use individual photons), 2(dwell time at ps) 
% extract p_param in every itartion. use trained p_param for next 
% iteration. 
% negative adjusted r-square is allowed. 
% BIC ori : inside myHMM 
% BIC2 : tr, e 
% BIC3 : tr, e_fit 
% HMM_PbyP_back_lowdet_ranksum_meantr_3s_param_on1_newadd 
% when fit at increased number of state, wait time of new state is 
% geometrical average of first and second most populated states. 
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% state 1 is bright state. 
% reason_stop 
% 0 : overlap 
% 1 : increasing chi2prob or decreason BIC 
% 2 : zero transition probability 
% 3 : zero weight  :  no access of certain state 
% 4 : bad curve fitting 
% 5 : infinite chi2prob  :  bad fitting 
% 6 : states with the number less than 2 or more than state limit 
% 7 : unknown reason 
% rows of transition matrix are same. 
% use initial emission matrix directly 
% input : pw, init_tr, init_time 
% structure of init_time 
% (dw02_1,              dw02_2, dw1) 
% (pwt,                  0,      0 ) 
% (dw3+dw1+dw02_1+dw02_2,0,      0 ) 
% dw02_1 : mean dwell time at state 0 or state 2 prior to transition to 
% state 1 
% dw02_2 : mean dwell time at state 0 or state 2 after to transition to 
% state 1 before photon detection 
% dw1 : mean dwell time at state 1 
% pwt : mean photon waiting time at state 2 
% pw : photon waiting time (not photon arrival time) 
  
if min(pw) <= 0 
    error('Minimum value of data is zero.') 
end 
% if sum((pw-[0;pw(1:end-1)])-abs(pw-[0;pw(1:end-1)]))~=0 
%     error('pw should be photon waiting times, not photon arrival 
times') 
% end 
%% show the histogram of data and determine the starting number of 
state. 
% reason_stop : why the fitting is terminated. 
  
reason_stop=[]; 
if nargin < 7 
    pre_fit=5; 
    if nargin < 6 
        ori_param=0; 





%init_level = input('Input initial guess of emissive level (ex. 
[1,2,3]) : '); 
st1 = size(input_param,2)+1; 
% when crit is nonzero, fitting terminates. 
crit = 0; 
state_unit = 1; 
















cell_global_chi = zeros(s_limit-1,1); 
cell_BIC = zeros(s_limit-1,1); 
cell_logp = zeros(s_limit-1,1); 
cell_chi2prob = zeros(s_limit-1,1); 
cell_reason_stop = cell(s_limit-1,1); 
%% check photophysical relevance 
if (input_param(4,1)+sum(input_param(8,:))) > 1 
    error('Sum of quantum yields should be than unity.') 
end 





[cell_fit_param{2},cell_fit_tr{2}, cell_fit_time{2}, cell_pi{2}, 
cell_seq_logp{2},... 
    cell_seq_chi{2}, cell_global_chi(2), cell_state_weight{2}, 
cell_state_seq{2},... 
    cell_raw_e{2}, 
cell_raw_e_fit{2},cell_reason_stop{2},final_re_param]... 





if isempty(cell_fit_tr{2})==0 && prod(isreal(cell_seq_logp{2}))~=0 
    numState=st1; 
     
    cell_chi2prob(2) = chi2cdf2(cell_global_chi(2), numE-2*(st1)); 
    cell_BIC(2)=BIC(cell_logp(2),length(pw),numState); 
else 
%     crit=crit+1; 
    cell_chi2prob(2) = inf; 
    cell_BIC(2)= -inf; 
end 
%ov_peak2 = ov_peak(cell_lambda{1,2}, cell_state_weight{1,2}, 
max(photon)); 
%% st1-1 states. 
if st1 > 2 
     
     
    numState=st1-1; 
     
    if (isinf(cell_global_chi(2))==0) && (cell_logp(2)~= -inf) && ... 
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            (isempty(cell_fit_param{2})==0) && 
(isempty(cell_state_weight{2})==0) 
        %%% if fitting at st1 states are done, remove an unoccupied 
state. 
        %%% Otherwise, remove the state with shorter pwt in order to 
reduce 
        %%% extremely small number issue in emisssion probabilities. 
        [~,~,pwt]=extract_tre(cell_fit_param{2}); 
        [~,sort_list]=sort(pwt); 
        % exclude bright state 
        sort_list(sort_list==1)=[]; 
        index_remove=sort_list(1); 
        tofffisc=cell_fit_param{2}(7:8,:); 
        tofffisc(:,index_remove - 1)=[]; 
        input_param2=input_param(:,1:numState-1); 
        input_param2(7:8,:)=tofffisc; 
        init_pi=cell_pi{2}; 
    elseif (isempty(cell_state_weight{2})==0) && 
(prod(cell_state_weight{2})==0) 
        %%% if fitting at st1 did not return results, but the state 
weight 
        %%% exists, find unoccupuied state 
        index_remove=find(cell_state_weight{2}==0); 
        init_pi=rand(st1-1,1); 
        init_pi=init_pi/sum(init_pi); 
        if (length(index_remove)==1) && (index_remove~=1) 
            % if only one unoccupied state exists and it is not a 
bright 
            % state, 
            tofffisc=input_param(7:8,:); 
            tofffisc(:,index_remove - 1)=[]; 
            input_param2=input_param(:,1:numState-1); 
            input_param2(7:8,:)=tofffisc; 
        else 
            % if multiple states are not occupied, terminate it. 
            final_fit_param=[]; 
            final_fit_tr=[]; 
            final_fit_time=[]; 
            final_pi=[]; 
            final_state_weight=[]; 
            final_state_seq=[]; 
            final_cell_BIC=[]; 
            final_cell_chi2prob=[]; 
            final_cell_logp=[]; 
            final_cell_seq_logp=[]; 
            final_cell_chi = []; 
            final_cell_seq_chi=[]; 
            final_raw_e=[]; 
            final_raw_e_fit=[]; 
            final_ov = []; 
            final_re_param=[]; 
            reason_stop=5; 
            return 
        end 
    else 
        % if st1 fitting was not done, start from initial parameters 
with 
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        % st1-1 states 
        [~,~,pwt]=extract_tre(input_param); 
        [~,sort_list]=sort(pwt); 
        % exclude bright state 
        sort_list(sort_list==1)=[]; 
        index_remove=sort_list(1); 
        tofffisc=input_param(7:8,:); 
        tofffisc(:,index_remove - 1)=[]; 
        input_param2=input_param(:,1:numState-1); 
        input_param2(7:8,:)=tofffisc; 
    end 
     
    [cell_fit_param{1},cell_fit_tr{1}, cell_fit_time{1}, cell_pi{1}, 
cell_seq_logp{1},... 
        cell_seq_chi{1}, cell_global_chi(1), cell_state_weight{1}, 
cell_state_seq{1},... 
        cell_raw_e{1}, 
cell_raw_e_fit{1},cell_reason_stop{1},final_re_param]... 
        = 
PbPHMM_givenstate(pw,input_param2,200,init_pi,crit_stop,ori_param); 
     
    cell_logp(1)=cell_seq_logp{1}(end); 
    if isempty(cell_fit_tr{1})==0 && prod(isreal(cell_seq_logp{1}))~=0 
        cell_BIC(1)=BIC(cell_logp(1),length(pw),numState); 
        cell_chi2prob(1) = chi2cdf2(cell_global_chi(1), numE-2*(st1-
1)); 
        if prod(cell_state_weight{1}) == 0 
            %if state weights with st-1 states include any zero 
            cell_chi2prob(1)=inf; 
            warning('One of the state weight is zero at st-1 states') 
        else cell_ov{1} = ov_ranksum(pw, cell_state_seq{1}); 
            if isempty(cell_ov{1}) && (prod(cell_state_weight{1})==0) 
&&... 
                    (cell_chi2prob(1)~=Inf) && (cell_BIC(1)~=-inf) 
                %if there is no overlap at st-1 states or state weights 
with st 
                %states include any zero, 
                final_fit_param=cell_fit_param{1}; 
                final_fit_tr=cell_fit_tr{1}; 
                final_cell_seq_logp=cell_seq_logp{1}; 
                final_fit_time=cell_fit_time{1}; 
                final_pi=cell_pi{1}; 
                final_state_weight=cell_state_weight{1}; 
                final_state_seq=cell_state_seq{1}; 
                final_cell_BIC=cell_BIC; 
                final_cell_chi2prob=cell_chi2prob; 
                final_cell_logp=cell_logp; 
                final_cell_chi=cell_global_chi; 
                final_cell_seq_chi = cell_seq_chi{1}; 
                final_raw_e=cell_raw_e{1}; 
                final_raw_e_fit=cell_raw_e_fit{1}; 
                final_ov = cell_ov{1}; 
                reason_stop=cell_reason_stop{1}; 
                crit = crit + 1; 
                return 
            end 
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        end 
    else 
        cell_chi2prob(1)=inf; 
        cell_BIC(1)=-inf; 
    end 
else 
    cell_chi2prob(1)=inf; 




%% st1+1 states 
if crit == 0 
    % add a state based on the most frequent dark state 
    %     time3=zeros(st1+1,1); 
    %     tr3=zeros(st1+1,1); 
    %     time3(1:st1,1)=cell_fit_time{2}; 
    [~,sort_weight]=sort(cell_state_weight{2}(2:end)); 
    %     if sort_weight(end)==1 
    %         add_index=sort_weight(end-1)+1; 
    %     else 
    %         add_index=sort_weight(end)+1; 
    %     end 
    %     time3(st1+1,1)=cell_fit_time{2}(add_index,:); 
    %     time3(st1+1,end)=sqrt(prod(cell_fit_time{2}(sort_weight(end-
1:end)+1,1))); 
    %     tr3(1:st1,1:st1)=cell_fit_tr{2}; 
    %     % assume the weight(quantum yield) of new state is half of 
most occupied state. 
    %     if cell_fit_tr{2}(1,add_index)==0 
    %         
tr3(:,st1+1)=min(cell_fit_tr{2}(1,cell_fit_tr{2}(2,:)>0)); 
    %     else 
    %         tr3(:,st1+1)=cell_fit_tr{2}(1,add_index)/2; 
    %     end 
    %     % all trp to next state are same. 
    %     tr3(st1+1,:)=tr3(1,:); 
    %     tr3=norm_m(tr3); 
    clear add_index 
    if size(cell_pi{2},1)>size(cell_pi{2},2) 
        init_pi2=[cell_pi{2};0]; 
    else 
        init_pi2=[cell_pi{2},0]; 
    end 
    init_pi2=init_pi2/sum(init_pi2); 
    numState=st1+1; 
    input_param2=zeros(size(input_param,1),numState-1); 
    input_param2(:,1:numState-2)=input_param; 
    % assign additional dark state quantum yield and dark-time 
    if isempty(cell_fit_param{2})==0 
        % if fitting at st1 states is ok, set the initial for st1+1 
states 
        % from st1 
        input_param2(7,numState-1)=sqrt(prod(cell_fit_param{2}(7,:))); 
        input_param2(8,numState-1)=sqrt(prod(cell_fit_param{2}(8,:))); 
    else 
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        % if fitting at st1 states returns no results, set the initial 
for 
        % st1+1 states from the initial for st1 states. 
        input_param2(7,numState-1)=sqrt(prod(input_param(7,:))); 
        input_param2(8,numState-1)=sqrt(prod(input_param(8,:))); 
    end 
     
    [cell_fit_param[2],cell_fit_tr[2], cell_fit_time[2], cell_pi[2], 
cell_seq_logp[2],... 
        cell_seq_chi[2], cell_global_chi(3), cell_state_weight[2], 
cell_state_seq[2],... 
        cell_raw_e[2], 
cell_raw_e_fit[2],cell_reason_stop[2],final_re_param]... 
        = 
PbPHMM_givenstate(pw,input_param2,200,init_pi,crit_stop,ori_param); 
     
    cell_logp(3)=cell_seq_logp[2](end); 
     
    if isempty(cell_fit_tr[2])==0 && prod(isreal(cell_seq_logp[2]))~=0 
        cell_BIC(3)=BIC(cell_logp(3),length(pw),numState); 
        cell_chi2prob(3) = chi2cdf2(cell_global_chi(3), numE-
2*(st1+1)); 
        if prod(cell_state_weight[2])~=0 
            cell_ov[2] = ov_ranksum(pw, cell_state_seq[2]); 
        end 
    else 
        cell_logp(3)=-Inf; 
        cell_BIC(3)=-Inf; 
        cell_chi2prob(3)=Inf; 
        cell_ov[2] = []; 
        reason_stop=cell_reason_stop{2}; 
        crit=crit+1; 
    end 
    if isempty(cell_ov[2]) == 0 || prod(cell_state_weight[2])==0 || ... 
            isreal(cell_logp(3))==0 
        % if overlap exists, any state is unaccessible, or log-
likelihood 
        % is not a real value, mark the fitting as wrong. 
        cell_logp(3)=-Inf; 
        cell_BIC(3)=-Inf; 
        cell_chi2prob(3)=Inf; 
        cell_ov[2] = []; 
        reason_stop=cell_reason_stop{2}; 
        crit=crit+1; 
    end 
else 
    cell_logp(3)=-Inf; 
    cell_BIC(3)=-Inf; 
    cell_chi2prob(3)=Inf; 
    cell_ov[2] = []; 
    reason_stop=cell_reason_stop{2}; 
    crit=crit+1; 
end 





hi(3)) == 3 
    final_fit_param=[]; 
    final_fit_tr=[]; 
    final_fit_time=[]; 
    final_pi=[]; 
    final_state_weight=[]; 
    final_state_seq=[]; 
    final_cell_BIC=[]; 
    final_cell_chi2prob=[]; 
    final_cell_logp=[]; 
    final_cell_seq_logp=[]; 
    final_cell_chi = []; 
    final_cell_seq_chi=[]; 
    final_raw_e=[]; 
    final_raw_e_fit=[]; 
    final_ov = []; 
    final_re_param=[]; 
    reason_stop=5; 
    display('Wrong fitting. Adjust the initial parameters') 
    return 
end 
%% determine fitting direction 
  
% if crit == 0 
if strcmp(crit_numst,'chi')==1 
    %stop 
    if (cell_chi2prob(1) > cell_chi2prob(2)) && (cell_chi2prob(2) < 
cell_chi2prob(3)) 
        reason_stop=1; 
        final_fit_param=cell_fit_param{2}; 
        final_fit_tr=cell_fit_tr{2}; 
        final_fit_time=cell_fit_time{2}; 
        final_pi=cell_pi{2}; 
        final_state_weight=cell_state_weight{2}; 
        final_state_seq=cell_state_seq{2}; 
        final_cell_BIC=cell_BIC; 
        final_cell_chi2prob=cell_chi2prob; 
        final_cell_logp=cell_logp; 
        final_cell_chi=cell_global_chi; 
        final_cell_seq_chi = cell_seq_chi{2}; 
        final_raw_e=cell_raw_e{2}; 
        final_cell_seq_logp=cell_seq_logp{2}; 
        final_raw_e_fit=cell_raw_e_fit{2}; 
        final_ov = cell_ov{2}; 
        crit = 2; 
        %backward 
    elseif (cell_chi2prob(1) < cell_chi2prob(2)) && (cell_chi2prob(1) < 
cell_chi2prob(3)) 
        state_unit = -1; 
        final_fit_param=cell_fit_param{1}; 
        old_fit_tr=cell_fit_tr{1}; 
        old_fit_time=cell_fit_time{1}; 
        old_pi=cell_pi{1}; 
        old_state_weight=cell_state_weight{1}; 
        old_state_seq=cell_state_seq{1}; 
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        old_chi2prob=cell_chi2prob(1); 
        old_seq_logp=cell_seq_logp{1}; 
        old_seq_chi=cell_seq_chi{1}; 
        old_raw_e=cell_raw_e{1}; 
        old_raw_e_fit=cell_raw_e_fit{1}; 
        old_ov = cell_ov{1}; 
        old_reason_stop=cell_reason_stop{1}; 
        numState = st1-1; 
        if st1 == 3 
            reason_stop=6; 
            final_fit_param=cell_fit_param{1}; 
            final_fit_tr=cell_fit_tr{1}; 
            final_fit_time=cell_fit_time{1}; 
            final_pi=cell_pi{1}; 
            final_state_weight=cell_state_weight{1}; 
            final_state_seq=cell_state_seq{1}; 
            final_cell_BIC=cell_BIC; 
            final_cell_chi2prob=cell_chi2prob; 
            final_cell_logp=cell_logp; 
            final_cell_seq_logp=cell_seq_logp{1}; 
            final_cell_chi=cell_global_chi; 
            final_cell_seq_chi = cell_seq_chi{1}; 
            final_raw_e=cell_raw_e{1}; 
            final_raw_e_fit=cell_raw_e_fit{1}; 
            final_ov = cell_ov{1}; 
            crit = crit + 2; 
            return 
        end 
        %forward 
    elseif (cell_chi2prob(3) <= cell_chi2prob(1)) && (cell_chi2prob(3) 
<= cell_chi2prob(2)) 
        state_unit = 1; 
        old_fit_param=cell_fit_param[2]; 
        old_fit_tr=cell_fit_tr[2]; 
        old_fit_time=cell_fit_time[2]; 
        old_pi=cell_pi[2]; 
        old_state_weight=cell_state_weight[2]; 
        old_state_seq=cell_state_seq[2]; 
        old_seq_logp=cell_seq_logp[2]; 
        old_seq_chi=cell_seq_chi[2]; 
        old_chi2prob=cell_chi2prob(3); 
        old_raw_e=cell_raw_e[2]; 
        old_raw_e_fit=cell_raw_e_fit[2]; 
        old_ov = cell_ov[2]; 
        old_reason_stop=cell_reason_stop[2]; 
        numState = st1+1; 
    end 
elseif strcmp(crit_numst,'bic')==1 || strcmp(crit_numst,'BIC')==1 
    if (cell_BIC(1) < cell_BIC(2)) && (cell_BIC(2) > cell_BIC(3)) 
        reason_stop=1; 
        final_fit_param=cell_fit_param{2}; 
        final_fit_tr=cell_fit_tr{2}; 
        final_fit_time=cell_fit_time{2}; 
        final_pi=cell_pi{2}; 
        final_state_weight=cell_state_weight{2}; 
        final_state_seq=cell_state_seq{2}; 
        final_cell_BIC=cell_BIC; 
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        final_cell_chi2prob=cell_chi2prob; 
        final_cell_logp=cell_logp; 
        final_cell_chi=cell_global_chi; 
        final_cell_seq_logp=cell_seq_logp{2}; 
        final_cell_seq_chi = cell_seq_chi{2}; 
        final_raw_e=cell_raw_e{2}; 
        final_raw_e_fit=cell_raw_e_fit{2}; 
        final_ov = cell_ov{2}; 
        crit = 2; 
        return 
        %backward 
    elseif (cell_BIC(1) > cell_BIC(2)) && (cell_BIC(1) > cell_BIC(3)) 
        state_unit = -1; 
        final_fit_param=cell_fit_param{1}; 
        old_fit_tr=cell_fit_tr{1}; 
        old_fit_time=cell_fit_time{1}; 
        old_pi=cell_pi{1}; 
        old_state_weight=cell_state_weight{1}; 
        old_state_seq=cell_state_seq{1}; 
        old_chi2prob=cell_chi2prob(1); 
        old_seq_logp=cell_seq_logp{1}; 
        old_seq_chi=cell_seq_chi{1}; 
        old_raw_e=cell_raw_e{1}; 
        old_raw_e_fit=cell_raw_e_fit{1}; 
        old_ov = cell_ov{1}; 
        old_BIC=cell_BIC(1); 
        old_reason_stop=cell_reason_stop{1}; 
        numState = st1-1; 
        if st1 == 3 
            reason_stop=0; 
            final_fit_param=cell_fit_param{1}; 
            final_fit_tr=cell_fit_tr{1}; 
            final_fit_time=cell_fit_time{1}; 
            final_pi=cell_pi{1}; 
            final_state_weight=cell_state_weight{1}; 
            final_state_seq=cell_state_seq{1}; 
            final_cell_BIC=cell_BIC; 
            final_cell_chi2prob=cell_chi2prob; 
            final_cell_logp=cell_logp; 
            final_cell_chi=cell_global_chi; 
            final_cell_seq_logp=cell_seq_logp{1}; 
            final_cell_seq_chi = cell_seq_chi{1}; 
            final_raw_e=cell_raw_e{1}; 
            final_raw_e_fit=cell_raw_e_fit{1}; 
            final_ov = cell_ov{1}; 
            crit = crit + 2; 
            return 
        end 
        %forward 
    elseif (cell_BIC(3) >= cell_BIC(1)) && (cell_BIC(3) >= cell_BIC(2)) 
        state_unit = 1; 
        old_fit_param=cell_fit_param[2]; 
        old_fit_tr=cell_fit_tr[2]; 
        old_fit_time=cell_fit_time[2]; 
        old_pi=cell_pi[2]; 
        old_state_weight=cell_state_weight[2]; 
        old_state_seq=cell_state_seq[2]; 
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        old_chi2prob=cell_chi2prob(3); 
        old_seq_logp=cell_seq_logp[2]; 
        old_seq_chi=cell_seq_chi[2]; 
        old_raw_e=cell_raw_e[2]; 
        old_raw_e_fit=cell_raw_e_fit[2]; 
        old_ov = cell_ov[2]; 
        old_BIC=cell_BIC(3); 
        old_reason_stop=cell_reason_stop[2]; 
        numState = st1+1; 
    end 
end 
%% start the overall iteration 
%iter : the number of iteration 
iter = 1; 
while crit == 0 
    if state_unit == -1 
        numState = numState - 1; 
        new_tr=old_fit_tr; 
        new_tr(argmin(old_state_weight),:)=[]; 
        new_tr(:,argmin(old_state_weight))=[]; 
        new_tr=norm_m(new_tr); 
        new_time=old_fit_time; 
        new_time(argmin(old_state_weight),:)=[]; 
        numState = numState - 1; 
        init_pi2(argmin(init_pi2))=[]; 
        init_pi2=init_pi2/sum(init_pi2); 
    elseif state_unit == 1 
        pw(1) 
        numState = numState + 1; 
        [~,sort_weight]=sort(old_state_weight(2:end)); 
        if size(old_pi,2)>size(old_pi,1) 
            old_pi=old_pi'; 
        end 
        init_pi2=[old_pi;0]; 
        init_pi2=init_pi2/sum(init_pi2); 
        init_param=zeros(size(old_fit_param,1),numState-1); 
        init_param(:,1:numState-2)=old_fit_param; 
         
        init_param(7,numState-
1)=sqrt(prod(old_fit_time(sort_weight(end-1:end)+1))); 
        init_param(8,numState-1)=sqrt(prod(old_fit_param(8,1:numState-
2))); 
        %         init_param(8,numState-1)=(1-sum(init_param(8,:)))/5; 
    end 
     
    [new_fit_param,new_fit_tr, new_fit_time, new_pi, new_seq_logp,... 
        new_seq_chi, new_global_chi, new_state_weight, 
new_state_seq,... 
        new_raw_e, new_raw_e_fit,new_reason_stop,final_re_param]... 
        = PbPHMM_givenstate(pw,init_param,200,pi,crit_stop,ori_param); 
    new_logp=new_seq_logp(end); 
     
    if exist('new_fit_tr','var') && (prod(isreal(new_seq_logp))~=0) && 
(isempty(new_fit_param)==0) 
        % Stop fitting and return old_results if new_fit_tr does not 
exist 
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        % due to error or complex likelihood appears. 
         
        cell_logp(3+iter) = new_logp; 
        cell_global_chi(3+iter) = new_global_chi; 
         
        %         [~,new_logp2(3+iter)] = 
hmmdecode_sb(pw,new_fit_tr,new_raw_e_fit,... 
        %             
1./(1./sum(new_fit_time,2)/t_bin+back_level)/t_bin,new_pi); 
        cell_BIC(3+iter)=BIC(cell_logp(3+iter),length(pw),numState); 
        %         cell_BIC3(3+iter) = new_logp2(3+iter) - (st1^2+st1-
1)*log(length(pw))/2; 
         
        cell_chi2prob(3+iter) = chi2cdf2(new_global_chi, numE-
2*(st1+iter+1)); 
        new_chi2prob = cell_chi2prob(3+iter); 
        new_BIC=cell_BIC(3+iter); 
        %numState = numState + state_unit; 
        iter=iter+1; 
        % if any weight is zero, terminate 
        % if all weight are nonzero, do ranksum test 
        if prod(new_state_weight)~=0 
            new_ov = ov_ranksum(pw, new_state_seq); 
        else 
            reason_stop=[reason_stop,2]; 
            final_fit_param=old_fit_param; 
            final_fit_tr=old_fit_tr; 
            final_fit_time=old_fit_time; 
            final_pi=old_pi; 
            final_state_weight=old_state_weight; 
            final_state_seq=old_state_seq; 
            final_cell_BIC=cell_BIC; 
            final_cell_chi2prob=cell_chi2prob; 
            final_cell_logp=cell_logp; 
            final_cell_chi=cell_global_chi; 
            final_cell_seq_logp=old_seq_logp; 
            final_cell_seq_chi = old_seq_chi; 
            final_raw_e=old_raw_e; 
            final_raw_e_fit=old_raw_e_fit; 
            reason_stop=old_reason_stop; 
            final_ov=[]; 
            crit = crit + 2; 
            return 
        end 
    else 
        % null result of new_fit_tr : bad fitting 
        reason_stop=[reason_stop,2]; 
        final_fit_param=old_fit_param; 
        final_fit_tr=old_fit_tr; 
        final_fit_time=old_fit_time; 
        final_pi=old_pi; 
        final_state_weight=old_state_weight; 
        final_state_seq=old_state_seq; 
        final_cell_BIC=cell_BIC; 
        final_cell_chi2prob=cell_chi2prob; 
        final_cell_logp=cell_logp; 
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        final_cell_chi=cell_global_chi; 
        final_cell_seq_logp=old_seq_logp; 
        final_cell_seq_chi = old_seq_chi; 
        final_raw_e=old_raw_e; 
        final_raw_e_fit=old_raw_e_fit; 
        reason_stop=old_reason_stop; 
        final_ov=[]; 
        crit = crit + 2; 
        return 
    end 
    if strcmp(crit_numst,'chi')==1 
        if new_chi2prob < old_chi2prob && numState == 2 
            reason_stop=0; 
            final_fit_param=new_fit_param; 
            final_fit_tr=new_fit_tr; 
            final_fit_time=new_fit_time; 
            final_pi=new_pi; 
            final_state_weight=new_state_weight; 
            final_state_seq=new_state_seq; 
            final_cell_BIC=cell_BIC; 
            final_cell_chi2prob=cell_chi2prob; 
            final_cell_logp=cell_logp; 
            final_cell_chi=cell_global_chi; 
            final_cell_seq_logp=new_seq_logp; 
            final_cell_seq_chi = new_seq_chi; 
            final_raw_e=new_raw_e; 
            final_raw_e_fit=new_raw_e_fit; 
            final_ov=new_ov; 
            crit = crit + 2; 
            return 
        end 
    elseif strcmp(crit_numst,'BIC')==1 || strcmp(crit_numst,'bic')==1 
        if new_BIC < old_BIC && numState == 2 
            reason_stop=0; 
            final_fit_param=new_fit_param; 
            final_fit_tr=new_fit_tr; 
            final_fit_time=new_fit_time; 
            final_pi=new_pi; 
            final_state_weight=new_state_weight; 
            final_state_seq=new_state_seq; 
            final_cell_BIC=cell_BIC; 
            final_cell_chi2prob=cell_chi2prob; 
            final_cell_logp=cell_logp; 
            final_cell_chi=cell_global_chi; 
            final_cell_seq_logp=new_seq_logp; 
            final_cell_seq_chi = new_seq_chi; 
            final_raw_e=new_raw_e; 
            final_raw_e_fit=new_raw_e_fit; 
            %             final_re_param=old_re_param; 
            final_ov=new_ov; 
            crit = crit + 2; 
            return 
        end 
    end 
    if (numState == 1 || numState > s_limit) && (crit==0) 
        reason_stop=6; 
        final_fit_param=old_fit_param; 
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        final_fit_tr=old_fit_tr; 
        final_fit_time=old_fit_time; 
        final_pi=old_pi; 
        final_state_weight=old_state_weight; 
        final_state_seq=old_state_seq; 
        final_cell_BIC=cell_BIC; 
        final_cell_chi2prob=cell_chi2prob; 
        final_cell_logp=cell_logp; 
        final_cell_seq_logp=old_seq_logp; 
        final_cell_chi = cell_global_chi; 
        final_cell_seq_chi = new_seq_chi; 
        final_raw_e=old_raw_e; 
        final_raw_e_fit=old_raw_e_fit; 
        %         final_re_param=old_re_param; 
        final_ov=old_ov; 
        reason_stop=old_reason_stop; 
        crit = crit + 2; 
        return 
    end 
     
    if strcmp(crit_numst,'chi')==1 
        if isempty(new_ov) == 0 && crit==0 
            final_fit_param=old_fit_param; 
            final_fit_tr=old_fit_tr; 
            final_fit_time=old_fit_time; 
            final_pi=old_pi; 
            final_state_weight=old_state_weight; 
            final_state_seq=old_state_seq; 
            final_raw_e=old_raw_e; 
            final_raw_e_fit=old_raw_e_fit; 
            final_cell_BIC=cell_BIC; 
            final_cell_chi2prob=cell_chi2prob; 
            final_cell_logp=cell_logp; 
            final_cell_seq_logp=old_seq_logp; 
            final_cell_seq_chi = old_seq_chi; 
            final_cell_chi = cell_global_chi; 
            final_ov=new_ov; 
            %             final_re_param=old_re_param; 
            reason_stop=[new_reason_stop,0]; 
            crit = crit + 1; 
            return 
        end 
        if new_chi2prob < old_chi2prob 
            old_chi2prob = new_chi2prob; 
            old_fit_param=new_fit_param; 
            old_fit_tr=new_fit_tr; 
            old_fit_time=new_fit_time; 
            old_pi=new_pi; 
            old_state_weight=new_state_weight; 
            old_state_seq=new_state_seq; 
            old_seq_logp=new_seq_logp; 
            old_seq_chi=new_seq_chi; 
            old_raw_e=new_raw_e; 
            old_raw_e_fit=new_raw_e_fit; 
            old_ov=new_ov; 
            old_reason_stop=new_reason_stop; 
        elseif new_chi2prob > old_chi2prob 
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            % if new_chi2prob > old_chi2prob, do another fitting with 
            % increased(or decreased) number of hidden states. 
            if state_unit == -1 
                numState = numState - 1; 
                new_tr=new_fit_tr; 
                new_tr(argmin(new_state_weight),:)=[]; 
                new_tr(:,argmin(new_state_weight))=[]; 
                new_tr=norm_m(new_tr); 
                new_time=new_fit_time; 
                new_time(argmin(cell_state_weight{2}),:)=[]; 
            elseif state_unit == 1 
                numState = numState + 1; 
                %%% In these iterations, only p_params are modified. 
                %%% Modifications of tr and time will be removed. 
                [~,sort_weight]=sort(new_state_weight); 
                 
                clear add_index 
                if size(new_pi,2)>size(new_pi,1) 
                    new_pi=new_pi'; 
                end 
                init_pi2=[new_pi;0]; 
                init_pi2=init_pi2/sum(init_pi2); 
                init_param=zeros(15,numState-1); 
                init_param(:,1:numState-2)=new_fit_param; 
                %                 init_param(7,numState-
1)=init_param(7,numState-2)/2; 
                init_param(7,numState-
1)=sqrt(prod(new_fit_param(sort_weight(end-1:end)+1))); 
                %                 init_param(8,numState-
1)=init_param(8,numState-2)*10; 
                init_param(8,numState-
1)=sqrt(prod(new_fit_param(8,1:numState-2))); 
                %                 init_param(8,numState-1)=(1-
sum(init_param(8,:)))/2; 
            end 
             
            [next_fit_param,next_fit_tr, next_fit_time, next_pi, 
next_seq_logp,... 
                next_seq_chi, next_global_chi, next_state_weight, 
next_state_seq,... 
                next_raw_e, 
next_raw_e_fit,next_reason_stop,final_re_param]... 
                = 
PbPHMM_givenstate(pw,init_param,200,pi,crit_stop,ori_param); 
            next_logp=next_seq_logp(end); 
             
            if exist('next_fit_tr','var') && 
(prod(isreal(next_seq_logp))~=0) && (isempty(next_fit_param)==0) 
                % Stop fitting and return old_results if new_fit_tr 
does not exist 
                % due to error or complex likelihood appears. 
                cell_logp(3+iter) = max(next_logp); 
                cell_global_chi(3+iter) = next_global_chi; 
                 
                %                 [~,new_logp2(3+iter)] = 
hmmdecode_sb(pw,next_fit_tr,next_raw_e_fit,... 
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                %                     
1./(1./sum(next_fit_time,2)/t_bin+back_level)/t_bin,next_pi); 
                
cell_BIC(3+iter)=BIC(cell_logp(3+iter),length(pw),numState); 
                %                 cell_BIC3(3+iter) = new_logp2(3+iter) 
- (st1^2+st1-1)*log(length(pw))/2; 
                %                 cell_BIC(3+iter)=cell_BIC3(3+iter); 
                %                 cell_logp(3+iter)=new_logp2(3+iter); 
                 
                cell_chi2prob(3+iter) = chi2cdf2(next_global_chi, numE-
2*(st1+iter+1)); 
                next_chi2prob = cell_chi2prob(3+iter); 
                next_BIC=cell_BIC(3+iter); 
            else 
                reason_stop=[old_reason_stop,2]; 
                final_fit_param=old_fit_param; 
                final_fit_tr=old_fit_tr; 
                final_fit_time=old_fit_time; 
                final_pi=old_pi; 
                final_state_weight=old_state_weight; 
                final_state_seq=old_state_seq; 
                final_cell_BIC=cell_BIC; 
                final_cell_chi2prob=cell_chi2prob; 
                final_cell_logp=cell_logp; 
                final_cell_chi = cell_global_chi; 
                final_cell_seq_logp=old_seq_logp; 
                final_cell_seq_chi=old_seq_chi; 
                final_raw_e=old_raw_e; 
                final_raw_e_fit=old_raw_e_fit; 
                %                 final_re_param=old_re_param; 
                final_ov=[]; 
                return 
            end 
            iter=iter+1; 
             
            % if any weight is zero, terminate 
            % if all weight are nonzero, do ranksum test 
            if prod(next_state_weight)~=0 
                next_ov = ov_ranksum(pw, new_state_seq); 
            else 
                reason_stop=[old_reason_stop,2]; 
                final_fit_param=old_fit_param; 
                final_fit_tr=old_fit_tr; 
                final_fit_time=old_fit_time; 
                final_pi=old_pi; 
                final_state_weight=old_state_weight; 
                final_state_seq=old_state_seq; 
                final_cell_BIC=cell_BIC; 
                final_cell_chi2prob=cell_chi2prob; 
                final_cell_logp=cell_logp; 
                final_cell_chi = cell_global_chi; 
                final_cell_seq_logp=old_seq_logp; 
                final_cell_seq_chi = old_seq_chi; 
                final_raw_e=old_raw_e; 
                final_raw_e_fit=old_raw_e_fit; 
                %                 final_re_param=old_re_param; 
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                final_ov=[]; 
                return 
            end 
            % nonzero overlap, terminate 
            if isempty(next_ov) == 0 && crit == 0 
                reason_stop=[reason_stop,0]; 
                final_fit_param=old_fit_param; 
                final_fit_tr=old_fit_tr; 
                final_fit_time=old_fit_time; 
                final_pi=old_pi; 
                final_state_weight=old_state_weight; 
                final_state_seq=old_state_seq; 
                final_cell_BIC=cell_BIC; 
                final_cell_chi2prob=cell_chi2prob; 
                final_cell_logp=cell_logp; 
                final_cell_chi = cell_global_chi; 
                final_cell_seq_logp=old_seq_logp; 
                final_cell_seq_chi = old_seq_chi; 
                final_raw_e=old_raw_e; 
                final_raw_e_fit=old_raw_e_fit; 
                %                 final_re_param=old_re_param; 
                final_ov=old_ov; 
                reason_stop=[old_reason_stop,0]; 
                return 
                crit = crit + 1; 
            end 
             
            % continue fitting 
            if next_chi2prob < old_chi2prob && crit == 0 
                old_chi2prob=next_chi2prob; 
                old_fit_param=next_fit_param; 
                old_fit_tr=next_fit_tr; 
                old_fit_time=next_fit_time; 
                old_pi=next_pi; 
                old_state_weight=next_state_weight; 
                old_state_seq=next_state_seq; 
                old_seq_logp=next_seq_logp; 
                old_seq_chi=next_seq_chi; 
                old_raw_e=next_raw_e; 
                old_raw_e_fit=next_raw_e_fit; 
                old_reason_stop=next_reason_stop; 
                %                 old_re_param=next_re_param; 
            elseif next_chi2prob >= old_chi2prob && crit == 0 
                reason_stop=[reason_stop,1]; 
                final_fit_param=old_fit_param; 
                final_fit_tr=old_fit_tr; 
                final_fit_time=old_fit_time; 
                final_pi=old_pi; 
                final_state_weight=old_state_weight; 
                final_state_seq=old_state_seq; 
                final_cell_BIC=cell_BIC; 
                final_cell_chi2prob=cell_chi2prob; 
                final_cell_logp=cell_logp; 
                final_cell_chi = cell_global_chi; 
                final_cell_seq_logp=old_seq_logp; 
                final_cell_seq_chi = old_seq_chi; 
                final_raw_e=old_raw_e; 
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                %                 final_re_param=old_re_param; 
                final_raw_e_fit=old_raw_e_fit; 
                final_ov=old_ov; 
                return 
                crit = crit + 1; 
            end 
        end 
    elseif strcmp(crit_numst,'BIC')==1 || strcmp(crit_numst,'bic')==1 
        if new_BIC > old_BIC 
            old_BIC=new_BIC; 
            old_fit_param=new_fit_param; 
            old_fit_tr=new_fit_tr; 
            old_fit_time=new_fit_time; 
            old_pi=new_pi; 
            old_state_weight=new_state_weight; 
            old_state_seq=new_state_seq; 
            old_seq_logp=new_seq_logp; 
            old_seq_chi=new_seq_chi; 
            old_raw_e=new_raw_e; 
            old_raw_e_fit=new_raw_e_fit; 
            old_ov=new_ov; 
            %             old_re_param=new_re_param; 
            old_reason_stop=new_reason_stop; 
             
        elseif new_BIC < old_BIC 
            %        numState 
            if state_unit == -1 
                numState = numState - 1; 
                new_tr=new_fit_tr; 
                new_tr(argmin(new_state_weight),:)=[]; 
                new_tr(:,argmin(new_state_weight))=[]; 
                new_tr=norm_m(new_tr); 
                new_time=new_fit_time; 
                new_time(argmin(cell_state_weight{2}),:)=[]; 
            elseif state_unit == 1 
                numState = numState + 1; 
                [~,sort_weight]=sort(new_state_weight); 
                if size(new_pi,2)>size(new_pi,1) 
                    new_pi=new_pi'; 
                end 
                init_pi2=[new_pi;0]; 
                init_pi2=init_pi2/sum(init_pi2); 
                init_param=zeros(15,numState-1); 
                init_param(:,1:numState-2)=new_fit_param; 
                init_param(7,numState-
1)=sqrt(prod(new_fit_time(sort_weight(end-1:end)+0))); 
                %                 init_param(8,numState-1)=(1-
sum(init_param(8,:)))/2; 
                init_param(8,numState-
1)=sqrt(prod(new_fit_param(8,1:numState-2))); 
            end 
             
            [next_fit_param,next_fit_tr, next_fit_time, next_pi, 
next_seq_logp,... 
                next_seq_chi, next_global_chi, next_state_weight, 
next_state_seq,... 
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                next_raw_e, 
next_raw_e_fit,next_reason_stop,final_re_param]... 
                = 
PbPHMM_givenstate(pw,init_param,200,pi,crit_stop,ori_param); 
             
            next_logp=next_seq_logp(end); 
             
            if exist('next_fit_tr','var') && 
(prod(isreal(next_seq_logp))~=0) && (isempty(next_fit_param)==0) 
                %                 
next_fit_param=extract_p_param_new_deconv_num_new_correct_newest(pw,nex
t_state_seq,... 
                %                     
next_fit_tr,next_raw_e_fit,input_param,0); 
                cell_logp(3+iter) = next_logp; 
                cell_global_chi(3+iter) = next_global_chi; 
                
cell_BIC(3+iter)=BIC(cell_logp(3+iter),length(pw),numState); 
                 
                cell_chi2prob(3+iter) = chi2cdf2(next_global_chi, numE-
2*(st1+iter+1)); 
                next_chi2prob = cell_chi2prob(3+iter); 
                next_BIC=cell_BIC(3+iter); 
                iter=iter+1; 
            else 
                reason_stop=[old_reason_stop,2]; 
                final_fit_param=old_fit_param; 
                final_fit_tr=old_fit_tr; 
                final_fit_time=old_fit_time; 
                final_pi=old_pi; 
                final_state_weight=old_state_weight; 
                final_state_seq=old_state_seq; 
                final_cell_BIC=cell_BIC; 
                final_cell_chi2prob=cell_chi2prob; 
                final_cell_logp=cell_logp; 
                final_cell_chi = cell_global_chi; 
                final_cell_seq_logp=old_seq_logp; 
                final_cell_seq_chi = old_seq_chi; 
                final_raw_e=old_raw_e; 
                final_raw_e_fit=old_raw_e_fit; 
                %                 final_re_param=old_re_param; 
                final_ov=[]; 
                crit = crit + 2; 
                return 
            end 
            % if any weight is zero, terminate 
            % if all weight are nonzero, do ranksum test 
            if prod(next_state_weight)~=0 
                next_ov = ov_ranksum(pw, new_state_seq); 
            else 
                reason_stop=[old_reason_stop,2]; 
                final_fit_param=old_fit_param; 
                final_fit_tr=old_fit_tr; 
                final_fit_time=old_fit_time; 
                final_pi=old_pi; 
                final_state_weight=old_state_weight; 
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                final_state_seq=old_state_seq; 
                final_cell_BIC=cell_BIC; 
                final_cell_chi2prob=cell_chi2prob; 
                final_cell_logp=cell_logp; 
                final_cell_chi = cell_global_chi; 
                final_cell_seq_logp=old_seq_logp; 
                final_cell_seq_chi = old_seq_chi; 
                final_raw_e=old_raw_e; 
                final_raw_e_fit=old_raw_e_fit; 
                %                 final_re_param=old_re_param; 
                final_ov=[]; 
                crit = crit + 2; 
                return 
            end 
            % nonzero overlap, terminate 
            if isempty(next_ov) == 0 && crit == 0 
                reason_stop=[reason_stop,0]; 
                final_fit_param=old_fit_param; 
                final_fit_tr=old_fit_tr; 
                final_fit_time=old_fit_time; 
                final_pi=old_pi; 
                final_state_weight=old_state_weight; 
                final_state_seq=old_state_seq; 
                final_cell_BIC=cell_BIC; 
                final_cell_chi2prob=cell_chi2prob; 
                final_cell_logp=cell_logp; 
                final_cell_chi = cell_global_chi; 
                final_cell_seq_logp=old_seq_logp; 
                final_cell_seq_chi = old_seq_chi; 
                %                 final_re_param=old_re_param; 
                final_raw_e=old_raw_e; 
                final_raw_e_fit=old_raw_e_fit; 
                final_ov=old_ov; 
                crit = crit + 1; 
                return 
            end 
             
            %not sure whether 
            if (next_BIC > old_BIC) && (crit == 0) 
                old_BIC=next_BIC; 
                old_fit_param=next_fit_param; 
                old_fit_tr=next_fit_tr; 
                old_fit_time=next_fit_time; 
                old_pi=next_pi; 
                old_state_weight=next_state_weight; 
                old_state_seq=next_state_seq; 
                old_raw_e=next_raw_e; 
                old_seq_logp=next_seq_logp; 
                old_seq_chi=next_seq_chi; 
                old_raw_e_fit=next_raw_e_fit; 
                %                 old_re_param=next_re_param; 
                old_reason_stop=next_reason_stop; 
            elseif (next_BIC <= old_BIC) && (crit == 0) 
                reason_stop=[reason_stop,1]; 
                final_fit_param=old_fit_param; 
                final_fit_tr=old_fit_tr; 
                final_fit_time=old_fit_time; 
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                final_pi=old_pi; 
                final_state_weight=old_state_weight; 
                final_state_seq=old_state_seq; 
                final_cell_BIC=cell_BIC; 
                final_cell_chi2prob=cell_chi2prob; 
                final_cell_logp=cell_logp; 
                final_cell_chi = cell_global_chi; 
                final_cell_seq_logp=old_seq_logp; 
                final_cell_seq_chi = old_seq_chi; 
                final_raw_e=old_raw_e; 
                final_raw_e_fit=old_raw_e_fit; 
                %                 final_re_param=old_re_param; 
                final_ov=old_ov; 
                return 
                %                 crit = crit + 1; 
            end 
        end 









function [final_fit_param,final_fit_tr, final_fit_time, final_pi, 
final_seq_logp,... 
    final_seq_global_chi, final_global_chi, final_state_weight, 
final_state_seq,... 
    final_raw_e, final_raw_e_fit,reason_stop,re_param]... 
    = PbPHMM_givenstate(seq,input_param, n_iter,... 
    init_pi,crit_stop,ori_param) 
% Train transition and emission matrix with photophysical constraint at 
the 
% given number of hidden state 
  
% Repeat PbPHMM_unit until a stopping criterion is reached, keeping 
% photophysical relevance 
  
  
% seq : binned photon waiting time 
% input_param : initial photophysical parameters 
% n_iter : upper limit of iterations 
% init_pi : initial initiation probabilities 
% crit_stop : criteria for stopping iteration.  
%   'logp'(default) : maximum log-likelihood 
%   'chi' : minimum chi-square between trained emission matrix and e 
from 
%   trained photophysical parameters 
  
% final_fit_param : estimated photophysical parameters 
% final_state_seq : reconstructed state sequence 
% final_fit_tr : trained transition matrix 
% final_fit_time : expected photon waiting time of each state 
% final_pi : trained initiation matrix 
% final_state_weight : population of states 
% final_seq_global_chi : log-likelihood along training at the most 
probable 
% number of hidden state 
% final_raw_e : trained emission matrix 
% final_raw_e_fit : emission matrix from trained photophysical 
parameters 
% reason_stop : cause of stopping iteration (need to be refined) 
% re_param : relative errors of estimate parameters compared to real 
%                   parameters 
  
  
%%% correction history 
% new re_param : used log instead of subtracting real values 
% all state populations should be positive integers. 
% relevance of fit_param is not checked again after HMM_unit returns 
it. 
% likelihood(logp) or chi-square(chi2) can be used as stopping point 
% after an iteration by BW, photophysical parameters are extracted 
once. 
% need to be 
% 
'myHMM_waiting_raw_faster_num_logp_piter_rawe_auto_pfit_trseq_newchi', 
% but the filename cannot be too long. 




% chi-square between raw_e and raw_e_fit from extract_tre 
% prepare photophysical parameters 
% index_toff : 0(use individual photons), nonzero(dwell time at ps) 











t_bin = input_param(11); 
% back_level=input_param(10); 
% I_sat = 6.6261e-34*2.9979e8/(s_abs*wavelength*10^-9*t_fl); 
%Nbins = t_mod/tbin; 
  
%% initialize and first fit 
  
%%% determine seq is binned or raw 
if sum(abs(seq-round(seq)))~=0 
    % raw 




% count : number iteration 
  
c_fit=1; 
numState = size(input_param, 2)+1; 
if sum(abs(seq-round(seq)))~=0 
    numEmis = ceil(max(seq)/t_bin); 
else 
    numEmis = max(seq); 
end 
index = 0; 
final_seq_logp = zeros(100,1); 
final_seq_global_chi = zeros(100,1); 
  
  
if nargin == 6 
    re_param=zeros(100,2*(numState-1)); 
end 
  
% tr and e are not initially assigned. 





    ori_param=0; 
    if nargin<5 
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        crit_stop = 'logp'; 
        if nargin < 4 
            init_pi=zeros(numState,1); 
            if nargin < 2 
                % if nargin is not determined, set the number of 
iteration is 15. 
                n_iter=15; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
end 
if seq(1)<6 
    init_pi(2)=1; 
else 
    init_pi(:,1) = 1/numState; 
end 
  
if size(init_pi, 1) < size (init_pi,2) 






[old_fit_param,old_fit_tr, old_fit_time, old_pi, old_global_chi, 
old_state_seq,... 
    old_state_weight, old_logp, old_raw_e, old_raw_e_fit,reason_stop] = 
... 






    % if old_fit_param is ok 
    if nargin>=6 && (sum(abs(size(ori_param)-size(old_fit_param)))==0) 
%         re_param(c_fit,:)=[(old_fit_param(7,:)-
ori_param(7,:))./ori_param(7,:),... 
%             (old_fit_param(8,:)-ori_param(8,:))./ori_param(8,:)]*100;         
%         
re_param(c_fit,:)=log([old_fit_param(7,:),old_fit_param(8,:)]... 
%             ./fp_ori)/log(2)*100; 
        re_param(c_fit,:)=re_error(old_fit_param,ori_param); 
    end 
end 
  
final_seq_logp(c_fit) = old_logp; 
final_seq_global_chi(c_fit) = old_global_chi; 
  
if (prod(sum(old_fit_tr,1))*prod(sum(old_fit_tr,2))==0) || ... 
        isinf(old_global_chi(1)) || (prod(old_state_weight)==0) || ... 
        prod(sum(old_fit_time,2))==0 
    final_fit_param=[]; 
    final_fit_tr=[]; 
    final_fit_time=[]; 
    final_pi=[]; 
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    final_seq_logp=-inf; 
    final_seq_global_chi=[]; 
    final_global_chi=Inf; 
    final_state_weight=old_state_weight; 
    final_state_seq=[]; 
    final_raw_e=[]; 
    final_raw_e_fit=[]; 
    re_param=[]; 





    while c_fit<n_iter 
         
        [init_tr,init_e,init_time]=extract_tre(old_fit_param,numEmis); 
        c_fit=c_fit+1; 
%         try 
            [new_fit_param,new_fit_tr, new_fit_time, new_pi, 
new_global_chi, new_state_seq,... 
                new_state_weight, new_logp, new_raw_e, new_raw_e_fit, 
reason_stop] = ... 
                PbPHMM_unit(seq, init_tr, init_e, init_time, 
input_param,old_pi); 
%             fp(c_fit,:)=new_fit_param(7:8)'; 
%             trp(c_fit,:)=new_fit_tr(1,:); 
%         catch err 
%             err 
%             %             c_fit 
%         end 
        if isempty(new_raw_e)==0 
            if nargin>=6 && (sum(abs(size(ori_param)-
size(new_fit_param)))==0) 
                re_param(c_fit,:)=re_error(new_fit_param,ori_param); 
            end 
        end 
         
        final_seq_logp(c_fit) = new_logp; 
        final_seq_global_chi(c_fit) = new_global_chi(1); 
         
        if (prod(sum(new_fit_tr,1))*prod(sum(new_fit_tr,2))==0) || ... 
                isinf(new_global_chi(1)) || 
(prod(sum(new_fit_time,2))==0)... 
                || (prod(new_state_weight)==0) 
            % Viterbi algorithm has problem at small pwt misassigning 
            % photons at dark state as photons from bright transitions. 
            % Therefore ignore checking zero weights. 
            %                 || (prod(new_state_weight)==0) 
            final_fit_param=old_fit_param; 
            final_fit_tr=old_fit_tr; 
            final_raw_e = old_raw_e; 
            final_raw_e_fit = old_raw_e_fit; 
            final_pi = old_pi; 
            final_global_chi = old_global_chi; 
            final_state_weight = old_state_weight; 
            final_state_seq = old_state_seq; 
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            final_fit_time = old_fit_time; 
            final_seq_logp=final_seq_logp(1:c_fit-1); 
            final_seq_global_chi=final_seq_global_chi(1:c_fit-1); 
            if (nargin == 6) && (sum(abs(size(ori_param)-
size(input_param)))==0) 
                re_param=re_param(1:c_fit-1,:); 
            else 
                re_param=[]; 
            end 
            return 
        end 
        if strcmp(crit_stop,'logp') 
            if new_logp > old_logp 
                old_fit_param=new_fit_param; 
                old_logp = new_logp; 
                old_fit_tr = new_fit_tr; 
                old_raw_e = new_raw_e; 
                old_raw_e_fit = new_raw_e_fit; 
                old_pi = new_pi; 
                old_global_chi = new_global_chi; 
                old_state_weight = new_state_weight; 
                old_state_seq = new_state_seq; 
                old_fit_time = new_fit_time; 
            else 
                %%% continue fitting and compare stopping criteria to 
old 
                %%% one 
                
[init_tr,init_e,init_time]=extract_tre(new_fit_param,numEmis); 
                c_fit=c_fit+1; 
                [new2_fit_param,new2_fit_tr, new2_fit_time, new2_pi, 
new2_global_chi, new2_state_seq,... 
                    new2_state_weight, new2_logp, new2_raw_e, 
new2_raw_e_fit, reason_stop] = ... 
                    PbPHMM_unit(seq, init_tr, init_e, init_time, 
input_param, new_pi); 
                 
                if isempty(new2_fit_tr)==0 
                    % try 
                    if nargin>=6 && (sum(abs(size(ori_param)-
size(new2_fit_param)))==0) 
                        
re_param(c_fit,:)=re_error(new2_fit_param,ori_param); 
                    end 
                    if (sum(sum(new2_fit_param(7:8,:)<0))~=0) &&... 
                            (sum(new_fit_param(8,:))>1) 
                        % p_params by both methods are wromg. Terminate 
fitting. 
                        % catch err 
                        %     if strcmp(err.message,'Negative toff') 
                        final_fit_param=old_fit_param; 
                        %                 final_fit_tr = old_fit_tr; 
                        final_fit_tr=old_fit_tr; 
                        final_raw_e = old_raw_e; 
                        final_raw_e_fit = old_raw_e_fit; 
                        final_pi = old_pi; 
                        final_global_chi = old_global_chi; 
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                        final_state_weight = old_state_weight; 
                        final_state_seq = old_state_seq; 
                        final_fit_time = old_fit_time; 
                        final_seq_logp=final_seq_logp(1:c_fit-2); 
                        
final_seq_global_chi=final_seq_global_chi(1:c_fit-2); 
                        if (nargin == 6) && (sum(abs(size(ori_param)-
size(input_param)))==0) 
                            re_param=re_param(1:c_fit-1,:); 
                        else 
                            re_param=[]; 
                        end 
                        return 
                        %     end 
                        % end 
                    end 
                end 
                 
                % [c_fit,toc] 
                final_seq_logp(c_fit) = new2_logp; 
                final_seq_global_chi(c_fit) = new2_global_chi(1); 
                if 
(prod(sum(new2_fit_tr,1))*prod(sum(new2_fit_tr,2))==0) || ... 
                        isinf(new2_global_chi(1)) || 
(prod(sum(new2_fit_time,2))==0)... 
                        || (prod(new2_state_weight)==0) 
                    % Viterbi algorithm has problem at small pwt 
misassigning 
                    % photons at dark state as photons from bright 
transitions. 
                    % Therefore ignore checking zero weights. 
                    %                     || 
(prod(new2_state_weight)==0) 
                    % With error. finished at c_fit-2 
                    final_fit_param=old_fit_param; 
                    final_fit_tr=old_fit_tr; 
                    final_raw_e = old_raw_e; 
                    final_raw_e_fit = old_raw_e_fit; 
                    final_pi = old_pi; 
                    final_global_chi = old_global_chi; 
                    final_state_weight = old_state_weight; 
                    final_state_seq = old_state_seq; 
                    final_fit_time = old_fit_time; 
                    final_seq_logp=final_seq_logp(1:c_fit-2); 
                    final_seq_global_chi=final_seq_global_chi(1:c_fit-
2); 
                    if (nargin == 6) && (sum(abs(size(ori_param)-
size(input_param)))==0) 
                        re_param=re_param(1:c_fit-1,:); 
                    else 
                        re_param=[]; 
                    end 
                    return 
                end 
                if new2_logp > old_logp 
                    old_fit_param=new2_fit_param; 
                    old_logp = new2_logp; 
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                    old_fit_tr = new2_fit_tr; 
                    old_raw_e = new2_raw_e; 
                    old_raw_e_fit = new2_raw_e_fit; 
                    old_pi = new2_pi; 
                    old_global_chi = new2_global_chi; 
                    old_state_weight = new2_state_weight; 
                    old_state_seq = new2_state_seq; 
                    old_fit_time = new2_fit_time; 
                else 
                    index = 1; 
                    %            final_logp = old_logp; 
                    final_fit_param=old_fit_param; 
                    %                 final_fit_tr = old_fit_tr; 
                    %final_fit_tr_5s = old_fit_tr_5s; 
                    final_fit_tr=old_fit_tr; 
                    final_raw_e = old_raw_e; 
                    final_raw_e_fit = old_raw_e_fit; 
                    final_pi = old_pi; 
                    final_global_chi = old_global_chi; 
                    final_state_weight = old_state_weight; 
                    final_state_seq = old_state_seq; 
                    final_fit_time = old_fit_time; 
                    final_seq_logp=final_seq_logp(1:c_fit-2); 
                    final_seq_global_chi=final_seq_global_chi(1:c_fit-
2); 
                    %                 if nargin == 6 && 
(size(ori_param,2)==size(oid_fit_param,2)) 
                    if (nargin == 6) && (sum(abs(size(ori_param)-
size(input_param)))==0) 
                        re_param=re_param(1:c_fit-2,:); 
                    else 
                        re_param=[]; 
                    end 
                    return 
                end 
            end 
        elseif strcmp(crit_stop,'chi') 
            if new_global_chi < old_global_chi 
                old_fit_param=new_fit_param; 
                old_logp = new_logp; 
                old_fit_tr = new_fit_tr; 
                old_raw_e = new_raw_e; 
                old_raw_e_fit = new_raw_e_fit; 
                old_pi = new_pi; 
                old_global_chi = new_global_chi; 
                old_state_weight = new_state_weight; 
                old_state_seq = new_state_seq; 
                old_fit_time = new_fit_time; 
            else 
                
[init_tr,init_e,init_time]=extract_tre(old_fit_param,numEmis); 
                c_fit=c_fit+1; 
                [new2_fit_param,new2_fit_tr, new2_fit_time, new2_pi, 
new2_global_chi, new2_state_seq,... 
                    new2_state_weight, new2_logp, new2_raw_e, 
new2_raw_e_fit, reason_stop] = ... 
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                    PbPHMM_unit(seq, init_tr, init_e, init_time, 
input_param, old_pi); 
                 
                if isempty(new2_fit_tr)==0 
                    % try 
                    if nargin>=6 && (sum(abs(size(ori_param)-
size(new2_fit_param)))==0) 
                        
re_param(c_fit,:)=re_error(new2_fit_param,ori_param); 
                    end 
                    if (sum(sum(new2_fit_param(7:8,:)<0))~=0) &&... 
                            (sum(new_fit_param(8,:))>1) 
                        % p_params by both methods are wrong. Terminate 
fitting. 
                        % catch err 
                        %     if strcmp(err.message,'Negative toff') 
                        final_fit_param=old_fit_param; 
                        %                 final_fit_tr = old_fit_tr; 
                        final_fit_tr=old_fit_tr; 
                        final_raw_e = old_raw_e; 
                        final_raw_e_fit = old_raw_e_fit; 
                        final_pi = old_pi; 
                        final_global_chi = old_global_chi; 
                        final_state_weight = old_state_weight; 
                        final_state_seq = old_state_seq; 
                        final_fit_time = old_fit_time; 
                        final_seq_logp=final_seq_logp(1:c_fit-2); 
                        
final_seq_global_chi=final_seq_global_chi(1:c_fit-2); 
                        if (nargin == 6) && (sum(abs(size(ori_param)-
size(input_param)))==0) 
                            re_param=re_param(1:c_fit-2,:); 
                        else 
                            re_param=[]; 
                        end 
                        return 
                        %     end 
                        % end 
                    end 
                end 
                 
                % [c_fit,toc] 
                final_seq_logp(c_fit) = new2_logp; 
                final_seq_global_chi(c_fit) = new2_global_chi(1); 
                if 
(prod(sum(new2_fit_tr,1))*prod(sum(new2_fit_tr,2))==0) || ... 
                        (new2_global_chi(1)==Inf) || 
(prod(sum(new2_fit_time,2))==0)... 
                        || (prod(new_state_weight)==0) 
                     
                    % Viterbi algorithm has problem at small pwt 
misassigning 
                    % photons at dark state as photons from bright 
transitions. 
                    % Therefore ignore checking zero weights. 
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                    %                     || 
(prod(new2_state_weight)==0) 
                    % With error. finished at c_fit-2 
                    final_fit_param=old_fit_param; 
                    final_fit_tr=old_fit_tr; 
                    final_raw_e = old_raw_e; 
                    final_raw_e_fit = old_raw_e_fit; 
                    final_pi = old_pi; 
                    final_global_chi = old_global_chi; 
                    final_state_weight = old_state_weight; 
                    final_state_seq = old_state_seq; 
                    final_fit_time = old_fit_time; 
                    final_seq_logp=final_seq_logp(1:c_fit-2); 
                    final_seq_global_chi=final_seq_global_chi(1:c_fit-
2); 
                    if (nargin == 6) && (sum(abs(size(ori_param)-
size(input_param)))==0) 
                        re_param=re_param(1:c_fit-2,:); 
                    else 
                        re_param=[]; 
                    end 
                    return 
                end 
                if new2_global_chi < old_global_chi 
                    old_fit_param=new2_fit_param; 
                    old_logp = new2_logp; 
                    old_fit_tr = new2_fit_tr; 
                    old_raw_e = new2_raw_e; 
                    old_raw_e_fit = new2_raw_e_fit; 
                    old_pi = new2_pi; 
                    old_global_chi = new2_global_chi; 
                    old_state_weight = new2_state_weight; 
                    old_state_seq = new2_state_seq; 
                    old_fit_time = new2_fit_time; 
                else 
                    index = 1; 
                    %            final_logp = old_logp; 
                    final_fit_param=old_fit_param; 
                    %                 final_fit_tr = old_fit_tr; 
                    %final_fit_tr_5s = old_fit_tr_5s; 
                    final_fit_tr=old_fit_tr; 
                    final_raw_e = old_raw_e; 
                    final_raw_e_fit = old_raw_e_fit; 
                    final_pi = old_pi; 
                    final_global_chi = old_global_chi; 
                    final_state_weight = old_state_weight; 
                    final_state_seq = old_state_seq; 
                    final_fit_time = old_fit_time; 
                    final_seq_logp=final_seq_logp(1:c_fit-2); 
                    final_seq_global_chi=final_seq_global_chi(1:c_fit-
2); 
                    %                 if nargin == 6 && 
(size(ori_param,2)==size(oid_fit_param,2)) 
                    if nargin == 6 && (sum(abs(size(ori_param)-
size(input_param)))==0) 
                        re_param=re_param(1:c_fit-2,:); 
                    else 
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                        re_param=[]; 
                    end 
                    return 
                end 
            end 
        else 
            error('crit_stop should be either "logp" or "chi".') 
        end 
         




    index = 1; 
    %            final_logp = old_logp; 
    final_fit_param=old_fit_param; 
    %     final_fit_tr = old_fit_tr; 
    %final_fit_tr_5s = old_fit_tr_5s; 
    final_fit_tr=old_fit_tr; 
    final_raw_e = old_raw_e; 
    final_raw_e_fit = old_raw_e_fit; 
    final_pi = old_pi; 
    final_global_chi = old_global_chi; 
    final_fit_time = old_fit_time; 
    final_seq_logp=final_seq_logp(1:c_fit); 
    final_seq_global_chi=final_seq_global_chi(1:c_fit); 
    if nargin == 6 && (size(input_param,2)==size(ori_param,2)) 
        re_param=re_param(1:c_fit,:); 
    else 
        re_param=[]; 






final_state_weight = histo_HMM(final_state_seq,numState); 





function [fit_param,fit_tr, fit_time, fit_pi, global_chi, state_seq, 
state_weight, logp,... 
    raw_e, raw_e_fit] = ... 
    PbPHMM_unit(obs_seq, init_tr, init_e,wait_time, 
input_param,init_pi) 
HMM_unit_wait_simple_pparam_newchi 
%%% Return photophysical parameters and trained transition and emission 
%%% matrices (corresponds to one iteration) 
% fit_param : estimated photophysical parameters 
% final_re_param : relative errors of estimate parameters compared to 
real 
%                   parameters 
% fit_tr : trained transition matrix 
% fit_time : expected photon waiting time of each state 
% fit_pi : trained initiation matrix 
% global_chi : chi-square between trained emission matrix and emission  
%   matrix from trained photophysical parameters 
% state_seq : reconstructed state sequence 
% state_weight : population of states 
% logp : log-likelihood 
% raw_e : trained emission matrix 
% raw_e_fit : emission matrix from trained photophysical parameters 
  
%%% Exactly as written in Rabiner's 
%%% if a fit_param(estimated photophysical parameter set) from tr and e 
is  
%%% not photophysically relevant, then try tr and a reconstructed state 
sequence. 
%%% emission probabilities of nonexisting values are set to be zero. 
%%% return empty results if fit_param has an error. 
%%% 
% Negative scale for very small emission probabilities is corrected. 
% use init_e as input. does NOT construct e from input_param. 
% calculates global chi-square. 
% is a unit of iteration. 
% the direction of sequence in obs_seq must be horizontal. 
% size(e_param) = [numState,2]; 
% e_param(:,1) = A, e_param(:,2) = tau 
% emission matrix : exponential pdf = A*exp(-seq/tau) 
%% initial photophysical parameters 
% % 1. I_prim : Primary excitation intensity (W/cm2) 
% % 2. e : absorption coefficient (/(M*cm)) 
% % 3. wavelength (nm) 
% % 4. F_fl : fluorescence quantum yield 
% % 5. F_det : detection efficiency 
% % 6. t_fl : "measured" fluorescence lifetimea 
% % 7. t_dark1 : dark state lifetime 
% % 8. dark state quantum yield : k_ISC(intersystem crossing 
rate)/k_rad 
% % 9. ratio of k_ReISC (reverse intersystem crossing rate) to k_ISC2 
% %    (triplet depopulation rate from T1 to S0) : k_ReISC/k_ISC2 
% %    - Action cross section for reverse intersystem crossing due to 
% %     secondary laser illumination 
% % 10. background noise 
% % 11. tbin : time step 
% % 12. collecting time 
% % 13. t_mod : modulation time (inverse of modulation frequency) 
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% % 14. I_secmax : Secondary excitation intensity for modulation in 
W/cm^2. 
% % 15. wavelength2 : wavelength of secondary laser (W/cm2) 
% 











% I_sat = 6.6261e-34*2.9979e8/(s_abs*wavelength*10^-9*t_fl); 
% %Nbins = t_mod/tbin; 






% numState = 2; 
if size(obs_seq,1)<size(obs_seq,2) 




if nargin < 7 
    init_pi=zeros(numState,1); 
    if obs_seq(1)<3 
        init_pi(2)=1; 
    else init_pi(:,1) = 1/numState; 
    end 
end 
if size(init_pi, 1) < size (init_pi,2) 
    init_pi=init_pi'; 
end 
% if size(wait_time,1) < size(wait_time,2) 
%     wait_time=wait_time'; 
% end 
  
L = length(obs_seq); 
if sum(abs(obs_seq-round(obs_seq)))~=0 
    %     hist_point = ceil(max(obs_seq)/t_bin); 
    histogram = histo_HMM(ceil(obs_seq/t_bin)); 
    obs_seq=ceil(obs_seq/t_bin); 
else 
    %     hist_point = max(obs_seq); 





% fit_time = zeros(numState,1); 
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% fit_chi = zeros(numState,1); 
% raw_e_fit = zeros(hist_point,numState); 
%%% if min(obs_seq) == 0, length of hist = numEmis + 1 
%%% if min(obs_seq) ~= 0, length of hist = numEmis 
  
  
%% initial transition and emission  matrix 
  
%%% init tr 
% ds=Fcol*(1-sum(Fisc)); 
% dss=Fcol*(1-sum(Fisc))+sum(Fisc); 
% tr with zero background 
% [init_tr,init_e]=extract_tre(input_param,numEmis); 
  
%%% make emission probabilities of nonexisting observation to be zero 
init_e(histogram==0,:)=0; 
for cc=1:numState 
    init_e(:,cc)=init_e(:,cc)/sum(init_e(:,cc)); 
end 
%% begin overall process%%% 
  
%estimate forward and backward prob 
  
%  forward variable forward_var 
%  s : scaling factor 
  
if prod(wait_time>1)==0 
    % divide real wait_time by t_bin 











        +backward_var(:))))<3 
    %% train transition matrix : Baum-Welch algorithm 
    fit_tr=zeros(numState,numState,L-1); 
    for current = 1:numState 
        for post = 1:numState 
            %             fit_tr(k,l,:)=forward_var(1:L-
1,k)*init_tr(k,l).*init_e(obs_seq(2:L),l).*... 
            %                 backward_var(2:L,l)./s_forward_var(1:L-
1); 
            fit_tr(current,post,:)=forward_var(1:L-
1,current)*init_tr(current,post).*... 
                init_e(obs_seq(2:L),post).*backward_var(2:L,post); 
        end 
    end 
    % by Rabiner's 
    %     gamma=exp(log(forward_var)+log(backward_var)); 
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    %     gamma=gamma./repmat(sum(gamma,2),1,numState); 
    %     gamma=sum(gamma,1); 
    %     for current = 1:numState 
    %         for post = 1:numState 
    %             fit_tr(current,post,:)=forward_var(1:L-
1,current)*init_tr(current,post).*... 
    %                 
init_e(obs_seq(2:L),post).*backward_var(2:L,post)/gamma(current); 
    %         end 
    %     end 
     
     
    % remove nan (replace by zero) 
    fit_tr(isnan(fit_tr))=0; 
    fit_tr(isinf(fit_tr))=0; 
    fit_tr(fit_tr<0)=0; 
    fit_tr=norm_m(sum(fit_tr,3)); 
    %check if all states are accessible 
    if prod(sum(fit_tr,1))==0 || prod(sum(fit_tr,2))==0 
        reason_stop = [reason_stop,2]; 
        fit_tr=[]; 
        fit_time=[]; 
        fit_pi=[]; 
        global_chi=inf; 
        state_seq=[]; 
        state_weight=[]; 
        logp=-inf; 
        logp_raw=-inf; 
        raw_e=[]; 
        raw_e_fit=[]; 
        sum_e=[]; 
        sum_e_fit=[]; 
        return 
    end 
    %% train emission matrix 
    % for numerical stability, put logarithm 
    gamma=exp(log(forward_var)+log(backward_var)); 
    gamma=gamma./repmat(sum(gamma,2),1,numState); 
    %replace NaN in gamma by zero 
    gamma(isnan(gamma))=0; 
    raw_e=zeros(size(init_e)); 
    for count = 1:L 
        for state = 1:numState 
            % mine 
            raw_e(obs_seq(count),state) = 
raw_e(obs_seq(count),state)... 
                + gamma(count,state); 
            % Rabiner's : gamma(state)/sum(gamma(state)), but it's 
            % normalized already. 
            %old : + gamma(count+1,state); 
        end 
    end 
    %normalize the trained emission matrix 
    raw_e = raw_e./repmat(sum(raw_e,1),size(raw_e,1),1); 
    fit_pi = gamma(1,:); 
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    %     clear forward_var backward_var gamma s_forward_var init_tr 
init_e 
    %% check state occupation. if any state is not occupied, terminate 
and return void 
    fit_time=zeros(numState,1); 
    for cc=1:numState 
        fit_time(cc)=sum((1:numEmis)'.*raw_e(:,cc))*t_bin; 
    end 
%     state_seq=hmmviterbi3(obs_seq,fit_tr,raw_e_fit,fit_pi,fit_time); 
    state_seq=hmmviterbi3(obs_seq,fit_tr,raw_e,fit_pi,fit_time); 
    %% extract p-param 
     
    % state probability or pwts by Viterbi algorithm has larger 
    % error than Baum-Welch algorithm. So calculate pwt by tr and e 
    % rather than assigned states. index_pwt --> 0 
    
fit_param=extract_p_param_num(obs_seq,state_seq,fit_tr,raw_e,input_para
m,0); 
     
    if prod(prod(fit_param(7:8,:)))==0 
        % if fit_param from tr and e returns error, try a tr and the 
state 
        % sequence 
        
fit_param=extract_p_param_num(obs_seq,state_seq,fit_tr,raw_e,input_para
m,1); 
        if prod(prod(fit_param(7:8,:)))==0 
            % if the fit_param still has an error, return error 
results. 
            reason_stop=[reason_stop,3]; 
%             fit_param=[]; 
            fit_tr=[]; 
            fit_time=[]; 
            fit_pi=[]; 
            global_chi=Inf; 
            state_seq=[]; 
            state_weight=[]; 
            logp=-inf; 
            logp_raw=-inf; 
            raw_e=[]; 
            raw_e_fit=[]; 
            return 
        end 
    end 
     
    %% Determine raw_e_fit ==> extracted from fitted p_param 
    % need no more curve fitting 
    % fit_time : mean pwt of each state. 
    [~,raw_e_fit,fit_time]=extract_tre(fit_param,numEmis); 
    try 
        state_weight = histo_HMM(state_seq, numState); 
        state_weight(1) = []; 
%         sum_e = sum( raw_e.* repmat(state_weight',numEmis,1),2); 
        sum_e_fit = sum( raw_e_fit.* 
repmat(state_weight',numEmis,1),2); 
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        global_chi = est_real_chi(histogram, sum_e_fit, numEmis-
numState); 
        % calculate logp again with trained tr and e_fit. 
        [~,logp] = 
hmmdecode_sb(obs_seq,fit_tr,raw_e_fit,sum(fit_time,2),fit_pi); 
        [~,logp_raw] = 
hmmdecode_sb(obs_seq,fit_tr,raw_e,sum(fit_time,2),fit_pi); 
    catch err 
        % if parameter extraction does not work 
        if isempty(err.identifier)==0 
            fit_param=[]; 
            fit_tr=[]; 
            fit_time=[]; 
            fit_pi=[]; 
            global_chi=Inf; 
            state_seq=[]; 
            state_weight=[]; 
            logp=-inf; 
            logp_raw=-inf; 
            raw_e=[]; 
            raw_e_fit=[]; 
            sum_e=[]; 
            sum_e_fit=[]; 
        end 
    end 
     
else 
    fit_param=[]; 
    fit_tr=[]; 
    fit_time=[]; 
    fit_pi=[]; 
    global_chi=Inf; 
    state_seq=[]; 
    state_weight=[]; 
    logp=-inf; 
    logp_raw=-inf; 
    raw_e=[]; 
    raw_e_fit=[]; 
    sum_e=[]; 




function [val_chi, val_reduced_chi] = est_real_chi(ori_seq, fit_seq, 
df) 
if size(ori_seq,2) > size(ori_seq,1) 
    ori_seq = ori_seq'; 
end 
if size(fit_seq,2) > size(fit_seq,1) 
    fit_seq = fit_seq'; 
end 
if size(ori_seq,2) ~= size(fit_seq,2) 
    error('The size of two sequences must be the same.') 
end 
%numStep = size(ori_seq,2); 
temp_chi = (ori_seq - fit_seq).^2./fit_seq; 
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sum_inf = sum(isinf(temp_chi),1); 
sum_nan = sum(isnan(temp_chi),1); 
if sum_inf + sum_nan == size(ori_seq,2) 
    val_reduced_chi = inf; 
    val_chi = inf; 
else 
    temp_chi(isnan(temp_chi)) = 0; 
    temp_chi(isinf(temp_chi)) = 0; 
    val_chi = sum(temp_chi); 
    val_reduced_chi = val_chi/df; 
end 
  
function [histogram, x_hist] = histo_HMM(seq, bin) 
%%% calculate histogram of seq 
%%% bin = 1 
%%% length of result = max of seq + 1 
%%% x_hist : x axis of histogram ( 0 <= x_hist <= max(seq) 
if nargin<2 
    bin=max(seq); 
end 
numStep1 = size(seq,1); 
numStep2 = size(seq,2); 
x_hist = 0:max(max(seq)); 
histogram = zeros(bin+1,1); 
for count1 = 1:numStep1 
    for count2 = 1:numStep2 
        if seq(count1,count2) == 0 
            histogram(1) = histogram(1) + 1; 
        else 
            histogram(seq(count1,count2)+1) = 
histogram(seq(count1,count2)+1) + 1; 
        end 







    x=x'; 
end 
if size(y,1)<size(y,2) 




fit_sum = ezfit(x,y2,['y=1/(m2-m1)*(exp(-x/m2)-exp(-x/m1));m1=',... 
    num2str(init_m/2),';m2=',num2str(init_m/2)]); 
fit_sum = ezfit(x,y2,['y=1/(m2-m1)*(exp(-x/m2)-exp(-x/m1));m1=',... 
    num2str(fit_sum.m(1)),';m2=',num2str(fit_sum.m(2))]); 








function [seq_rate, fit_seq, val_chi] = fit_erlang(seq, x, k) 
if size(seq,1) < size(seq,2) 
    seq=seq'; 
end 
if size(x,1) < size(x,2) 
    x=x'; 
end 
L = size(seq,1); 
init_l = sum(x.*(x-[0;x(1:end-1)]).*seq)/k; 
i_step = fix(log10(init_l))-1; 
l_seq = zeros(20,2); 
%%calculate and compare squared sum of residuals(integer). 
for c1=1:10 
    for count = 1:20 
        if init_l + 10^(i_step-c1+1)*(count-10) > 0 
            l_seq(count,1) = init_l + 10^(i_step-c1+1)*(count-10); 
            dd = seq - erlang(x, k, l_seq(count,1)); 
            l_seq(count,2) = sum(dd.^2/(L-1),1); 
        else l_seq(count,2) = Inf; 
        end 
    end 
    init_l = l_seq(argmin(l_seq(:,2)),1); 
end 
seq_rate = init_l; 
val_chi = min(l_seq(:,2)); 
fit_seq = erlang(x,k,seq_rate); 
clear l_seq l_seq2 l_seq3 l_seq4 
  
  
function indices = argmin(v) 
% ARGMIN Return as a subscript vector the location of the smallest 
element of a multidimensional array v. 
% indices = argmin(v) 
% 
% Returns the first minimum in the case of ties. 
% Example: 
% X = [2 8 4; 7 3 9]; 
% argmin(X) = [1 1], i.e., row 1 column 1 
  
[m i] = min(v(:)); 
indices = ind2subv(mysize(v), i); 
  
  
function indices = argmax(v) 
% ARGMAX Return as a subscript vector the location of the largest 
element of a multidimensional array v. 
% indices = argmax(v) 
% 
% Returns the first maximum in the case of ties. 
% Example: 
% X = [2 8 4; 7 3 9]; 
% argmax(X) = [2 3], i.e., row 2 column 3 
  
[m i] = max(v(:)); 
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indices = ind2subv(mysize(v), i); 
  
function sz = mysize(M) 
% MYSIZE Like the built-in size, except it returns n if M is a vector 
of length n, and 1 if M is a scalar. 
% sz = mysize(M) 
% 
% The behavior is best explained by examples 
% - M = rand(1,1),   mysize(M) = 1,      size(M) = [1 1] 
% - M = rand(2,1),   mysize(M) = 2,      size(M) = [2 1] 
% - M = rand(1,2),   mysize(M) = 2,      size(M) = [1 2] 
% - M = rand(2,2,1), mysize(M) = [2 2],  size(M) = [2 2] 
% - M = rand(1,2,1), mysize(M) = 2,      size(M) = [1 2] 
  
if isvector(M) 
    sz = length(M); 
else 





%%% calculate relative error of fit_param with ori_param 
  
%%% old re 
%%% re_param(c_fit,:)=[(new2_fit_param(7,:)-
ori_param(7,:))./ori_param(7,:),... 
%%%     (new2_fit_param(8,:)-ori_param(8,:))./ori_param(8,:)]*100; 
%%% re_param(c_fit,:)=log([new2_fit_param(7,:),new2_fit_param(8,:)]... 
%%%     ./fp_ori)/log(2)*100; 
num_param=size(fit_param,2); 
if sum(abs(size(fit_param)-size(ori_param)))~=0 
    re_param=0; 
else 
    fit_param=[fit_param(7,:),fit_param(8,:)]; 
    ori_param=[ori_param(7,:),ori_param(8,:)]; 
    re_param=zeros(1,num_param*2); 
    for cc=1:num_param*2 
%         re_param(cc)=(fit_param(cc)-ori_param(cc))/... 
%             min([fit_param(cc),ori_param(cc)])*100; 
        re_param(cc)=(fit_param(cc)-ori_param(cc))/ori_param(cc)*100; 




function raw_data = SPC_read(spc_file, setup_file) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% 
% convert SPC file from TCSPC module into the following format 
% The file name of setup and spc files must be between apostrophes.       
% 
% Example : raw_data = SPC_read('exp1.spc', 'exp_set.set');               
% 
% setup_file : the name of setup file. If not typped, the code will 
find a 
% setup file with the same name of spc_file. 
% Output data(raw_data) have 5 columns. Columns have following 
parameters.% 
% 1. Absolute Macro Time clocks  2. Micro time (in sec)                   
% 
% 3. Real Macro Time clocks (including micro)  4. photon waiting time     
% 
% 5. Channel 6.Invalid flag                                               
% 
%                                                                         
% 




if nargin < 2 
    setup_file = [spc_file(1:end-3),'set']; 
end 
fid1=fopen(setup_file,'r'); 
raw_setup = fread(fid1); 
fclose(fid1); 
fid2=fopen(spc_file,'r'); 








% convert spc data into 6 columns raw data 
% column name 
  
% size_raw due to the fact that the information per photon is stored as 
6 bytes. 
size_raw = length(spc_data)/6-1; 
raw_data = zeros(size_raw, 6); 
% mt_base : when the macro timer overflows 2^24, previous macro  
% timer is added to this value. 
mt_base = 0; 
clock = (spc_data(3)+256*spc_data(4))*1e-10; 
for count = 1:size_raw 
    if spc_data(6*count+2) < 16 
        adc = spc_data(6*count+2)* 256 + spc_data(count*6+1); 
        raw_data(count,6) = 0; 
        mtov = 0; 
    elseif spc_data(6*count+2) < 32 
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        adc = (spc_data(6*count+2)-16)* 256 + spc_data(count*6+1); 
        raw_data(count,6) = 1; 
        mtov = 0; 
    elseif spc_data(6*count+2) < 48 
        adc = (spc_data(6*count+2)-32)* 256 + spc_data(count*6+1); 
        raw_data(count,6) = 0; 
        mtov = 1; 
    elseif spc_data(6*count+2) < 64 
        adc = (spc_data(6*count+2)-48)* 256 + spc_data(count*6+1); 
        raw_data(count,6) = 1; 
        mtov = 1; 
    end 
    if mtov == 1 
        mt_base = mt_base + 16777216; 
    end 
    raw_data(count,2) = (4095 - adc) * TACrange/TACgain/4096; 
    raw_data(count,1) = spc_data(6*count+3)*65536 + 
spc_data(6*count+5)... 
        + spc_data(6*count+6) * 256 + mt_base; 
    raw_data(count,3) = raw_data(count,1) * clock + raw_data(count,2); 
    raw_data(count,5) = spc_data(6*count+4); 
end 
raw_data(:,4)=raw_data(:,3)-[0;raw_data(1:end-1,3)]; 
%raw_data(:,3)=cumsum(raw_data(:,3)); 
 
 
 
